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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report supplements a previous report of the same title submitted in June, 1992. It
summarizes additional analytical techniques which have been developed for predicting the
response of linear and nonlinear structures to noise excitations generated by large propulsion
power plants.
The report is divided into nine chapters. The first two deal with incomplete knowledge
of boundary conditions of engineering structures. The incomplete knowledge is characterized by
a convex set, and its diagnosis is formulated as a multi-hypothesis discrete decision-making
algorithm, with attendant criteria of adaptive termination.
Chapter 1 deals with rectangular plates. The boundary conditions are represented by
transverse and rotational springs with uncertain spring constants, modeling possible damages
along the boundary. Bolotin's dynamic edge effect method is applied to determine the natural
frequencies. Chapter 2 is devoted to the identification of end conditions for beams, and their
natural frequencies, using a finite element formulation.
Chapter 3 deals with free and forced vibrations of periodic multi-span beams. The
concept of wave propagation in periodic structures of Brillouin is utilized to investigate the wave
motion at the periodic supports. Chapter 4 discusses the vibrations of a two-dimensional grillage.
Each periodic support of such a grillage is constrained by a rigid transverse support and two
elastic rotational springs in two orthogonal directions. The elastic springs on each row are
identical; thus, the grillage forms a two-dimensional periodic pattern. The four boundary edges
of the grillage are assumed to be either simply supported or clamped. Again the wave
propagationconceptis usedfor the analysis.
Chapter5 studiesthe randomvibration of a typical weather protection system for space
shuttles at a launch site. It is shown that the Timoshenko-beam model captures the essential
structural behaviors of such a system. The use of the conventional Bernoulli-Euler beam theory
may result in an error of about 50% in the computed mean-square value of the bending moments.
Chapter 6 to 9 are devoted to the analysis of nonlinear structures. Although there exist
known methods to obtain exact mean-square responses of non-linear systems, they are applicable
only to systems subjected to highly idealized random excitations. Therefore, the approximate
method of stochastic linearization remains the only practical means to deal with complex
continuous structures under rather general random loadings. In this report, a new energy-based
stochastic linearization method is developed. Chapter 6 discusses its applications to discrete
systems, whereas Chapters 7 and 8 deal with elastic beams. The simplest cases, for which exact
solutions are obtainable, are considered in Chapter 7. The results are compared with those
obtained from the conventional and the new stochastic linearization techniques. It is shown that
the new stochastic linearization technique yields more accurate results than those from the
conventional one. Chapter 8 investigates the nonlinear response of a beam when an exact
solution is unavailable. The results must then be compared with those of Mote Carlo simulations.
Again, superior performance of the suggested approximation technique is demonstrated.
The damping force is assumed to be viscous and linear in Chapters 7 and 8. This
assumption is abandoned in Chapter 9. When both damping and the restoring force are
nonlinear, the method of partial stochastic linearization is preferable, in which only the non-linear
damping force in the original system is replaced by a linear viscous damping, while the non-
linear restoring force remains unchanged. The replacement is based on the criterion that the same
ii
averagework is performedby the nonlinear damping force in the original system and its linear
counterpart.
The possibilities of future research on this general subject are diverse. General
commercially available computer software for engineering structures do not include programs for
rigorous random vibration or convex analyses. Development of comprehensive finite element
programs to incorporate random vibration and convex analyses into general purpose codes is
therefore a must, especially for application to large-scale structures. It is hoped that these tasks
can be addressed in phase III.
.o.
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CHAPTER # 1:
Diagnosis of Local Modifications in
the Boundary Conditions of a
Rectangular Plate
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DIAGNOSIS OF LOCAL MODIFICATIONS IN THE
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF A RECTANGULAR PLATE
Isaac Elishakoff and Jianjie Fang
Center for Applied Stochastics Research
and Department of Mechanical Engineering
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, FL 33431-0991, USA
1. INTRODUCTION
There is a vast literature on the free vibrations, as well as forced vibrations, either due
to deterministic or random excitations, of thin rectangular plates. To the best of our knowledge,
in all these studies the boundary conditions along the edges of the plates are assumed as known.
Hence the investigators consider all possible combinations of boundary conditions along edges,
namely those of simply supported (SS), clamped (C), free (F), or, more generally, elastically
supported (ES) conditions. The natural question arises: How to identify the "true" boundary
conditions? In addition, the integrity of plate-like structures is often determined by the condition
at the junction of the plate with the remainder of the structure. Diagnosis of the integrity of the
junction can be performed by estimating the existing boundary conditions.
In this study the boundary condition diagnosis is formulated as a discrete multi-hypothesis
decision problem. This facilitates diagnostic determination of global features of the boundary
conditions, without the necessity of detailed full reconstruction of the boundary condition profile
along the entire perimeter of the plate. In particular, we concentrate on diagnosis of localized
alteration of the boundary conditions due to some adverse effects, including the high level
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excitation. The boundaryconditions are modeled in general as translational or rotational springs.
In particular, the aims of the diagnosis are (a) to identify the interval along the boundary within
which the spring stiffnesses deviate _om the nominal values, and (b) to diagnose the best
nominal value of the stiffness along the adversely attached boundary. This diagnosis is based
on measurement of a certain number of natural frequencies of the plate. In this study, the
boundary condition is specified by the torsional stiffness at each point of the continuous interface
between the plate and the structure. Translational stiffness at the boundary is identified with
infinity, for the sake of simplicity. This implies that the transverse displacement vanishes
identically along the perimeter of the plate.
It must be stressed that diagnosis of the boundary conditions does not imply the complete
identification of these continuous functions. Indeed, total reconstruction of the boundary stiffness
functions is not only quite challenging but also unnecessary for many operational or maintenance
decisions. Rather, diagnosis of the boundary condition means identification of the adversely
affected region on the boundary and estimation of limits on the magnitude of the stiffness change.
In other words, the diagnosis will be considered satisfactory even though the characterization of
the boundary condition is still partial or fragmentary. We utilize convex models to represent the
degree of uncertainty in the boundary condition modification which can acceptably remain after
completing the diagnosis. This implies that diagnosis of the boundary condition in fact means
identification of the convex model to which the actual boundary stiffness profile belongs.
This will then allow us to precisely formulate the diagnosis as a discrete multi-hypothesis
decision problem with attendant formulation of the adaptive termination of this algorithm. The
cornerstone of the method is the ability of evaluating the frequency spectrum of a plate with
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specified boundary conditions, which can be performed analytically or numerically. This is
necessary for implementing the minimum-distance decision algorithm upon which the diagnosis
is based. In the present study we employ the generalized Bolotin's dynamic edge effect method
to determine the approximate natural frequencies and normal modes of elastically supported
isotropic, uniform rectangular plates. The entire procedure of diagnosis oZ local modifications
is implemented with numerically simulated diagnosis.
2. CONVEX MODELS OF UNCERTAINTY
As indicated above, diagnosis of the boundary condition means, in this study,
identification of the affected region on the boundary and estimation of limits on the magnitude
of the stiffness change. It is assumed that only the torsional stiffness is modified by boundary
condition failure. Convex models put forward by Ben-Haim and Elishakoff [1] will be used to
specify the degree of precision required in the diagnosis of the boundary torsional stiffness
profile.
A convex model is a set of functions.
realization of an uncertain quantity of interest.
Each element of the set represents a possible
In our case, these functions are the torsional
stiffness profiles k(s), where s is the position around the periphery of the plates. The diagnosis
will be considered satisfactory when the uncertainty in the boundary condition has been reduced
to an acceptable preselected level. Convex models will represent the acceptable uncertainty in
the boundary condition. This means that diagnosis of the boundary condition is in fact no more
than identification of the convex model to which the actual boundary stiffness profile belongs.
It should be stressed again that the actual stiffness profile will not be identified; only the convex
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model to which it belongs is sought by the diagnosis.
While several different convex models are available (see Ben-Haim and Elishakoff, [1]),
the following simple model is particularly suitable for representing uncertain localized failures.
Let S represent the boundary of the plate and let I,, n = 1,...N denote subsets of the boundary
S. The sets I, may be simple connected intervals, or unions of such intervals. Let _(s) be the
nominal torsional stiffness profile, s _ S. We define convex models which are sets of stiffness
profiles which deviate from the nominal profile only in a particular interval [,. Specifically, the
convex model C,, is the following set of hypothesized stiffness profiles [2]:
In other words, C,, is the set of torsional stiffness profiles k(s) which are equal to the
nominal function k(s) outside the region I,,. but which deviate by as much as +_.b from the
constant value K,, throughout the region I,. One recognizes that C,, is a localized uniform bound
convex model
3. MULTI-HYPOTHESIS DECISION
The reference values K= in the convex models in Eq. (1) can assume any of the M
different values K1, ...,K_,. Likewise, failure (i.e. "weakening" of the boundary conditions
intended in the original design) can occur in any of N different boundary intervals, 11, ..., I_v.
Thus diagnosis of the boundary condition involves deciding which of the MN convex models
contains the true boundary stiffness profile. This decision is based on a multi-hypothesis
formulation.
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In its simplest form the multi-hypothesis decision algorithm requires the choice of one
representative or hypothesized stiffness profile from each convex model. It should be noted that
in its more general form, more than one hypothesized stiffness profile is chosen for each convex
model. Let h,(s) denote the hypothesized stiffness profile from convex model C,,,,. That is,
h,(s) _ C_. Let to¢-_ = (to:°'_,...tof "_) indicate a vector of J natural frequencies of a plate
whose boundary stiffness profile is h,.,(s). Furthermore, let Q = (QI, ...ft_) represent the vector
of measured natural frequencies of the same modes. Let [Ix[[ denote a norm of the vector x.
The distance from the measured natural frequency vector fl to the anticipated natural
frequency vector to ('_ based on the mnth hypothesis is :
H = IIQ - ta(')l[ (2)
It is reasonable to conclude that the true stiffness profile is likely to belong to the convex
model whose anticipated spectrum of natural frequencies is closest to the measured spectrum.
Let the pair of indices mo and no satisfy:
C
mort 0
- min H (3)
The multi-hypothesis decision is that the true stiffness profile belongs to the convex model
4. DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURE
The decision algorithm implied by Eq. (3) will always reach a decision, regardless
whether or not the least distance, H,,, is small. In other words, the multi-hypothesis will choose
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themost likely one from among the available options, but none may be particularly convincing,
due to unsatisfactory choice in the preliminary analysis.
Based on the assumption that all needed low-order frequencies of the plate are measured,
the diagnosis procedure which we follow, in broad outline, is as follows:
1. Construct the convex model of the unknown boundary conditions by taking advantage
of the available prior knowledge of the range of values wh/ch can reasonably be expected to
occur. If such a knowledge is unavailable,
2. Calculate all the naturai frequencies of interests for each hypothesized stiffness profi!e
hm(s) by employing the generalized Bolotin's dynamic edge effect method, or any other
approximate, analytical, or purely numerical technique.
3. Compute the distances between the measured frequencies and the ones corresponding
to hypothesized stiffnesses according to the general definition given in Eq. (2).
4. Decide which convex model is the most likely one, on the basis of minimum distance
algorithm relation (3). IfH,, is larger than a specified threshold value 0 then decision is deferred,
and a new choice of the mostly convex model is made. The diagnosis process is terminated if
H ,_0 (4)
As is seen, one of the cornerstone of the method is the ability to determine the natural
frequencies of plates under arbitrary boundary conditions. This problem is addressed in the
following section.
5. CALCULATION OF EIGENFREQUENCY SPECTRA
There exists an ample literature on vibration of elastic plates, as described in definitive
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reviews by Leissa [3-5]. For plates with two opposite edges simply supported but with arbitrary
boundary conditions along the remaining edges, exact solution is available. This class of
vibration problems is referred to as Ldvy problems. For non-Ldvy problems exact solutions are
presently unavailable and approximate techniques should be resorted to. Energy based
techniques, like methods of Rayleigh, Rayleigh-Ritz, Galerkin, or the finite element methods are
accurate and relatively incumbersome for the determination of the lower end of frequency
spectrum. However, for higher frequencies use of energy methods becomes computationally
expensive and cumbersome.
For higher frequencies, Bolotin [6] proposed so called dynamic edge effect method. It
is based on the physical observation, that for high frequencies the mode shapes of plates of
different boundary conditions have a somewhat similar behavior except in the zones near edges,
where the effect of the boundary conditions is prominent. Bolotin therefore suggested to
construct solutions emanating from each edge. In the interior region he "tailored" these solutions
to yield two simultaneous characteristic equations. This method found ample popularity both in
the East and the West (for appropriate bibliography one may consult review article by Elishakoff
[7] ). It turned out, however, that for certain instances it was impossible to construct solutions,
having sufficient number of decaying terms, to converge to an interior solution. This
phenomenon was called by Bolotin degeneracy of the dynamic edge effect method. The "cure"
for such a situation was provided by Vijayakumar [8] and Elishakoff [9]. In particular in Ref.
9 it was suggested to solve two auxiliary Levy-type problems in conjunction with the relationship
between the natural frequency and the modal numbers. In this formulation Bolotin's idea of
necessity of decaying solutions towards the interior region was abandoned, and solution was
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required to be valid in hypothesized "strips", somewhat similar to the original idea of Germaine
(modified by Lagrange) to derive the very equations for the plate. Here we follow the
generalization of Bolotin's dynamic edge effect method for the elastically supported plates, but
in the framework of Ref. 9.
Differential equation of motion of Kirchoff-Love plate reads
ov2v'w + ph 0____-_0 (5)
0t 2
where D is the flexural stifflaess, p-material density, h-thickness, w(x,y,t) - displacement
V 2 _ 02/Ox 2 + 02/0y 2 Laplace operator, x and y space coordinates, t - time. The boundary
conditions for rotationally restrained rectangular plate are
Ow (6)
,qM -- a,.-_- x - 0
0w (7)
- Y_'/'x = a2"_"x x = a
0w (8)
6tMy = I_1.._. y =0
13 0w (9)
-82My " 2"_" Y = b
w =0 on S
where a and b are side lengths of the plate,
(10)
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(11)
(12)
are the bending moments per unit length. Coefficients a_ and ct2 are stiffnesses of rotational
springs in the x direction; [51 and [$2 are stiffness of rotational springs in the y direction. In
addition, artificial parameters 'll, Y2, 61 and 62 are introduced. They take values either zero or
unity, in order to accommodate various possible ideal boundary conditions. For example Y1= O,
ct1,, 0 corresponds to the edge x = 0 being clamped; combination yl,_ 0, al= 0 corresponds to
simply supported edge.
For free vibrations we seek solution of .the Eq. (5) in the form
w(x,y, 0 = W(x,y)e _ (13)
where W(x,y) is the vibration mode and to is the sought natural frequency. Eq. (5) becomes
DV2V2W - pho_2W -- 0 (14)
Consider first the plate which is simply supported all round S, with boundary conditions
W = 0, v2W = o (15)
The mode shape
W v -_ sinUrCCsi n v_y , (u, v=l, 2, "'" ) (16)
a b
satisfies both the governing differential equation (14) and the boundary conditions (15). The
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serialnumbersu and v are positive integers, representing, respectively, number of half waves in
x - and - y - directions. The substitution of Eq. (16) into Eq. (14) yields the expression of the
natural frequency
--& I'÷ 2
phL_ a )
We introduce the nondimensional frequency parameter _.,_, defined by
(17)
_. = _ ,a2vt'ph/D = _[u 2 +(a/b)2v2] (18)
Consider now the plate with original boundary conditions specified in Eqs (6-10).
Following the spirit of the Bolotin's dynamic edge effect method [6] as well as its generalization
by Elishakoff [9], we represent the relationship between the natural frequency squared and modal
numbers in a manner similar to the Eq. (17)
2o_2 D [:p_12 + (.._.f (19)
--
where under new circumstances p and q, are unknown positive decimal numbers rather than
integers. Similar to Eq. (18), the corresponding nondimensional frequency Z. is
-_toa2vl'ph/D = _z2[p2+(a/b)2q2] (20)
Eq. (14) becomes
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V2V2W - + W=O
(21)
The solution of this equation can be represented as composed of solutions W_ and W 2 of
following problems
[(7)V 2 + + =0 (22)
=0
(23)
These will be determined, as suggested by Elishakoff [9], from two auxiliary problems
discussed below.
FIRST AUXILIARY PROBLEM
Consider the first auxiliary problem, referred to as X-Problem. We seek for the solution
of Eq. (21) in the form
W(x,y) " X(x) sin q:xy (24)
b
with boundary conditions, (6), and (7) and (10).
at
_l÷ --0
dx 2
Instead of Equations (22) and (23) we arrive
(25)
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reads
._-rX2 - *2 =0
dx 2
The solution for the function X(x)
X(x) =X#) +X#)
(26)
(27)
X(x) = Atsin/nr'x + A2cos/mX + A3sinh ra_ + A, cosh mix (28)
a a a a
where the first two terms are associated with Eq. (25) and the last two terms are associated with
Eq. (26). In Eq. 26 the following notation has been used
dr =p 1 + 2(--.q/2/a/2
(pJ(b)
and A i are constants of integration.
Boundary conditions (6), (7) and (10) lead following conditions for X(x)
(29)
X = O, at x = O, x --" a (30)
" d2X ct dX
=
at x = 0 (31)
,-, d 2X = ct d.X (32)
_zu'_ 2_ at x = a
In writing Eqs (31) and (32) we have used the boundary conditions (6) and (7).
Satisfaction of boundary conditions leads to:
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A 2 + A 4 = 0 (33)
Als t + A2¢ 1 + A_._ 1 + A4C t = 0 (34)
At_ + A2y_p_ + A_R,t - A,RZy_ = 0 (35)
At(,2c, - y3/Tjts_)- A2(q_2st + y_c_)
+ A3(_2RC t + yzR2pr,_qt)+ A4(¢21_ t + R2p'_Y2Ct) = 0
(36)
where
Gtta a2a r
¢_ -'O--' % D ' p (37)
s t = sin(p_) , c t = cos(/m), S t =sinh(m) , C 1 = cosh(rn)
Ct and ¢2 are nondimensional rotational spring stiffnesses.
Requiring that A/s do not vanish simultaneously results in a frequency determinant of the
X-problem
0 I 0 I
s 1 ct St Ct
_1 y_px ROx -R2yIP X
= o (38)
This equation contains two unknowns p and q. We will obtain a needed companion equation for
determining these two unknowns by solving an analogous problem in the y direction.
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SECOND AUXILIARY PROBLEM
Consider now the second auxiliary problem referred to as an Y-Problem. We seek for the
solution of Eq. (21) in the form
W(x,y) = Y(y)sin pr'x
a
with boundary conditions (8) and (9). Instead of Equations (22) (23) and (10) we have
(39)
ay__..,r + }'1 = o (4o)
ii+l__ - +2 Y2 =0ay _
The solution for the function Y(y)
(41)
YCy)= }'10,) + Y_Cy) (42)
is given by
Y(y)= Blsin_._ + B:cos--_- + B3sinh--_ + B4cosh---_
(43)
-- where
z-- qll+ 2(p/2(b/2 (44)
Note that z is obtained from the expression (29) for r, by formal replacement of p by q,
ofqbyp, of abyb, andof bbya.
The boundary conditions (8), (9), (10) read
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Y=O, at y =0, y =b (45)
6 D d2Y dY
r _y2 "f3:'_y at y =0
_8 _ d2y = f_ dY at y = b
(46)
(47)
Satisfaction of the boundary conditions leads to following set of equations
B 2 + B 4 = 0
(48)
BtS 2 + B2¢ 2 + B3S 2 + B4C 2 = 0
(49)
B_(_,:_ - a_q.ns,)- B_(VA + a_qzc,)
+ B,(v_zc, -,-aT_q_9 + B,(_,TS=+ z'q_6,c,) -- o
(50)
(5:)
_ where
__Lb, ap2 = 152b Z = z
D D ' q"
c2 = cos(qx), S 2 = sinh(z_), C_ = cosh(2x)
(52)
Moreover, apl and xp2 are nondimensional rotational constams.
Requirement of nontriviality of the constants of imegration yields
determinant
the following
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--o (53)
In contrast to classical free vibration problems [3], here two equations in terms of
determinants, namely Eq. (38) and Eq. (53), should be solved simultaneously to determine the
decimal modal numbers p and q. Their substitution into Eq. (19) yields the desired natural
frequencies. It should be borne in mind that in contrast to energy based methods the
determination of higher natural frequencies does not constitute a more difficult task than that of
the low natural frequencies. In fact, the numerical effort for numerical evaluation of any natural
frequency is essentially identical. The additional advantage of the present generalization of the
Bolotin's method consists in the possibility of evaluation of any preselected natural frequency.
This is important in particular due to the diagnostic method adopted in section 3. The validity
of the present generalization of Bolotin's dynamic edge method is verified by comparing the
present results with the results due to Leissa [4]. The comparisons are tabulated in the Appendix.
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
1) Example 1
For simplicity, we first concentrate on the boundary condition diagnosis of a square plate
(a=b) with three edges clamped and the fourth edge elastically supported (C-C-C-ES) (see Fig.
1). The uncertain rotational stiffness of the latter edge of the plate, 133, is represented by the
convex model, given in Eq. (1). We need some partial information on the plate boundary
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condition,i. e. on 152,to proceed with the diagnosis. Since no experimental results were available
to present investigators, the simulated situation was constructed.
To simulate possession of some information about the to-be-diagnosed plate, we proceed
as follows. We first investigate the extreme case with all four edges being clamped. The natural
frequency parameter of the fundamental frequency by the present approximate analytical method
is _.I=35.113. The plate under consideration is an aluminum plate (p=268.7 kg/m s) with both
side lengths fixed at a=b=lO m, and thickness at h=O.1 m. We first determine, by numerical
evaluation of the generalized Bolotin's method, the value of the rotational stiffness 13_ such that
the first mode frequency will be some fraction (say, 97%) of the corresponding first mode
frequency of the all-round clamped plate, namely _.i=34.060. Numerical search yields the value
of the nondimensional rotational stiffness _ = 1.522×107 N. We note that in this case the
numerical solution of Eq. (36) and Eq.(51) gives the valuesp=l.3417 and q=1.2848. For values
of 132greater than 13_ the natural frequencies will be identified with those of essentially C-C-C-C
plate. One would expect that beyond this value of the rotational spring coefficient identification
of the "true" boundary condition would be difficult since all the plates with various 15> 15_
actually are the same.
As it was mentioned above, performing actual experimental measurements was beyond
the scope of the present study. In order to simulate the actual situation, we suppose that we may
get, in principle, all needed measured frequencies of the plate whose rotational stiffness
coefficient l_2 along the fourth edge should be identified. Let us visualize that the set of
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measured nondimensional natural frequencies is given in Table 1. The notation ;k(,.),where i is
the sequence number of the frequency, is introduced in addition to the two index notation of
frequency Z._, because repeated frequencies are considered as a single frequency in this study.
We note in passing that the frequency parameters in Table 1 were obtained by setting [52=106N.
We visualize that this actual value of the rotational stiffness is unknown to us in our hypothetical
experiment and we should identify the convex model which represents it in a best way.
Table 1 The first six nondimensional frequency parameters of the to-be-diagnosed plate,
simulating the results of measurements
_-(1) 31.942
)h_) 64.119
ko) 71.088
_-(4) 101.052
k03 117.479
_'(_3 130.355
Since within the present procedure we assume that the alteration of the boundary
conditions occurs along the entire length of the side, we set that N=4 in Eq. (1) since the plate
has four sides. Accordingly the subsets of the boundary S, I,, n=l, "', 4, are a,, _, a;, _2. Here
the nominal values of torsional stiffness are denoted by _1, _1, _, _2" As mentioned before,
we assume three edges of the square plate to be clamped and the remaining edge (edge 4 in this
case) to be elastically supported. Therefore, the nominal values of torsional stiffness
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corresponding to the three clamped edges, denoted by _t, _t, _2, are infinite, that is
a_ = _ = _h "-"oo. The fact that the nominal value of the elastically supported edge, 132, is
unknown and is to be identified suggests that it may need several estimations to reasonably
represent the convex model for the stiffness 132. We denote these reference values 152.,,, where
m indicates the number of estimated nominal values. Then the general convex model set in
Eq.(1) becomes
C 4 = {ct,,_,,i=l,2: a,=_=oo, i=1,2; _t=_t=oo; 1132 - _z..l"_6 }
(54)
or, simply
(55)
: {132: - Bz.I ": a}
since only 132,the stiffness of the elastically supported edge, is considered to be unknown.
The natural question arises: Is the convex modeling of the uncertain elastic supports
along the fourth edge able to "uncover" the best convex model closest to this simulated situation?
To answer the above question it appears to be instructive to consider another question:
"How to reasonably construct the convex model?" Conceivably, if the convex model of stiffness
132is constructed that can include the true value of 1_2, the answer is "yes". Otherwise it makes
no sense to try to single out the "best" stiffness from the wrong ones. It is quite natural to state
that the estimated stiffness is likely to be far from the true one if the true stiffness can not be
exactly or approximately represented by the elements of the hypothesized convex model. This
happens since even the closest stiffness element in the convex set can be quite different from the
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true one. Thus it is necessary to develop guidelines as how to choose the proper convex models,
namely those which will necessarily contain possible realizations of an uncertain quantity of
interest, and hence able to represent the uncertainty of the boundary conditions.
To illustrate the procedure to construct the convex model, we will investigate a quite
general example in this section.
First we hypothesize the nominal value of stiffness [52, say _z_ =0"65×106N' and also set
81-0.15x106N. The according convex model is (0.5x106, 0.8×106)N. As we will see later, the
diagnosed stiffness will be identified at the upper bound of the interval (see Table 2). This
implies that either this upper limit is a true value of [52, or it is closest to the true 152. Since it
is improbable to "hit" the true value at the first trial, we conclude that the present convex model
is not comprehensive and needs to be improved. The fact that the diagnosed value of 152lies at
the upper bound of the interval suggests that a larger reference value [5zl should be chosen.
Next we select [5z2 =2"5x106N and set 62=0.5x106N. Then the corresponding interval becomes
(2x106, 3x106)N. As we can see from the results, the diagnosed stiffness 152in this case lies at
the lower bound of the interval (see Table 3). Again we conclude that either this lower limit is
the true value of [52 or it is closest to [52within this "wrong" interval. This leads to creation of
the final convex model (0.8x106, 2x106)N (see Fig. 2), and we can be confident that it is able to
include the true value of stiffness 152- In practical situations, we may need several estimated
models to construct the "final" convex model. Obviously the above situation represents the
typical case that may occur. The procedure, in detail, is as follows:
1. Measure all the "necessary" natural frequencies of the actual plate (In this study, we assume
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that they are all provided and listed in Table 1.)
2. Construct a convex set of boundary conditions. In this example it is (0.5x106, 0.8x106)N. The
lower bound of boundary stiffness interval is denoted by 15_, and the upper one by 132b.
3. Calculate the natural frequencies of the plate with the boundary stiffness 152equal to the mid-
point value of the interval, 15_ = 0.65xlO6N in this example.
4. Compute the distances H between the measured and calculated natural frequencies with 152= 15t
= 0.65xlO6N. It is well known that boundary conditions have a more pronounced effect in the
range of the low frequencies than in the high frequency region. This means that we should put
more "weight" when defining the norm on the low frequencies. Thus the distance between the
natural frequencies in Eq. (2) can be defined specifically as:
4
H = IIA - k<--)ll = 2_ IA:X'[ (56)
" i.t A i
where A is the vector of nondimensionalized measured natural frequency f2, and ZY') is the
calculated one for the hypothesized stiffness.
5. Compute the distance H at values 15_ = 15_ + A15, denoted by H(15_ +A15) following the same
way as step 4. We set A15 at 1.OxlO _ N. The derivative of the distance H with respect to 152can
be approximately estimated by
(57)
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_ 6. Decide search direction of 132by the following manner:
a) If H( 15t + A15)-H( 15_ ) < O, the stiffness 152should be increased.
b) If H( 15_ + A15)-H( 15_ ) > 0, the stiffness 152should be decreased.
7. Choose the new search interval. In this study, it is always one half of the last search interval,
and is created in such a way that the actual 152is always in the new interval, which is decided
by the directional search. That is, if dH(15 )/ d15 O, the next diagnostic interval is (15_, 15_);
if dH(15_) / d15_ > O, the next diagnosis interval is (15_, 15t).
8. Calculate the natural frequency with the mid-point stiffness 15'2of the new interval, in the
procedure following from step 3 to step 7 until the following criterion for termination is satisfied
115 - 15 '>1< (58)
where 15_) denotes the nth diagnosed stiffness and 13(2"÷t) the (n+l)th, from the next new interval
following 15_n). The value of e is chosen as 1(7 N in present example. Since the diagnosed 152
seems to be on the upper bound of the interval (see Table 2), we have to choose a larger
reference value of 152, say _z2" Let _,2 =2-5x106N and 62=0.5x106N. Therefore a second
interval (2x106, 3x106)N is created.
9. Repeat the same procedure for the second model interval (2x106, 3xlO°)N as for the interval
(0.5x106, 0.SxlO°)N. The lower and upper bounds of diagnosed interval are also denoted by 15_,
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and 13_, respectively.
10. Establish the convex model. Now one may notice that the diagnosed 132for the first interval
tends to increase monotonically till 0.8xlO6N while for the second interval it decreased till
2.0x106N. This implies that the true 15z may lie in the range between 0.8x106N and 2.0xlOeN.
It is straight-forward to determine the final possible small range of 132 by employing the
procedure indicated in steps 3 to 8. The above general procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the diagnosed intervals of every step for both initial hypothesized
stifthess models and the final convex model, as well as the frequency distances at the
corresponding mid-point values.
Table 2
step lower bound
xlO _s
upper bound
×10 _
distance at
midpoint _
distance at
+ a13
sign of
difference
1 0.5 0.8 1.0385 1.0374
2 0.65 0.8 0.8113 0.8095
3 0.725 0.8 0.6968 0.6935
4 0.7625 0.8 0.6403 0.6391 -
5 0.78125 0.8 0.6104 0.6096 -
6 0.79062 0.8
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Table 3
step
1 2.0
2 2.0
3 2.0
4 2.0
5 2.0
6 2.0
7 2.0
distance at distance atupper bound
xlO -6
midpoint _
lower bound
xlO _
sign of
difference
2.5 3.6642 3.6672 +
2.25 3.13 _5 3.1345 +
2.125 2.8555 32.8564 +
2.0625 2.7120 2.7154 +
2.0313 2.6414 2.6514 +
2.0156 2.6135 2.6158 +
2.0078 2.5915 2.5929 +
Table 4
step lower bound
xlO _
upper bound
xlO _
distance at
midpoint 15_
sign of
difference
1 0.7906 2.0078 1.1006 1.1043 +
2 0.7906 1.3992 0.2735 0.2766 +
3 0.7906 1.0949 0.1644 0.1527
4 0.9428 1.0949 0.0617 0.0635 +
5 0.9428 1.0188 0.0518 0.0491 -
6 0.9808 0.9998 0.0007 0.0021 +
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model:
From the above example, the following guidelines are suggested to construct the convex
a) Initial Hypothesis: We first hypothesize one reference, nominal value of stiffness 152.,,
and specify a certain b.. As a result, a interval as in Eq.(54), (_2.,,,- 8_, _2.,+ 6_), is
constructed and investigated by the present method. If the diagnosed 152belongs to this interval,
the search process should identify it and thus the searching process should be terminated. This
15: should be considered as the true value of stiffness. However, in most cases, due to the
insufficient information, the reference value g2.,, may not be correct since the true value 152may
not be included in the search interval. This situation will lead to the diagnosed value of stiffness
152to occur either at the upper or lower bound of the convex set. This would imply that more
reasonable reference values have to be estimated and the previous convex model needs a
correction or checking if the upper or lower bounds represent the true value.
b) Correction: When the hypothesized convex model needs to be corrected, we have to
create other convex model(s) which will include the true value of stiffness 152- Let us assume the
diagnosed stiffness 15: obtained in the initially hypothesized step lies at the lower bound of the
interval, which means the true value of 152 is equal or it is less than the lower bound of the
interval. In the next step, we choose such a convex model among where all its values are less
than those of the previous one. If the diagnosed stiffness 152of this convex model set also lies
at the lower bound of the set, then we have to move the interval further to the left. Usually it
is quite easy to create a convex model, such that the identified value of 152will suggest the upper
bound of the interval, as long as the reference value _2,,, is small enough.
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c) Final Hypothesis: Once having such two alternative convex models, a final convex
model can be constructed with the two previous diagnosed stif_esses 152's representing the upper
and lower bounds. As a result the "true" 152is "caught" inside this model.
2) Example 2
In the second example, we will investigate the diagnosis of the alteration in the boundary
condition of a square plate (a=b) with two adjacent edges clamped and the other two edges
elastically supported (C-C-ES-ES) (see Fig.3). The uncertain rotational stiffnesses of the two
elastically supported edges, c_ and I]2, are represented by the convex model, given in Eq.(1). As
in the example 1, the simulated situation (natural frequencies and corresponding underlying
rotational stiffnesses) is constructed since experimental measurements have not yet been
performed.
Following the steps of imitating the real situation in the first example, we visualize that
the set of measured nondimensional natural frequencies is given in Table 5. We note in passing
that the frequency parameters in Table 5 were obtained by setting ch=lxl06N, 152=2x106N. The
notations are same as that in example 1.
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Table 5 The first six nondimensional frequency parameters of the to-be-diagnosed plate,
simulating the results of measurements
_'(0 28.678
_.(2) 62.882
k<3) 94.693
_-(4) 117.162
_'03 148.056
_.(_ 191.336
As discussed before, the nominal values of torsional stiffnesses
at, _t, a2, _2" Then the convex model set in Eq.(1) is as follows
C 4 = {%,131, i=1,2: cq=_l = _
or, simply
Ca, ' = {%, [3=:
, la= - a .l < 8,
are denoted by
(60)
since only 0.2 and 1_2, the stiffnesses of the elastically supported edges, are considered to be
unknown.
We will omit the intermediate steps to create the "final" convex model, since they are
similar to those in example 1. Thus, we assume that we have arrived at the following convex
model, ct2_(0.1xl0 6, 10x106)N, 132@(0.1x106, 10xl06)N, which is large enough to include the
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true valuesof stiffnesses 0.2 and 132- The procedure, in detail, is as follows:
1. We measure all the "necessary" natural frequencies of the actual plate (In this study, we
assume that they are all provided and listed in Table 5.)
2. We construct a convex set for altered boundary conditions. In this example it is o.2,
132E (0.1xl06, 10xl06)N. The lower bounds of boundary stiffness intervals arc deno:cd by ct_ and
13_, whereas the upper bounds are indicated by ot_ and 132b, respectively.
3. We divide (4, a_) and (13_, 13_) into a number of equal intervals (20 intervals in this study).
For each interval's separation point eta2(i = 1, 2, .-., 20) in (ot_, ct_), we calculate the distances
Hi between the measured and the calculated natural
13{ (j = 1, 2,---, 20), and select the combination (ct_, I_')
frequencies at all values of
at which the distance H i reaches
minimum. This step is actually equivalent to choosing (ct_, I_) among the 400 dividing points
of _ and 132such that Hi attains its minimum. This may considerably save the storage due to
the fact that some data becomes of no use once they are compared and need not to be stored any
-- more.
5. We redefine a searching rectangular range with the identified (o_, 1_2") at step 4 as a center.
The side length of this rectangular area is twice the divided interval length. It can be readily
seen that the present area of ct 2 and 132 is one percent of the former one (see Fig. 4 & Fig. 5).
6. We repeat the procedure of step 3 through step 5 until certain convergence criterion is
satisfied. In this example, the criterion was chosen as the increment in values of cq and 132
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betweenone search to another not to exceed lxl0aN. The numerical results for ct's and
corresponding I_'s at which the distances Hj reach minimum in different searching areas are listed
in tables 6-9.
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Table 6 The valuesof etandI3 at which Distances_ reachMinimum (First SearchingRegion)
et 13at which H is min. H
1 0.100 3.565 2.3826
2 0.595 2.080 0.7270
3 1.090 2.080 0.4194
4 1.585 1.585 0.7438
5 2.080 1.090 1.2431
6 2.575 1.090 1.7717
7 3.070 0.595 2.1220
8 3.565 0.100 2.3838
9 4.060 0.100 2.7720
10 4.555 0.595 3.2664
11 5.050 0.100 3.4329
12 5.545 0.100 3.7206
13 6.040 0.100 3.9796
14 6.535 0.100 4.2172
15 7.030 0.100 4.4345
16 7.525 0.100 4.6350
17 8.020 0.100 4.8179
18 8.515 0.100 4.9910
19 9.010 0.100 5.1491
20 9.505 0.100 5.2994
21 10.000 0.100 5.4382
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Table 7 The values of ot and I_ at which Distances H i reach Minimum (Second Searching Region)
a I_ at which H is rain. H
1 0.5950 2.4270 0.5836
2 0.6445 2.4270 0.5006
3 0.6940 2.3280 0.4316
4 0.7435 2.2290 0.3654
5 0.7930 2.2780 0.2850
6 0.8425 2.1790 0.2144
7 0.8920 2.1300 0.1448
8 0.9415 2.0310 0.0834
9 0.9910 2.0310 0.0642
10 1.0410 1.9810 0.0569
11 0.1090 1.9320 0.1238
12 1.1400 1.8330 0.1791
13 1.1890 1.7830 0.2424
14 1.2390 1.7340 0.3046
15 1.2880 1.6840 0.3651
16 1.3380 1.6350 0.4241
17 1.3870 1.5850 0.4824
18 1.4370 1.5850 0.5494
19 1.4860 1.5850 0.6155
20 1.5360 1.5850 0.6798
21 1.5850 1.5850 0.7438
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Table 8 The values of et and 13at which Distances H i reach Minimum (Third Searching Region)
ct 15at which H is min. H
1 0.9910 2.011 0.0119
2 0.9959 2.006 0.0068
3 1.001 2.001 0.0038
4 1.006 1.996 0.0083
5 1.011 1.991 0.0147
6 1.016 1.981 0.0212
7 1.021 1.976 0.0279
8 1.026 1.971 0.0341
9 1.031 1.966 0.0407
10 1.036 1.956 0.0466
11 1.041 1.951 0.0539
12 1.045 1.946 0.0598
13 1.050 1.941 0.0669
14 1.055 1.932 0.0723
15 1.060 1.932 0.0793
16 1.065 1.932 0.0873
17 1.070 1.932 0.0939
18 1.075 1.932 0.1009
19 1.080 1.932 0.1089
20 1.085 1.932 0.1159
21 1.090 1.936 0.1237
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Table 9 The values of ct and 13at which Distances H i reach Minimum (Fourth Searching Re#on)
I_ at which H is min. H
1 0.9959 2.004 0.0046
2 0.9964 2.004 0.0041
3 0.9969 2.003 0.0032
4 0.9974 2.003 0.0029
5 0.9979 2.003 0.0022
6 0.9984 2.001 0.0021
7 0.9989 2.001 0.0006
8 0.9994 2.001 0.0008
9 0.9999 2.000 0.0005
10 1.000 2.0O0 0.0009
11 1.001 2.000 0.0016
12 1.001 1.998 0.0025
13 1.002 1.999 0.0027
14
15
16
17
1.002
1.003
1.003
1.004
1.004
1.999
18
1.997
1.998
1.996
1.996
0.0036
19
20
21
0.0038
0.0045
0.0051
0.0060
1.005 1.996 0.0064
1.005 1.997 0.0074
1.006 1.996 0.0083
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The generalized Bolotin's dynamic edge effect method, combined with the approach of
the convex modeling of uncertainty, has been employed to estimate the convex models associated
with the alteration of ihe boundary conditions of thin uniform rectangular plates. For
determination of the natural frequencies the generalized version [7] of the Bolotin's dynamic
edge-effect method [6] was employed. The essential advantage of this general method is the
possibility of finding the natural frequencies for any preselected pair of mode numbers. We have
shown in the Appendix, by comparing the nondimensional frequency parameters with those due
to Leissa [4] and Gorman [10], that the use of "postulate" (20) and of two Levy's type solutions
to approximate natural frequencies leads to very accurate results.
The main idea implemented in the present paper is the convex modeling of uncertainty,
as applied to the diagnosis of local modifications in the boundary conditions. In order to describe
the alteration in the boundary stiffness of the plate, convex models are utilized to specify the
possible realizations of boundary conditions. In the next step the multi-hypothesis decision is
implemented, based on the minimum distance algorithm.
For the sake of simplicity, plates with one or two edges elastically supported and the rest
clamped were investigated. Two possible kinds of convex models for the stiffness of the
elastically supported edge were constructed. The multi-hypothesis diagnosis, in conjunction with
the generalized dynamic edge effect method, proved to be a fairly successful technique.
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APPENDIX
The numerical procedure of solving the first and the second auxiliary problems, resulting
in Eq. (38) and Eq. (53), is carried out by applying Newton-Raphson method.
and (51) are denoted as
Here Eqs. (36)
F (p, q) -- o (A.Z)
G (p, q) = 0 (A.2)
They can be put in the expanded form as follows
_2ytY2stSz p2 R 4 + 2zczytY2stStP 2R 2 + n2ytY2szSzp 2 + _yzCtCtstP R 3 +
_yz_zCtstP R3 _ _y2¢zctS1p R2 _ nyt¢2ctStp R2 + _y2¢tCtSzp R +
_ytt_2CtszpR - _yz_zctSzp -xYt_2ctSzP + dptt_2$lStR2 + _ptt_2$}R +
¢_%c}R - 2¢,%c_C,R - ¢,%s}a + ¢,%C?R - ¢,_,s,s_ = o
(A.3)
n2btbzs2Szq2Z4 + 2n26t62s2S2q2Z 2 + _2bz62s2S2q2 + nbz_tC2s2qZ 3 +
nt)tal,2Czs2qZ3 - n82_ptCzSzqZ2 - n6,apzCzS2qZ_ ÷ nSzai,iCzSzqZ +
nblapzC2s2qZ - nb_aplczSzq - n6tap2c2S2q + ai,talss_S_Z_ + aptW2s_Z *
V_c_z - 2V,V_c,C_Z - V,V_s_z + V,_c_z - V_s_s2 -- o
(A-4)
According to Newton-Raphson method, the above two equations are approximately replaced by
F(p,q) - F, ÷ (OF) (OF)
._p , (p - p.) + .._.,(q-q.) ---0
(A'5)
G(p, q) ,,, G i + (__.OG)i _ - P,) +( c)G )ioq(q - q') = 0 (A.6)
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where Pi and ql are the values of roots of Eqs. (A.1) and (A'2) in ith iteration
F i = F(p,, qi), Gi = G(p,, qi)" The (i+l)th iteration of the above solution yields
and
Pi+I = Pi +
qi+t = ql +
where art , al_ a2t, and a_ denote, respectively,
OF
a,l --r, L
=Pt , q'q_ '
op-
at2G i - az_F i
alia22 - a12a21
axtFi - att G i
atla_ - al2a2t
(A.7)
(A-8)
= ( OF). (A-9)
at2 O"q" p J'' q'_'
=
a2l Op P'P' ' q'q"
_-(o%.a= q'qf
Oq " J"'
(A'10)
The derivatives #F/Op, OF/Oq, OG/Op, OG/Oq were evaluated analytically using the computerized
symbolic algebraic code REDUCE. In the p-q plane, the square defined by the lines p=m,
p=m+l, and q=n, q=n+l, where m and n are any positive integers, there is only one root of Eqs.
(A.1) and (A-2) (see Fig. 3). This allows us to find the natural frequency for any given pair of
numbers m, n so long as the initial values of p and q are properly chosen.
In Tables A-D the results are presented for the frequency parameters Z.=ox_Vt-ph/D
computed using both the present generalization of Bolotin's dynamic edge effect method, and the
Rayleigh-Ritz method adopted by Leissa [4]. In cases where Leissa's results are not available,
the results by Gorman [10] are cited and denoted by the star. It should be noted that the mode
sequence numbers, cited from Ref. [4], are somewhat different from those in Ref. [4], because
repeated frequencies are considered here as one.
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TableA
Comparison of frequency parameters _.=ox:_ (SS-C-SS-SS Plates)
Mode a/b=2/3 a/b=l.0 a/b=l.5
Sequence Ref. 3 Present Ref. 3 Present Ref. 3 Present
1 15.578 15.578 23.646 23.646 42.528 42.528
2 31.072 31.072 51.674 51.674 69.003 69.003
3 44.564 44.564 58.646 58.646 116.267 116.267
4 55.393 55.393 86.135 86.134 120.996 120.995
5 59.463 59.463 100.270 100.270 147.635 147.635
6 83.438 83.606 113.228 113.228 184.101 184.101
Table B
Comparison of frequency parameters Z.=(oa2_ (C-C-C-C Plates)
Mode a/b=2/3 a/b=l.0 a/b=l.5
Sequence
Ref. 3 Present Ref. 3 Present Ref. 3 Present
1 27.010 26.582 35.992 35.113 60.772 59.809
2 41.716 41.191 73.413 72.899 93.860 92.682
3 66.143 66.172 108.27 107.444 148.82 148.245
4 79.850 78.766 131.64 131.701 179.74 179.978
5 100.85 103.730 165.00 "2 163.170 226.92 213.053
_After Gorman's [10] result (_.=41.25) is multiplied by four, since the side lengths in Ref.
10 are taken as 2a and 2b.
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Table C
Comparison of frequency parameters Z.=o__ (C-C-C-SS Plates)
Mode a/b=2/3 a/b=l.0 a/b=l.5
Sequence Ref. 3 Present Ref. 3 Present Ref. 3 Present
1 25.861 25.692 31.829 31.438 48.167 47.622
2 38.102 37.837 63.347 63.054 85.507 84.990
3 60.325 60.111 71.084 70.879 123.99 123.657
4 65.516 65.447 100.83 100.460 143.99 143.681
5 77.563 77.357 116.40 116.292 158.36 211.054
6 92.154 98.374 130.37 130.262 214.78 220.072
Table D
Comparison of Frequency Parameters _.=toa2 phv/_ (C-C-SS-SS plates)
Mode
Sequence
a/b=2/3
ReL 3 P_sent
1 19.952 19.853
2 34.024 33.907
3 54.370 54.326
4 57.517 57.429
5 67.815
90.069
67.694
90.013
a/b=l.O a/b=l.5
ReL 3 Present ReL 3 Present
27.056 26.867 44.893 44.669
60.544 60.549 76.554 76.290
92.865 92.665 122.33 122.233
114.57 114.568 129.41 129.215
145.786 152.58 152.313146.0"
188.5" 188.469 202.66 203.303
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Fig. 1 A plate with three edges clamped and the fourth edge elastically supported (ES).
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Fig. 2 The process of creating the "final" convex model.
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Fig. 3 The mode sequence numbers by generalized Bolotin's dynamic edge effect method.
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CHAPTER # 2
Convex Identification of Boundary
Conditions by Finite Element
Method
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CONVEX IDENTIFICATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
BY FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Jianjie Fang and Isaac Elishakoff
Center for Applied Stochastics Research
and Department of Mechanical Engineering
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, FL 33431-0991, USA
Abstract: The study deals with the identification of the boundary conditions by the finite element method. The
identification of the convex model, to which the boundary stiffimsses belong, rather than the total reconstruction of the
boundary conditions, is performed. Two example problems of the beams, one uniform and the other nonuniform, both
damped at one end and elastically supported at the other, are considered and numerically evaluated in detail.
1. INTRODUCTION
The vibration problems of beams, either due to deterministic or random excitations, have
been widely investigated. To the best of our knowledge, in most of these studies the boundary
conditions at the ends of the beam are assumed as known (Gorman, 1975; Weaver, Timoshenko,
and Young, 1990). Most investigators consider all possible combinations of boundary conditions
at the ends, namely those of simply supported (SS), clamped (C), free (F), or, more generally,
elastically supported (ES) ends. However, in practical problems, engineers usually do not have
the exact information associated with the boundary conditions; they may, however, possess some
fragmentary knowledge about those boundary conditions, such as the probable ranges of the
boundary springs' stiffnesses. The natural question arises: How to identify the "true" boundary
conditions based on the partial knowledge?
Boundary conditions have traditionally been modeled as axial and torsional springs or
translational and rotational springs at the boundaries. Identification of parameters such as spring
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stiffnesses has usually been considered within the context of identifying mass and stiffness
matrices from measured eigenvectors (Baruch, 1982; Kabe, 1985; Baruh and Meirovitch, 1985;
Dong, Cheng, and Qi, 1991). Identification of eigenvalues and eigenvectors form the system
response is a popular subject and there are several methods available, such as those in Refs.
(Ibrahim, 1983; Ewins and Gleeson, 1982; Juang and Pappa, 1985). Baruh and Boka (1993)
recently presented a procedure for the identification of the spring constants, by assuming that a
number of eigenvaiues and eigenvectors are known and making use of identified eigenvectors and
orthogonaiity conditions.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, the convex treatment of the uncertainty in
boundary conditions was addressed only by Ben-Haim and Natke (1992, 1993). They represented
this uncertainty by convex models, which are sets of mathematical entities such as functions,
vectors or matrices (for more details about convex modeling of uncertainty one may consult the
monograph by Ben-Haim and Elishakoff (1990)). For example, in Ref. (Ben-Haim and Natke,
1993), an adaptive diagnosis procedure was developed and furthermore, the performance of this
procedure with uncertainty characterized by the convex models was studied.
In this study, the incomplete or partial knowledge about the boundary conditions is
characterized by the convex model. The main idea about convex models for uncertainty is stated
in the following section. It must be stressed that diagnosis of the boundary conditions within the
convex modeling does not imply the complete identification of the spring constants in the beam
problem. Indeed, total reconstruction of the boundary stiffnesses is not only quite challenging
but may be unnecessary for many operational or maintenance decisions. Rather, diagnosis of the
boundary conditions may mean identification of the adversely affected boundary (x=0 or x=L,
where x is the axial coordinate and L is the length of the beam), and moreover, estimation of
limits on the magnitude of the stiffness change of the elastic strings modeling the actual boundary
conditions. Once convex models of the boundary conditions are constructed, the diagnostic
process in fact implies identifying, in the convex model, the element to which the actual
boundary stiffness belongs.
This will then allow us to precisely formulate the diagnosis as a discrete multi-hypothesis
decision problem with attendant formulation of the adaptive termination of this algorithm. The
boundary conditions are generally modeled in terms of both translational and rotational springs.
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Thepresentdiagnosisis basedon measurement of a certain number of natural frequencies of the
beam. The integral part of the method is the subprocess of evaluating the frequencies of a beam
with specified boundary conditions, which can be performed analytically for the uniform beams,
or numerically for the non-uniform beams, by using the versatile finite element method or other
approximate techniques. The class to which the "true" boundary stiffness belongs, can then be
identified by the convex modeling and implementing the decision algorithm of the suitably
chosen minimum distance between natural frequencies, or other suitable criteria.
2.-
2. CONVEX MODELS OF UNCERT,MNTY
As indicated above, identification of the boundary condition means identifying in the
convex model the element to which the actual boundary stiffness belongs. In this study, convex
models developed by Ben-Haim and Elishakoff (1990) are employed to specify the degree of
precision required in the diagnosis of the boundary translational and rotational stiffnesses.
A convex model is a set possessing certain convexity properties. Each element of the set
represents a possible realization of an uncertain quantity of intecest. In our case, these elements
are intervals within which the "true" stiffnesses, K/'s, are possibly located, where /--1,2 are
associated with translational and rotational stiffnesses, respectively. Therefore, elements in this
convex model can represent the acceptable uncertainty in the boundary condition. The diagnosis
will be considered satisfactory when the uncertainty in the boundary condition has been "reduced"
to an preselected level, i.e. when the interval with sufficient small length has been found to yield
corresponding actual measured frequencies of the beam. This means that diagnosis of the
boundary condition is in fact no more than identification of the interval to which the actual
boundary stiffness belongs. It should be stressed again that the actual stiffness will not be
identified; only the interval to which it belongs is sought by the diagnosis.
While several different convex models are available (Ben-Haim and Elishakoff,1990), the
following simple model is particularly suitable for the beam problem. Let Ki ('0 be the nominal
stiffnesses, where m=l, -", M is the total number of convex models, and i=1, 2, corresponding
to the translational and rotational stiffnesses, respectively. We define the convex model as a set
of stiffness intervals whose centers are located at the nominal values. Specifically, the convex
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model C is the following set of hypothesized stiffness intervals:
c --{c, m--1,E,.-.,u}
where c. is
c, = {K: [K_ -Ki (')['¢6,, i = 1,2}
(I)
(2)
In other words, c" is the set of translational and rotational stiffness intervals which deviate
by as much as _-6 from the constant value Kit'k One recognizes that C is a uniform bound
convex model.
3. MULTI-HYPOTHESIS DECISION
The reference values Ki t'-) in the convex models in Eq. (1) can assume any of the M
different values Kit 1), K/2k..,K/Uk Thus diagnosis of the boundary condition involves deciding
which of the M convex models contains the true boundary stiffness. This decision is based on
a multi-hypothesis formulation (Wald, 1947).
In its simplest form the multi-hypothesis decision algorithm requires the choice of one
representative or hypothesized stiffness from each element in the convex model. It should be
noted that in its more general form, more than one hypothesized stiffness is chosen for each
convex model. Let h" denote the hypothesized stiffness from the element c'. That is, h" _ c,,.
Let to('_ = (tolt'_,...toj ('_) indicate a vector of the first J natural frequencies of a beam whose
boundary stiffness is h'. Furthermore, let Q = (t2i, ...g).,) represent the vector of measured
natural frequencies.
The "distance" from the measured natural frequency vector Q to the anticipated natural
frequency vector to t'`) based on the mth hypothesis is :
n -- 2,
where _ denotes some measure of deviation between g2 and to'.
(3)
One of the possible choices
can be the following
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where Ilxll denotesa normof vector x.
It is reasonable to conclude that the true stiffness is likely to belong to the convex model
whose anticipated natural frequencies are the "closest" to the measured ones. Let the index mo
satisfy:
H = min H (5)
RIQ m
The multi-hypothesis decision is that the true stiffness belongs to the element of c .
M I
4. DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURE
The decision algorithm implied by Eq. (5) can always reach a decision, no matter whether
the least distance,/at=, is small or not. In other words, the multi-hypothesis decision will choose
the most likely stiffness interval from the available options.
As expected, in practical situation, it is assumed that all needed frequencies of the to-be-
identified beam have been measured. We need to establish a convex model to which the
boundary conditions belong. It should be pointed out that we have many definitions of the
distance of frequencies given by Eq.(3), depending on the definition of the norm of vectors. The
fact that the lower order natural frequencies can be measured more accurately than higher ones,
allows us to reasonably define the distance as a sum of relative errors of frequencies over the
first several natural frequencies, i.e,
_L
Q,,o) L;= (6)
where N is the number of measured frequencies. Note that the distance in Eq. (6) does not
represent the norm, yet it appears to be a preferable criterion, from the physical point of view.
The diagnosis procedure is as follows:
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1. Measure all the necessary natural frequencies of the beam.
2. Construct the convex model of the unknown boundary conditions by taking advantage
of the available preliminary knowledge of the range of values which can be reasonably expected
to occur. In this study, a specific convex model with general form of Eq.(1) is established. We
set bI=0.005 N/m for the translational stiffness, and 62=0.005 N-m for the rotational stiffness.
This implies that the stiffness differing from each other by less than or equal to 0.005 N/m will
be treated as coinciding with each other. However, the number of elements in the convex model,
M, is taken as infinite, and as a result KI ('J and K2 _"0can take infinite number of values. But they
do have a finite range, which is K/'_[0,104] EIo/L _ N/m, K2("_E[0,100] EIo/L N'm in our example
problem, where [a,b] denotes an interval. Since there are infinite numbers of elements, we can
not afford testing all the elements in the convex model. The adaptive process of producing sub-
intervals from original large intervals is utilized to reach the element of interest efficiently,
without the necessity of checking all the elements. In this process the lower bounds of the
boundary stiffness intervals are denoted by /(1" and 1(2°, and the upper ones by K1 b and K2 b
respectively. We note that in the first procedure K_*=0 N/m, Klb=104 EIo/L J N/m, K2°=0 N.m,
Ksb =IO0 EIo/L N'm.
3. Divide intervals [/(1, KI_ and [K2, Ks_ into a number of equal intervals (20 intervals
were chosen in this study).
4. Compute the distances .it between the measured frequencies and the ones
corresponding to hypothesized stiffnesses according to the general definition given in Eq. (3) for
every interval separation point K/(i=1,2,..., 20) in [K_,/(1 b] at all Ki's (j=1,2,...,20) in [Ks, K2b],
by employing the finite element method (Petyt, 1990).
5. Identify the point (K_*, K_'*) from the multi-hypothesis decision of Eq. (5) after
obtaining all the distances in step 4.
6. Reset a searching range of K_ and/(2, which is a rectangle in two dimensional space,
with the identified vector (K_*, K_ °) from step 4 as the center, and the side length of this
rectangular is taken as twice the divided interval length of the preceding step. It can be readily
seen that the present area of K_ and K: is one percent of the preceding one.
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7.Repeat steps 3 through 6 until an interval is found such that, on the basis of minimum
distance algorithm decision Eq. (5), H,, is smaller than a specified threshold value 0. In other
words, the process of diagnosis is terminated if the following inequality is satisfied
t/ (7)
tll
In the present example, this step is implemented as choosing (Kt/', K_;) among the 400 dividing
points of/(1 and K 2 such that H is minimum.
As we can see, one of the cornerstones of the method is the ability to determine the
natural frequencies of beams under arbitrary boundary conditions. The finite element method,
which is addressed in Appendix A, is applied to solve this problem.
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
As an example, we will investigate the beam which is clamped at one end and elastically
supported at the other.
5.1 Uniform Beam
Consider a uniform beam with length L, Young's modulus E, material density per unit
length p, moment of inertia I and cross-sectional area A. In this case, we visualize that only the
first two nondimensional natural frequencies were measured, which are given as follows
_'1 = 18.0 (8)
= 50.0
The relation between the natural frequencies and their nondimensional counterparts _.i is
xiI Eir (9)
where toi is the natural frequency of the beam.
We note in passing that the exact frequencies for the uniform C-C (i.e., with both ends
clamped) beam are
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_'t - 22.37 k 2 - 61.67
- 120.9 _'i- (i+1/2) 2_
and for a C-F uniform beam are
_'t = 3.516 _ = 22.03
= 61.70 _ - (i- 1/2)2_ 2
, for iz4
, for i_,4
These cases are of interest since C-C and C-F are two extreme cases of C-ES.
The results of the identified intervals in various steps are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1
Interval for k 3 Interval k 4step number
1 [0, 10]x103 [0, 100]
2 [1.0,2.0]x103 [1,10]
3 [1.15,1.25]x103 [4.5,5.5]
4 [1.22,1.23]x103 [4.9,5.0]
5 [1.2215,1.2225]x103 [4.965,4.975]
6 [1.2216,1.2217]x103 [4.970,4.972]
(10)
(il)
where the nondimensional stiffnesses are
K_L_ I_L K_L_ K,Z,
o, o, °
(12)
Thus, the final result is k3E[1.2216, 1.2217]x103, k4E[4.970, 4.972]. One can take the
mid-points of these intervals k3=l.22165x103, k4=4.971 as the identified boundary stiffnesses.
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The first threenondimensionalnaturalfrequencies,obtainedby finite elementmethodfor above
k3and k4,arek1=18.0000,L2=49.9999 , Xj=94.0661.
The above results are verified by the weighted residuals method which is given at
Appendix B of the paper. The single term weighted residuals method yields X1=18.0637, which
constitutes an error of only 0.3539%. This is also verifiable through the exact solution, which
is obtained by solving the following characteristic equation (Weaver, Timoshenko, and Young,
1990):
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0
3 3 3 3
-X _ cosv/-X"- k3sinv/-X " X'r sinv/'_"_ k3cosv/'_" X_ coshv/'X"- k3sinhv/-X" X_ sinh_-- k3coshv/'X
-fX'sinqt'X "+ k4cosv/'_ - "_COSf_-- k4sin _" fX-sinhv/X - + k4coshf_" fX-coshfX- * k4sinhv/'X
- -k,k, ,sVr- x  osVr+2k k,cos cosh - 2X cos cosh -
- X2cosh2v/X - - 2k 3 _ cosh _ sin _ - 2k, X _-cosh fi" sin _ - k3k,sin2v/X - - X2sin2v/'i"
+ 2k a _ cos V_" sinh _ - 2k4Xv/X'cos _ sinh _ + k3k4sinh2v/'X - + X2sinh2fX - = 0 (13)
Substitution of k3=l.22165x103, k4=4.971 into Eq. (13) gives the following first three non-
dimensional frequencies: X1=17.9996, X2=49.9913 , X3=94.0085, which are extremely close to the
measured ones.
5.2 Non-Uniform Beam
Consider a non-uniform beam with length L, Young's modulus E, the moment of inertia
I and cross-sectional area A are varying proportionally along the axis ox 1 with 11 and A1 at one
end and 12 and A 2 at the other. Similar to the case of uniform beam, we visualize that only the
first two nondimensional natural frequencies are measured, which again are given in Eq. (8). For
the special case A2=A1/2=A/2, and 12=11/2=1/2, the similar nondimensional stiffness intervals are
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listed asfollows
step number
Table 2
Interval for k 3
5
Interval k 4
t [0, 10]×103 [0, 100]
2 [0,1.0]×103 [1,10]
3 [0.55,0.65]×103 [2,3]
4 [0.640,0.650]×10a [2.35,2.45]
[2.410,2.4201[0.6400,0.6410]x103
Thus, the final result is k3_[0.6400, 0.6410]x103, k_ES[2.410, 2.420]. The first three
nondimensional natural frequencies corresponding to mid-intervals, i. e. to k3=O.6405xlO 3,
k4=2.415 , are _.1=17.9993, L2=50.0013, _.3=94.3288.
6. DISCUSSION
As one can expect, the availability of the information, namely of the number of the
measured natural frequencies, will certainly have an effect on the identification process of the
boundary conditions. It appears to be instructive to investigate the effect of adding the
information of higher order frequencies to the criterion of frequency distance. The following two
cases will be investigated. If the information on the third nondimensional frequency _.3=94.0 is
added to the criterion of frequency distance Eq.(6), i. e. for case of measured natural frequencies
being equal to _1=18.0, _=50.0, Z.s=94.0, the results of the identified intervals in various steps
are listed in Table 3.
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step number
4
Table 3
Interval for k 3
[0, 10]x103
[1.0,2.0]×10 3
[1.15,1.25]×103
[1.21,1.22]x103
[1.215,1.216]x103
[1.2153,1.2154]×103
luterval k 4
[0, 100]
[1,1o]
[4.5,5.5]
[4.95,5.05]
[4.975,4.985]
[4.977,4.979]
where ks and k4 are the nondimensional stiffnesses given by Eq. (12). For the mid-interval
stiffnesses k3=l.21535x103 and k,=4.978, the first three theoretical nondimensional frequencies
are Z.1=18.0000 , _=49.9834, _._=94.0001 respectively.
Let the third nondimensional frequency be taken as Xj=94.0661, which is the "actual"
nondimensional natural frequencies corresponding to the "identified" boundary stiffnesses
k3=l.22165x103, k,=4.971. The results of the identified intervals in various steps are as follows:
Table 4
step number Interval for k 3 Interval k4
1 [o, lO]xlO' [o, lOO]
2 [1.o,2.o1×1o_ [1,1Ol
3 [1.15,1.25]x103 [4.5,5.5]
4 [1.215,1.225]x103 [4.95,5.05]
5 [1.2210,1.2220]x103 [4.965,4.975]
6 [1.2216,1.2217]x10 _ [4.970,4.971]
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where ks and k4 are the nondimensional stiffnesses given by Eq. (12). Thus the process
converges to the same final interval as it should be.
Assume now that the measurement shows the same first two natural frequencies but with
different third frequency, namely _3=95.0. This simulates the imprecision in the measurements.
The results of the convex identification leads to intervals in various steps as follows:
step number
Table 5
6
Interval for ks Interval k4
[1.3167,1.3168]x103
1 [0, 10]xl0' [0, 100]
2 [1.0,2.01x103 [1,10]
3 [1.25,1.35]x10 3 [4.S,5.S]
4 [1.31,1.32]X103 [4.8,4.9]
5 [1.316,1.317]X103 [4.87,4.88]
[4.875,4.876]
where k 3 and k 4 are the nondimensional stiffnesses given by Eq. (12). If one decides to let the
"identified" frequency to be at the middle of the intervals, i.e. k3=l.31675x103 and k_=4.8755, the
first three corresponding theoretical frequencies will be L1=18.0000, _.2=50.2287, _.j=95.0002.
As is seen, the values of k s has changed by 8%, and values of k 4 has been changed by 2%,
although the error in the third frequency constituted slightly above 1%. This shows that for
accurate identification of the boundary conditions one needs much precision in the measured
natural frequencies.
The above results show that the identified stiffnesses will change with the additional
information on the measured higher order frequencies added to the criterion of the frequency
distance Eq. (6).
To understand the present convex identification method, one may get some additional
insight by contrasting it with the deterministic identification. By the finite element method, for
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the known stiffnesses k3 and k_, one can always numerically obtain the corresponding
nondimensional frequencies. Fig. 1 shows the variation of the first nondimensional frequency
_.1 for different values of k3 and k,. Similarly, we can obtain frequencies _, X3, "", _., for any
n for different values of k 3 and k_. By making cuts at XI--18 and X2=50 in the two three-
dimensional figures for _.1 and _._, we obtain two curves: curve (a) gives the combination of
values k3 and k, for which the first frequency _-i is constant, namely equals 18. Curve (19) is
associated with the second frequency X_(k_, k4)=50. The intersection point of the two curves in
Fig. 2 must identify the values of k_ and k, if there are no errors in measurements. However, it
is important to keep in mind that these two curves in Fig. 2 are not extremely accurate because
in figures of _.I and _.2 the nondimensional frequencies _.1 and _ are not continuously changing
with k3 and k_, and some error is present. Furthermore, to reach high accuracy, extremely large
amount of points are needed to obtain a collection of k s and k 4 for which L1=const. and _=const.,
i.e. equal frequency curves. On the other hand, when higher order natural frequencies are
measured, the deterministic identification method may be unapplicable. The reason is that the
equal frequency curves obtained through higher order frequencies may not intersect at the same
point where the curves L_=const. and k2=const, intersects due to the unavoidable measurement
errors. However, the convex identification is still able to treat this effect. This is the advantage
of convex modeling since it takes into account the uncertainty in the measurements.
7. CONCLUSION
In this problem, a special kind of convex model of boundary conditions of a beam is
utilized to specify their possible realizations. The diagnostic process in fact implies identification
of the interval to which the "true" boundary conditions belong. This process is realized by
implementing the multi-hypothesis decision technique which is based on the minimum distance
algorithm. The beams with one end clamped and the other end elastically supported are
investigated. We assume that a certain number of natural frequencies of the beam were measured
experimentally. The evaluation of the frequencies of a beam with specified boundary conditions
is performed numerically by the finite element method. The final identified boundary stiffness
intervals are checked by comparing the calculated natural frequencies with the measured ones.
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It is found that they are extremely dose to each other. The effect of the additional information,
namely the number of the measured natural frequencies, on the identification results, is also
investigated in this study. The present convex model identification based on multi-hypothesis
decision can be utilized in identifying damaged regions in the boundary conditions in plates and
shells. In addition to versatile finite element techniques, one can use some analytical techniques
for uniform structures. Such a method of calculation of natural frequencies in rectangular plates
with step-wise discontinuities in rotational stiffness along the edges was developed by Gorman
(1993) at the suggestion of one of the present writers.
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APPENDIX A. VIBRATION OF ELASTICALLY SUPPORTED BEAMS
BY FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
In order to perform the convex identification procedure, one needs to have an analytical
or numerical algorithm for evaluation of natural frequencies of the structure under consideration.
In our previous study (Elishakoff and Fang), devoted to elastically supported plates, the
generalized Bolotin's dynamic edge effect method was utilized. For plates, one can use one of
the numerous methods reviewed in the monograph by Leissa (1969), or employ the analytical
approach based on the principle of superposition, by Gorman (1993). In this section the versatile
finite element method will be discussed for vibration frequency evaluation. Whereas the finite
element method for beams is exposed in several books, (Cheung, 1993; Petyt,1990; Weaver,
1986; Weaver, Timoshenko, and Young, 1990), none of them unfortunately deal with elastically
supported beams. This gap is closed in this paper.
Strain energy of elastic deformations stored in an element of length 2a reads
U = _'1 f:E/( Oh,._3.x=)= dx
where E is the modulus of elasticity, and Iz is the second moment of area of the cross-section
about the z-axis. The kinetic energy of the element is
1£:T-- T pA dx (A.2)
where p is the mass density, A is the cross-sectional area, dot denotes the derivative with respect
to time. The element shown in the figure has a total of four degrees of freedom, displacements
and rotations at each end of the beam (Petyt, 1990). The displacement function can thus be
represented by a polynomial having four constants, namely
v -- a_ +ct=_ +a3_ 2 +a,_', _ = x/a (A.3)
This expression can be written in the following matrix form
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-- v = [p(_) ]r{ct} (A.4)
where
[p(_)]r__[1 _ _2 i_3]
[a]_= [Q, a_ % a,]
(A.5)
Differentiating (A.3) yields
031,' Ok' + 30t4_2aO =a-- =-- = oq+2%_j
Ox a_
(A.6)
Evaluating (A.3) and (A.6) at _j=-l, and _=1 results in
v 1
a0
1
0
v 2 1
-1 1 -1 uz
1 -2 3 ctz
1 1 1 u 3
1 2 3 L/Ct4
where vt=v(-1 ), 0zt=0(-1), v2=v(1), 0,.2=0(1), or, in matrix form
c_= [A]{_}
(A.'r)
(A.8)
where
= {vt, a0, vz, abe} r
Solving {or} from Eq. (A.8) leads to
{cO = [a]_ z {'_
(A.9)
(A.10)
-- where
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2 1 2 -1
-3 -1 3 -1
0 -1 0 1
1 1 -1 1
Eq. (A.IO) can be written in the different form
(a} = [eL(v}
where
and
(v)r=[vl O v 2 8 ]
2 a 2 -a
-3 --a 3 --a
0 ---a 0 a
1 a -1 a
(A.11)
(A.12)
(A.13)
(A.14)
Substituting (A.12) into (A.4) yields
v -- [p(_)]_ [¢].
Eq. (A.15) can be expressed in the form
v --[N(_) ](v}
where
{v}
t
[N(_) ] = [N_(_) ,g_(_) N_(_)
The displacement functions in (A.17) are given by
(A.15)
(A.16)
(A.17)
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1 (2 - 3_ +_3)
_,v_(_)= a
N2(_ ) = 1 (1 - _ - _2 + _3)
N3(_j) -" _. (2 + 3_ __j3)
N,(_) = _ (-1 -_+_ +_')
Substituting the displacement expression (A.16) into the kinetic energy (A.2) results in
1 [.pAO2dx = l f:L =2",-- 2" Pa_'_aa_
2
= ½ (_)rEra].(_)
(A.18)
(A.19)
Therefore, the element's inertia matrix is given by
(A.20)
Substitution of the displacement expression (A.16) into the strain energy (A.1) results in
E 1 [N u= {v}_'7 J'-' _(_) (_) ]" [ N" (_) ] a_ {v)
=± [k],(v)
2
(A.21)
The element stiffness matrix is
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[k], 7 -
For a uniform beam, the following element inertia matrix can be obtained from Eq.(20)
78 22a 27 -13a"
22a 8a 2 13a --6a 2
27 13a 78 -22a
pAa
[m], = 105
-13a --6a 2 -22a 8a 2
(A.23)
The element stiffness matrix is obtained from Eq. (22)
3 3a -3 3a
3a 4a2 -3a 2a2
-3 -3a 3 -3a
3a 2a2 -3a 4a2
(A.24)
For a non-uniform beam with linearly changing cross-sectional area and inertia of moments, the
element inertia matrix is obtained through the use of the computerized algebraic code
MATHEMATICA
[m]e --
A1 +A2 . [a a
2 105
78 22a 27 -13a
22a 8a _ 13a -6a 2
27 13a 78 -22a
-13a --6a 2 -22a 8a 2
A2-At . p a
+
2 105
-42 -8a 0 a
-8a -2a 2 a
0 a 42 -8a
a 0 -8a 2a 2
z5)
The element stiffness matrix is
Ii +I2 E
[k], = 2 2a 3
3 3a -3 3a
3a 4a 2 -3a 2a 2
-3 -3a 3 -3a
3a 2a2 -3a 4a2
/2 - It E
+
2 2a 3
0 --a 0 a
-a -2a a 0
0 a 0 -a
a 0 -a 2a 2
(A.26)
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where,4/, A 2 and/1, I 2 are cross-sectional areas and moments of inertia at the two ends of the
elemem, respectively.
Let us consider the expression of the strain energy of the elastic supports. The whole
beam is shown in Fig. 3. For elemem 1, the strain energy of the elastic support is
(a.27)
But
vt=[1 o o o]{d
0 =[o 1 o O]{v}
(A.28)
Therefore
"11''IiO001v_ -- (vL_ o o o o1 o o o](v_ - (_,_ (v_0 000
0 000
(A.29)
o ]
I
e =(v_,_ l I[o, o 0](_- iv,._
z, 0 I
.0 j
0000
0100
0000
0000
(,_3o)
Therefore the stiffness matrix of elastic support at end 1 is
t:1000
ok2oo
0 0 0 0
0 0 00
(A.31)
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Similarly the stiffness matrix of elastic support at end 2 is
[ k]_"'' -_
00 0 0
00 0 0
ook3o
OOOk,
(A.32)
Note that there are no support contribution at the elements 2 through N-1. Therefore the stiffness
matrix at element 1 is
and that at element N is
And for element 2 through N-l,
[k]_ ; [k] +[k]_' (A.33)
[k_ -- [k] .[k]_,''_ (A.34)
[k] i, = [k],, i=2,3,"',N-1 (A.35)
into global mass and stiffness matrices, we can obtain [M] and [K].
[K-to 2 M]{O) -" 0
Following the general procedure of assembling the elemental mass and stiffness matrices
The eigenvalue problem is
(A.36)
where to is the natural frequency of the beam. The nondimensional natural frequencies can be
obtained by
(A.37)
In the present study, subspace iteration method is applied to solve eigenvalue problem.
For the case of two element approximation, the mass matrix reads
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pAa
[mL-- to5
78 22a 27 -13a
22a 8a 2 13a -6a 2
27 13a
-13a -6a 2
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
156 0 27 -13a
0 16a 2 13a -6a 2
27 13a 78 -22a
-13a --6a 2 -22a 8a 2
(A.38)
The element stiffness matrix is
3+k[ 3a -3 3a
3a (4+k_l)a 2 -3a 2a 2
-3 -3a 6 0
3a 2a 2
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
-3 3a
0 8a 2 -3a 2a 2
-3 -3a 3+ks I -3a
3a 2tr 2 -3a (4+k_)a 2
(A.39)
where k_, k__, ks_, k_ are as follows
2a 3
k[ ; kt..-_,
2a 3
k_ =k3--_. T,
k 2a
2a
k" i
(A.40)
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APPENDIX B. WEIGHTED RESIDUALS METHOD
The governing differential equation of a beam reads
02( O_v) +pA(x) 02w = 0 (B.1)e;(X)ox:k +t"--T
where E is Young's modulus, I(x) is the moment of inertia, 0 is the material density, A(x) is the
cross-sectional area, w(x,O is the transverse displacement, x is the axial coordinate and t is time.
The boundary conditions are
+( °,+/÷ __K t w EI(x) = 0 at x = 0
dw _y2Ei(x) dZw
K:72-_ux _ -0 at x--O
(B.2)
ax )
dw dZw
K 4._+Y4El(x)_x 2 : 0 at x=l
Here, K_ and Kj are the stiffnesses of the translational springs, and K z and K, are the stiffnesses
of the rotational springs. In addition, artificial parameters, Y1, Y2, Y_, Y4, taking value zero or
unity, are introduced to model all possible idealized boundary conditions.
For a nonuniform beam with linearly changing cross-sectional area and inertia of
moments, we have
where
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As
Note that a=l corresponds to the case of a uniform beam.
We introduce the nondimensional space coordinate _ and time coordinate x:
= L' x - at, a = L. 2 PAt
(B.4)
(B.5)
Therefore the differential equation (B.1) becomes
{[I ÷(a - I)_]-_} +[i +(a -I)_] = 0
Then the boundary conditions can be rewritten as
]0_¢} = 0 at _=0ktw +Yt {[1 +(a - 1)_ --_
aw ]a2w = o at _ = 0
k2.__.- y2[1 +(ct- 1)_
IOn}k3w -Y3 {[l+(a-1)_ _ =0 at _ =1
_ ]as,,k aw [l+(a i)_ = 0 at _=I
'-ff +Y'
(B.6)
(B.7)
where the nondimensional stiffnesses are
KLL 3 I_L K_L 3 K4L (B.8)
To obtain some insight into the problem, a single-term weighted residuals approximation
associated with the computerized symbolic algebra is used in this study. We first construct a
mode-shape function which satisfies both geometric and dynamic boundary conditions in the form
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(B.9)
Coefficients ci's in the mode shape function, obtained through the use of the computerized
symbolic algebraic code MATHEMATICA, are given as follows
A 0 At
c° A A
A 2 A3
C2 C3='T
(B.IO)
where
A o = -(-24yty,k 2 + 48cty,yA -24a_ty3k 2 - 12ytyA - 8ytk2k3 + 2ctytk_(12cty 4 + 4k 0
_ (24otyxy4k 2 _ 12ctZYt74k2 + 12yxyA + 18ytk2k4- 6ay_/c2k,,)(12y3-36cty3 + k._
A_ = -'(-12Y2Y3kt + 24ct¥2y3k t + 12ytY2k3 - 2¥2ktk-a)(12orG + 4k,)
"-(1273 - 36c% + k3)(12ct72"t_k_ + 672ktk4)
A2 = -(-6q3ktk 2 + 12cty3k_k 2 + 6ytk2k3 - klk2k3) (12crY4 + 4k_ -(12), 3 - 36cry 3 + k3)(6ct¥4ktk 2 + 3ktkzk._
A3 = _.(273k_k2 _ 2ctyak_k 2 + 2Y2klk 3 + 27_k2k 3 - 2ctytk2k 3 + k_k2k3)(12cty, + 4k,)
- (1273-36ct73 + k_)(-2cty4klk 2 - 272ktk 4 - 2k_k2k 4)
A = 12ct_3y4ktk 2 + 12cty2Y4k_k 3 + 24ctYtY,k2k3 - 12a _tY4kzk3 + 4°ty4ktkzk3 - 12y2y3ktk4 + 24cty2y3ktk4
-6ysklk2k4+18otY3k_kzk.4 + 127_72k3k4 + 4y2ktk3k 4 + 18y_k2ksk 4 -6ctytk2k3k 4 + ktkzJqk 4
(B.11)
For the case of uniform beam the coefficients A t read
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A o -- 12y1 {[(Sk 3 + 24y3)y 4 ÷ (_ ÷24y3)k4]/c2 ÷ 3"/2[(_ ÷ 8y3)k 4 + 4Y4k3]}
A t -- 2Y2{[(k 3 +48Y3)k 4 + 6(k 3 + 12y3)Y4]k t - 24(k, + 3Y4)Y_k3}
A, : -2{[(5g + 24%)Y4 + (g + 24Y3)k4]k_/c a + 3[(k a + 8%)k 4 + 4y4k3]y_ _)
A =([(k3 + 12yOk 4 + 4.(k3 + 3%)y4]k,+ 12(< + yJytk3}k.=
+4{[(k,+3%)k, + 3Y4/q]k t + 3yt/qk,}y=
(B.12)
We seek a solution of Eq. (B.6) in the form
_{}, x) = W("0 W(_) (B.13)
Substituting Eq. (B.13) into Eq. (B.6), multiplying by W(r_) and integrating over range 0<_-:1
yields
(d 4_J,lit)W(-_) Cry," d2W+ =(e,,1,)
where the inner product is denoted as
(B.14)
(B.15)
Thus the fundamental natural frequency of the beam can be obtained as
2 = (d4V, V]/(V, W) N (B.16)
where
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N = 504(-36 + 60ct - 60c o + 180otc o - 60c t + 120act
- 50c 2 + 90ac 2 -54c 3 + 84ac 3 - 60COC3 + 60acoc 3
- 30c_c 3 + 30ac_c 3 - 20c2c 3 + 20ac2c 3 - 15c_ + 15otc_)
D = 28 + 2520t + 168c o + 840aCo+ 1260co 2 + 1260ctco 2
+ 120c t + 720ac t + 840coc I + 1680otcoc t + 210ct 2 + 630ctc_
+ 90c 2 + 630ctc 2 + 420COC2 + 1260aCoC 2 + 252ctc 2 + lO08aclc 2
+ 84c_ + 420ac_ + 70% + 560ctc 3 + 252COC3 + lO08OtCoC3
+ 168c_c 3 + 840ctc_c 3 + 120c2c 3 + 720ctc2c 3 + 45c_ + 315ctc_
(B.17)
For the uniform beam discussed in section 5.1, which is clamped at one end and
elastically supported at the other, the corresponding control parameters are _,_=0, y2=0, k_=l,/q=l,
_,3=1, "h=l. If we substitute the middle point value of the identified boundary stiffness interval,
i.e. kj=1221.65 and k4=4.971, into Eq. (B.11), the coefficients c i can be determined through Eq.
(B.10) . Therefore, through Eq. (B.16), the nondimensional frequency by weighted residue
method is obtained as _.i=18.0637, which is associated with an error of 0.3539%. For the C-ES
nonuniform beam, consider a special case a=0.5. For kj=640.5 and k4=2.415, Eq. (B.11) results
in a set of coefficients c/. Finally the weighted residues results in the following nondimensional
frequency: _.1=18.2561, which differs by 1.4228% from _.t=18.
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Fig. 3 The N-element beam which is elastically supported at both ends
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Free and Forced Vibrations of Periodic Multi-Span Beams
Liping Zhu, Isaac Elishakoff and Y. IC Lin
College of Engineering
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, FL 33431-0991
Abstract
In this study, the following two topics are considered for multi-span beams of both finite and infinite lengths
with rigid transversal constraint and clastic rotational constraint at each support: (a) free vibration and the associated
frequencies and mode shapes; (b) forced vibration under a convected harmonic loading. The concept of wave
propagation in periodic structures of Brillouin is utilized to investigate the wave motion at periodic supports of a
multi-span beam. A dispersion equation and its asymptotic'form is obtained to determine the natural frequencies.
For the special case of zero rotational spring stiffness, an explicit asymptotic expression for the natural frequency
is also given. New expressions for the mode shapes are obtained in the complex form for multi-span beams of both
finite and infinite lengths. The orthoganolity conditions of the mode shapes for the two cases are formulated. The
exact responses of both finite and infinite span beams under a convected harmonic loading are obtained. Thus, the
position and the value of each peak in the harmonic response function can be determined precisely, as well as the
occurrence of the so-called coincidence phenomenon, when the response is greatly enhanced.
Introduction
The model of a periodic multi-span beam with elastic supports is often utilized in
engineering. For example, such a model is a reasonable approximation for a plate-like structure
with parallel, regularly spaced stiffeners. The elastic supports may provide both the rotational
and transversal restraints to the beam. Krein (1933) and Miles (1956) studied independently an
N-span beam by using a finite difference approach, and established that the natural frequencies
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ofell into distinct bands with the same number of natural frequencies in each band as the number
of spans. Lin (1962) generalized the finite difference approach to a multi-span beams with elastic
supports. Abramovich and Elishakoff (1987) generalized Krein's and Miles's analyses to multi-
span Timoshenko beams, taking into account shear deformation and rotary inertia. It was shown
that the use of a finite difference approach might lead to computational difficulties and to
inaccuracy in the determination of mode shapes of the system.
Lin and McDaniel (1969) also used a transfer matrix formulation which is more
convenient for the imposition of constraints at the supports. However, numerical difficulty may
still arise when the number of periodic units in a structure is large. To overcome this difficulty,
Yong and Lin (1989), and Cai and Lin (1991) transformed the state vector of displacements and
forces into a vector of incoming and outgoing waves, and correspondingly transformed the
transfer matrix into the wave-scattering matrix. By so doing, the computational efficiency and
accuracy are greatly improved, especially when obtaining the dynamic response due to point
excitation, because the calculation can be channeled in the direction of wave propagation.
Mead (1970) made use of the concept of wave propagation in periodic structures
originally due to Brillouin (1953) to analyze the free vibration of a multi-span beam of infinite
length. Sen Gupta (1970) extended the analysis to finite multi-span beams and plates on rigid
supports. In these studies, the wave propagation band and non-propagation band were studied
in much detail. Sen Gupta (1970) also proposed a graphic method to determine the natural
frequencies of the multi-span beams with rigid supports. In the framework of wave propagation,
non-harmonic waves have to be decomposed into an infinite number of harmonic components
in order to carry out the analysis of the forced vibration. This approach was used by Mead
(1971) and Lin (1977) to obtain the response of an infinitely long multi-span beam to harmonic
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excitation,aswell as random boundary-layer pressure fields. In the actual calculation the infinite
sum has to be truncated, and a large system of linear equations have to be solved to determine
the unknown coefficients.
It should be noted that in the forced vibration analysis of a periodic multi-span beam of
finite length, multiple peaks occur in each wave propagation band. The number of peaks in each
band is equal to the number of the spans. The computational effort becomes excessive when the
number of span is large. Furthermore, an accurate position of each peak and its value are
difficult to obtain.
In order to circumvent the above difficulty, new expressions are proposed for the mode
shapes of a periodic multi-span beam, based on the wave propagation concept, which can then
be used in the forced vibration analysis. Since the transverse displacements within each span of
the beam is related uniquely to the displacements at the two ends of the span, we may focus our
attention only on the waves which propagate through each periodic support. Once these waves
are determined, the motion of the beam between t_vo neighboring supports can be computed if
so desired. The dispersion equation which establishes the relationship between wave constant
and frequency parameter is derived accordingly. The frequency parameters, wave constants and
associated mode shapes for beams of both finite and infinite length can then be determined. The
exact response of a multi-span beam to a convected loading is obtained for both the cases of
finite total length and infinite total length. Furthermore, the locations of response peaks and their
values can be precisely calculated, and the condition for the so-called coincident phenomenon can
be predicted in exact terms.
Free Vibration Analysis
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Basic equations
Consider an N-span beam with uniformly spaced supports. It is convenient to write the
equation of motion in terms of the local nondimensional coordinate _ as follows:
EIwJ4)(_,t) + pAL4_a(_,t) -0, ( {3 = 1,2,...,N) (1)
where wl_(_,t ) is the transverse displacement in the _-th span, and the local coordinate _ is defined
as
_=x/L-(_-l) , (fl-1)L_x_fSL , 0 _': 1
in which x is global coordinate and L is the individual span length.
is harmonic
(2)
Assuming that the motion
wa(_,t) = Wl3(Tg)e"_' , ( I_ = 1,2,...,N) (3)
where WI3(_) is the mode shape function associated with the I_-th span, Eq.(1) can be reduced to
- -- 0 (4)
where
k • -_-[=(PAto2L')U' (5)
is a nondimensional frequency parameter, and to is the sought angular frequency.
It is assumed that each interior support provides a rigid constraint against transverse
motion, as well as an elastic constraint against rotation, with a spring constant k (see Fig. 1).
Thus the continuity conditions at each interior support are as follows:
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w (1)-- = 0
wj(1)= (6)
vW_(1) = W_'+t(0)- W_'(1) , ( 13= 1,2,...,N-1)
where v=kL/EL The firstwo conditions in Eq.(6) represent,respectively,the continuityof
verticaland angular displacements. The lastconditionin Eq.(6) isthe requirement of moment
equilibrium at each interiorsupport. The conditions at the two end-supports for a multi-span
beam of finite length will be specified later.
The mode shape that satisfies the first condition in Eq.(6) can be written as
WI_(_ ) = A_f(_,X) + BI_j_I-_,X), ( 13 = 1,2,...,N) (7)
where AI_ and BI3 are unknowns. Only the ratio A_/Bp is of interest in the free vibration cast:. The
function f(_,X) is defined as
f(_,X) = sin(X_) - sin(X) sinh(X_) . (8)
sirra(x)
Harmonic waves and the associated wave constants
A simple wave of spatial sinusoidal variation cannot propagate along a multi-span beam,
due to reflection at each support, giving rise to hyperbolic terms in the expression for the
displacement. However, the concept of wave propagation can still be applied in the case of
periodically supported beam, by focusing our attention on the waves which propagate through
each support. The motion of a beam segment between two consecutive supports can then be
determined from those of the two supports, if so desired. Since all the supports are assumed to
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be transversely rigid, only the angular displacement at each support needs to be considered. Let
Oi3(t) be the angular displacement at the I_-th support, and let it be represented in the form of a
harmonic wave propagating through the 13-th support, i.e
0p(t) = C e i(,_, - _,0) = Oi3 e"/'_'
_' (9)
O_ -- C e-i_,a , ( 1_ = O, 1,...,N )
where the nondimensional parameter bt is known as wave constant, and C_, is the amplitude of
the propagating wave associated with the wave constant/_. A positive/_ corresponds to a wave
propagating in the positive x-direction, whereas a negative/z corresponds to one propagating in
the negative x-direction. The angular displacement function ep is related to the mode shape
function Wp(_) as follows
wj( ) I .0 --%_1L (10)
Wj(_) I_.1 = OI3L , (I3 = 1,2,...,N )
obtained from the second condition in Eq.(6).
The ratio A_/B_ in Eq.(7) will be determined for two special cases: The first case is
associated with those mode shapes which are either symmetric or anti-symmetric with respect to
the mid-point of each span. In such a case, the angular displacements at the two ends of a span
are related as
Oi3_ 1 = (-1)'Oi3 ,
where s=odd and s=even correspond to the
s = integer of [_-] (11)
symmetric and anti-symmetric mode shapes,
respectively. In view of Eq.(9), the value of the wave constant for this case must be/.t=rn_,
implying a non-propagating wave or standing wave. The ratio A_/B_ is obtained by substituting
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Eqs.(7)and (11) into Eq.(10) to yield
AI3 = (-1) ,÷t (12)
B_
The second case is associated with those mode shapes which are neither symmetric nor
anti-symmetric with respect to the mid-point of each span. Therefore, the wave constant/z is not
an integer multiple of n, i.e./z_mm This implies that there is indeed wave propagation through
each periodic support of multi-span beam. By applying Eqs.(7), (9) and (10), we find that AI3 and
BI3 are given by
L
A_ = ._.[-f/(0,k)Ol__t
L
B_ = .Z[ -f'(1,X)%__
A = L-..Jr:':l,_12 -
+ f'(1,_)% ]
+ f'(0,_)%]
[/'(0,_.)] = ,, o.
(13)
We note in passing that the first case corresponds.precisely to A = 0, associated with the same
mode shape WI_(_) as that of a single-span beam with either two simply supported or two fully
clamped ends. Return now to the second case, and substitute Eq.(9) into Eq.(13) to obtain
AI3 -_ - 1"1 (14)
where
_1 = f'(1,k)e-" - f'(O,L) . (15)
It is noted that the ratio A_/B_ is independent of the span number 13for both cases. This implies
that one can choose a mode shape from any span as a reference, then the mode shape for the next
span can be obtained by a phase shift. Thus, a general expression for the mode shape of a multi-
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span beams may be written as follows
W_(_,/_,_,) = Wl(_,/_,_, ) e-i_,(13-t)
= [af(_,;k.) + bf(1-_,_.)le -0'(_-') , ( 13 -- 1,2,...,N)
(16)
°
which is dependent on the span number 13, the local coordinate _, the wave constant _ and
frequency parameter k. Here, a and b are obtained from Eqs.(12) and (14)
a ; b=
1, #=ran
-e-#'q* , /z _ m_
(-1) "÷t , /.t = mn
(17)
Coefficients a and b are generally complex, while function J(-) is real. Moreover, the span
number 1g in Eq.(16) appears only in the exponential function. It will be shown later that this
characteristic of mode shape is very useful, and it will be applied in the analysis of forced
vibrations.
Substituting Eq.(16) into the last condition in Eq.(6), the bending moment equilibrium,
we obtain a dispersion relationship between ,u and _. as follows:
cos( ,) = F(X), (18)
where
F(k) = f'(1,_.) + v f'2(1,k) - f'2(0,;k') (19)
f'(0, x) 2f' ( 1,x)f'(0, x)
Eq.(18) shows that the values of/_ and ;k. must satisfy a certain relationship for the wave
propagation.
To examine the physical meaning of the dispersion equation, function F(;K) is plotted in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). It is seen that F(k) has an oscillatory character; thus, each /.t value
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corresponds to multiple values of Z.. For the F(k) values between +1 and -1, the corresponding
wave constant_/_ are real. This implies that there exists a non-zero phase difference between the
motion in adjacent spans, and that the wave is propagating and the wave energy is being
transferred from span to span without decay. The associated frequencies are grouped in
distinctive bands, called the propagation bands. On the other hand, if the absolute values of F(_.)
are greater than 1, then/_ is purely imaginary, indicating an exponential decay of wave motion
from span to span. The co:responding frequencies are also grouped in distinctive bands, called
the non-propagation bands.
As shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the wave constant/_ corresponding to the bounding
frequencies of a propagation band must be an integer multiples of n. At such a frequency, the
motion of a multi-span beam reduces to a standing wave the same as that of a single-span beam
with symmetric boundary conditions at the ends. The lower bounding frequency of the s-th
propagation band is the same as the s-th natural frequency of a single-span beam with elastic
rotational springs at the ends, whereas the upper bounding frequency coincides with the s-th
natural frequency of a single span with fully clamped ends.
It should be noted that if/_ is replaced by.
/_ =/_ + 2_m , ( m -- __.1,__2,... ) (20)
the dispersion equation, Eq.(18), remains unchanged. Thus the state of vibration of the system
corresponding to a wave constant/_ will be identical to the state corresponding to the other wave
constant, namely/_+2_n. Therefore, if we want to have the one-to-one correspondence between
the state of vibration of a system and the wave constant/_, the latter must be confined to a range
of values of width 2n. The range of p values satisfying
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(In-1)n </_ .: ,n_
-m_ </_ .: -(-m-1)_ , ( m = 1,2,3,... )
(21)
is known as the m-th Brillouin (1953) zone. For free vibration analysis, we may restrict to the
first Brillouin zone ( m=l ) without loss of generality, i.e.
(22)
We reiterate that a positive/_ corresponds to wave propagation in the positive x-direction and a
negative/z corresponds to one in the negative x-direction.
Asymptotic dispersion relations and natural frequencies
As seen in Eq.(18), the frequency parameter k is a multi-valued function of 9- Let _._,u)
denote the _. value in the s-th propagation band. For a large value of _.s(,u), the following
asymptotic approximation is sufficiently accurate
v
F(),.) - ( 1 + ._-_.) cos(_.) - sin(_.) , for k > x , (23)
which is obtained from Eq.(19) by letting tanh(x)-I and sinht(x),-cosht(x)-0. This
approximation is compatible with the dynamic edge effect method due to Bolotin(1961) and
Elishakoff (1976), and is remarkably accurate as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Moreover, as the
rotational spring stiffness v increases, the position of the lower bounding frequency of each
propagation band moves toward the upper bounding frequency which is fixed. This implies that
the multi-span beam structure becomes more rigid with larger v, as expected. In the case of v=0,
the explicit asymptotic expression for the natural frequencies are obtained by combining Eq.(18)
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and Eq.(23)
°
_(_) - ( s - _.) _ ÷cos-_ ( - 1)" cos(_) ( s = 1,2,...,oo ) (24)
where s denotes the serial number of the propagation band. Thus, the natural frequencies of a
multi-span beam can be determined readily from a given wave constant/z which depends on the
exterior boundary conditions of the entire system.
The mode shapes of a multi-span beam
It should be recalled that only the boundary conditions at the interior supports were used
in obtaining an expression for Wa(_,/z,X). This implies that the mode shape given in Eq.(16) is
valid only for a multi-span beam of infinite total length. For a finitely long multi-span beam,
wave reflections occur at two exterior boundaries. Therefore, wave propagating in both positive
and negative directions should be included in the analysis. The total angular displacement at the
/_-th support is now given by
6_(,) ---%(/.,) .,.%(-,,,)
= C e-i_,o + C e 0'1_
,u -i_ ( 13 = 1,2,...,N)
(25)
where the positive and negative subscripts denote the two directions of wave propagation. Hence,
the associated mode shape for a finite multi-span beam becomes
l_,(_j,,u,X) = C_ W_(_j,,u,X) + C_Z_,Wi3(_j,-,u,X ) (26)
where the _ value will be chosen in the first Brillouin zone as defined by Eq.(22), and chosen
to be positive without loss of generality.
For an infinitely long multi-span beam, the wave constant/z varies continuously over the
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entire zone defined by Eq.(22). The associated f_equency parameter Z. also varies continuously
over the entire propagation band. For a finitely long multi-span beam, however, the wave
constant/_ and the associated frequency parameter _. take on discrete values. The number of the
discrete values for/.t or _. in each propagation band is the same as the number of spans. These
discrete wave constants are determined by imposing the boundary conditions at the exterior ends
of the entire beam. Referring to Fig. 1, the boundary conditions at the exterior ends of the beam
are
--/ --//
VoWl(o, ,,x) = wi
-- I --II
v vW_, (1,_,X) = - W_ (1,,u,),.) , koL g,L (27)V 0 -" _ , V N --
El E1
where Vo and v,v are the non-dimensionalized rotational spring constants at the left and right ends
of the N multi-span beam, respectively. A vanishing v corresponds to a simple support, and an
infinite v to a clamped support.
The mode shape of a finitely long multi-span beam can be rewritten in abbreviation as
follows
where
T_p,j(_)= I_p(_,_,_) = ffp,j_(_)+ /_p,i_(1 - _), (28)
a_,j = Aj[aje -i_'/fJ-t) + r'ia_'e"'(_-') ] ,
(29)
b_.i = A/[b e-i_,,(O-t) + r,ibi.ei,,,(_-,)] .
and where the subscript 13denotes the [B-th span, & is the wave constant corresponding to )vj, and
At and Fj are the unknown constants to be determined by imposing the boundary conditions at
the exterior ends.
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Examples
The wave constant/_, frequency parameter _. and mode shapes for an N-span beam will
be evaluated in detail for the following three cases.
(a) Case v,--vr_--'v/2
In this particular case the rotational spring constants at both ends of the multi-span beam
are equal to one-half of those at the interior supports. The boundary conditions at the exterior
ends are
0,/_,z.)v-' -.
._w i ( -- wi (o,_,,x),
V --/ --It
._.WN(1,,u,;k.) -- - W_ (1,u.,;k.) .
(30)
Using Eqs.(18), (26) and (30), we obtain, after some algebra, an equation for/_ as follows:
sin(,uN) =0 . (31)
The possible values of/_ in the first Brillouin zone are
J _ ( j -- 0 1,2,...,N ) . (32)
_,; -- _ ,
As seen in Fig. 2, the values #=0 and/z=n are associated with the bounding frequencies of the
propagation bands. In the case of an odd-numbered propagation band, u is equal to zero at the
upper bound and to n at the lower bound. The opposite is true for an even-numbered
propagation band. Moreover, the lower and upper bound frequencies are the same as a single-
span beam with elastic supports of rotational spring constant of value v/2, and with fully clamped
supports, respectively. To incorporate the above features, Eq.(32) for/, is modified to read
where the subscripts s and r denote, respectively, the s-th propagation band and the r-th
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.1}/_j.(._,)_.+.= [1-(-1)']+(-1)'_ _,
( s = 1,2,...,oo , r = 1,2,...,N )
(33)
frequency within each band. Then the frequency parameters ,'X._.(_.:_÷,is numbered in an
increasing order of j.
The mode shape l_j(_) should be taken as the real part of WI3(_j,/.ti,_.i), and the
coefficients A/and Fj in Eq.(29) should assume the values of
A. = 1 F. = 1 (34)
J 2 J
(b) C_ase Ve----'VN----oo
In this case, the boundary conditions at the extreme ends are
--I
w; (o,_,_) = g_o(l,)L= 0,
--I
w_(:,_,,),) = g_(>,)L = o.
Eq.(31) remains valid; however, the serialized version now reads
(35)
( s = 1,2,...,oo , r = 1,2,...,N ) .
(36)
The wave constant/t=0 and/z=_ correspond to the upper bound of an odd-numbered and an even-
numbered propagation bands, respectively, contrary to case (a). In this case the mode shape takes
the imaginary part of WI_(_,Hj, hj) and the coefficients in Eq.(29) are found to be
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- C'L
m.
/
(37)
(e) Case v0--'v/2 and v_r_oo
In this case, the left end of the multi-span beam is constrained by a rotational spring of
stiffness constant v/2, while the right end is clamped. The corresponding boundary conditions
read
V --1 '-II
_w i (o,_,,_,) -- w i (o,_,,_,),
2
--I
w_(1,_,,_,) - _O,)L -- o.
(38)
Analogous to cases (a) and (b), the following equation for/_ is obtained
cos(_.v) = 0, (39)
from which
_/'('-ON'" ={ 1[1-(-1)*] +(-1)'2r-I} _2N
( s -- 1,2,...,oo , r = 1,2,...,N ) .
(40)
Note that neither zero nor _ is a solution of the above equation; thus a standing wave does not
exist. The mode shape for this case is described by the real part of W_(_,,u/,X/) with coefficients
specified in Eq.(34). If the left end of the multi-span beam is treated as being clamped (v0=oo),
and the right end is treated as being elastically constrained by a rotational spring stiffness of v/2,
then the mode shape is described by the imaginary part of Wl3(_,btj, Z.i) with coefficients given in
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Eq.(37);while Eqs.(39)and(40) remainunchanged.
Tables I-III list the frequencyparametersin the first two bands of a six-span beam
evaluatedby using both the exact and asymptotic formulas for the three sets of boundary
conditionsat the extremeends. It canbeseenthat theexactand asymptoticsolutionsdiffer by
lessthan0.4 % in the first band,andthey arealmostidentical in the higherbands(s_-2).
The normal modes associatedwith the frequency parametersin the first band are
illustratedin Figs. 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c), respectively.The solid and dashlines correspondto the
casesof v=0 andv=10, respectively. Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) portray the mode shapesfor the two
setsof exteriorsupports,namelythesetof v0---vr--v/2andthesetof v0=V,v=OO.In thesetwo cases
the modeshapesare either symmetricor anti-symmetricwith respectto the mid-point of the
multi-spanbeam due to symmetricboundaryconditions at the two extremeends. Fig. 3(c)
illustratesthe modeshapesfor the casev0----v/2andv,_,=_,and they areneither symmetricnor
anti-symmetric,asexpected.
Forced Vibration Analysis
In the precedingsection,the frequencyparameter_.,wave constant_ andthe associated
modeshapehavebeendeterminedfor a multi-spanbeamof finite or infinite total length. In this
section,theexactanalyticharmonicresponseof sucha beamsubjectedto aconvectedharmonic
loading is obtainedusing the normal mode approach. Furthermore,both the location and the
magnitudeof the peakresponsecanbe determinedin advance.Thus, the important coincident
phenomenon can be investigated in exact terms.
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Orthogonality conditions of mode shapes
(a). Multi-span beam of finite total length
Consider two normal modes of a multi-span beam satisfying the following equations
ff_(,_(_)- _ ff_._(_)--0, (4t)
¢C,(_)- _:¢',,,(_)=o,
where the first subscript [3 denotes the _-th span, and the second subscript, j or k, corresponds
to the serial number of a natural frequency. Multiplying the first equation in Eq.(41) by W_.k(_)
and the second by Wo,i(_), and integrating the difference between the two resulting expressions
over the total length NL of the N-span beam, we obtain
N l
- ff_.s(_)ff('_:•. _.k,_) ]d_ )
N !
(42)
- - (4)
Integrating the product W_,k(_) W_,i (_) by parts
1
I.
-w,,(_)_0,;(_)]:+I _''(_) -'"-'i' w;,,(_)a_.
Eqs.(42) and (43) can be combined to yield
N 1
(43)
(44)
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Finally, taking into accountthe continuity conditionsEq.(6) at eachinterior support,we obtain
- t - .7;,.(o)%(o)+ - j
N 1
(45)
It may be noted that the left-hand side of Eq.(45) vanishes for any set of homogeneous boundary
conditions of the form
al/_r(x) + b l,_r"(x) = 0 (46)
b or
cW (x) + aw (x) -- o (47)
at the two ends, where a, b, c, d are constants. The idealized boundary conditions, such as
clamped-fxee, simply-simply supports, and so on, are special cases. Eq.(46) corresponds to a
transverse elastic support, and Eq.(47) to a rotational elastic support. Thus, we obtain an
orthogonality condition for normal modes of an N-span beam as follows
N l
(48)
where 5jk denotes the Kronecker delta and Y7 is defined as follows:
N 1
(49)
Note that the span serial number 13 and the local coordinate _ are separable in the
expression for the mode shape given in Eqs.(28) and (29). Indeed, [3 appears only in the
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exponentialfunctionsnot involving _. Therefore,integrationover the entire length of a multi-
spanbeamcanbe carriedout with respectto the local coordinate_, andthensummedover the
spanserial number13. It will beshownlater that thesepropertiescanbe usedto advantagein
reducingthe computationaleffortswhen evaluatingthe dynamic responseof the system.
Eq.(49)maybe rewritten asfollows:
N l
v_- ,j(_)a_ = cj71,(_) + q712(_), (50)
where It(- ) and 12(") are integrals defined as
1,(x) = [f2(_)a_
1{ 1 sin2(_,) {=._. 1 +--sin(2k) - 12 _. sinh2(_.)
(51)
1
I_(_.)= If(_j)](l-_)d_
12 {-cos(k) - lsin(X)L +
sin2(k) [ cosh(_.)
sinh2(£) [ 1 ]}+ __ sinh(X)X
(52)
and where Cii° and Ci/b can be obtained from the following more general expressions
N
Ci; = _ ( a_,ja_,k + b_,ib_, )
= 1.% {(aA + bb,)S_(#j+/_,)+ rjrk(aj a[ + bj"b:)s:,(/_+/.,_)
(53)
+ Fj(ai'a k + bi'b_,)S_,(,ui-,uk) + Fk(aja[ + bib;)S_lai-lak) } ,
In Eqs.(53) and (54), an asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. F's and A's are defined by
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NCi_ = __, ( al_.ib_.k + a_.kb_.j)
f_,,I
= AiAk { (ajb_ + akh)S_,ui ÷/_k) + rjr ( ai"b; + a_,bi')S;(,u j +,uk)
+ Fj,(aib_, + akbi")Sv(,Ui-lZk) + Fi(ai'b k + a;bi)S;(,ui-,uk) }
(54)
A
1/2,
-i/2 ,
and function S_v(Jz) is given by
r
(55)
N
S_(/_) = _ e -i'¢_-1) =
1 - e -i_
/z _ 2mn
1 -e -i_,
N /z = 2ran .
(56)
(b). Multi-span beam of infinite length
In the case of a periodic beam of infinite length, the orthogonality condition of normal
modes can also be derived by using a similar procedure. However, it is no longer necessary to
impose any boundary conditions at the exterior supports. The mode shape Wi3[_,p, Ks(,u)] given
in Eq.(16) is now applicable throughout the entire length. Eqs.(41) through (44) still hold, except
that the finite sum is replaced by an infinite sum. By taking into account the continuity
conditions, Eq.(6), at the interior supports, it is easy to show that the left-hand-side of Eq.(42)
vanishes, i.e
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2=,_0, +_,'){ ( e" - e-') w[[ o,m _0,) ] w;'[a,_,',x,(_,') ]
t, t t
+ (e -'_' - e "t) W_'[1,_,X(a)] W: [0,_ ,XA/_ )] } -- 0,
where 6(.) is Dirac's delta function, and where use has been made of the identity
(57)
°
aO
e -i_,(13-t) = 2n 5(/_) . (58)
The orthogonality condition of the mode shapes for an infinitely long multi-span beam read
¢o 1
_w_[_,_,,\(_,) ] w_[_,_,',xA_,')] d_ = V_o[_,,X_(_,)]5(_,+_,')8_, (59)
where 6g is the Kronecker delta, and yoZ[.] is defined as follows:
V0[_,, _,(#) ] = I W,[ _,_,, \0,) ]l s d_
= (lal _ + Ibl s) I,[_(m)] + 2Re{ ab'} I2[_(_)] ,
(60)
in which integrals I:(.) and/2(') are given in Eqs.(5.1) and (52), respectively, and a, b are defined
in Eq.(17).
Responses of multi-span beam under the convected loading
Let us consider the forced vibration of a multi-span beam with damping.
of motion in the local coordinate system is given by
The equation
ElL -4 y_4)(_,t) + cy_(_,t) + pA y_(_,t) -- p_(_,t) ,
([5 =N_,...,1,2,...,N÷; 0-:_-: 1)
(61)
where c = damping coefficient, p_(_t)= transverse pressure per unit length, and N.=I and N+=N
for a finitely long beam, whereas N.=-oo and N+=__ for an infinitely beam. Assuming that the
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excitationand responseareharmonicin time, we have
pa(_,t) = Pt3(_) e'_'' ,
(62)
ya(_,t) = Ya(_) e i_'' .
Function YI_(_) will be referred as the harmonic-response function in what follows. For a
harmonic loading convected over the beam at a velocity toL/#t
Po(_) = Po e-i_'(_'a-t) , ( I_ -- 1,2,...,N ) (63)
where P0 is the amplitude, and/a r is the wave constant of the loading.
(a) Multi-span beam of finite total length
First, let us consider the case of an N-span beam.
of the normal modes of the system as follows
We expand YI_(_) and Po(_) in terms
0tl
j"l
j"t
( [3 -- 1,2,...,N)
(64)
The relationship between coefficients ci and dj can be found by substituting Eqs.(62) and (64) into
Eq.(61) and using Eq.(41) to obtain
E (_'; - )":+ i_._)_W_,j(_) -__ j(_), (65)
/=t E1 i-t '
where _.;=pALdco2/EI is a nondimensional loading frequency parameter, and _=cL2/(pAEI) _ is a
nondimensional damping parameter. Comparison of coefficients on the two sides of Eq.(65)
yields
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cj = H(_, ;k.t.)d/ , (66)
where H(Z.i, Zr) is the frequency response function given by
Z 4 4
H(L,ZT) =-_-7( Z.i - _ + i_) -_ (67)
Hence, the harmonic response function is obtained in the following form
w
Y_(_) = _[: djH(_,b) W_.fl_) , ( 13 = 1,2,...,N ). (68)
j,,l
The coefficients d/are obtained by applying the orthogonality condition for the mode shapes,
namely Eq.(48), to the second equation in Eq.(64) to yield
N !
Yi
m +
2 e-"' g "(_,btl) ] ,
(69)
where
Ej a .m A.[ajSv(Ptj+_f) + F.aj'S_(pf__) ] , (70)
(71)
f0 sin(k)g(Z.,&) = _f(_)e-'_arg = u - sinh(k) v ,
V --" [(_. - i_)e -0'''_') + (Z. + i&)e _-_'' - 2Z.] ,
in which sgn(.) denotes the sign function.
(72)
(74)
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U[(L+/.tt)e'(X-_',) + (_.-lut)e -i(_'# - 2Z.] ,
2(/_ -_'z) (73)
_2sgn(&) + 1 { 1 - e-,Ix._.o.,)._,l } , [&l = _.2(x+l&l)
(b) Multi-span beam of infinite length
The dynamic response of an infinitely long multi-span beam subjected to a convected
harmonic loading can also be evaluated in a similar way. Let us expand both the harmonic
response and the loading function in the mode shapes of such a beam
co
$_1
M
$-1 /a
( [8 = 0,__1,_+2,...,--0: )
(75)
where s denotes the serial number of a propagation band. Multiplying both sides of the second
equation in Eq.(75) by WI3"[_,#',_.,,(_')] and performing integration over the length of the entire
beam, we obtain upon applying the orthogonality conditions, Eq.(59),
w
d(#): i _y® foIP_(_) W_'[_,.,_(/_)] d_] . (76)
2 = y2[/,,_(/,)] _ _
For an external excitation in the form of Eq.(63), the numerator in Eq.(76) may be simplified to
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Y_ fPI_(_) l,V_'[_,,u,)v(,u)]d_ = 2u6(/,tz-,U)PoD[,u,_(,u),,uf] ,
D[,u,_(/z),&] = a [/.t, ,(At) ] g[X,(_),&] + b "D,_,(_) ] e -'_', g [_(/,),&]
(77)
in which a(-) and b(-) are defined in Eq.(17), and g(-) is given by Eq.(72). Eq.(66) is still valid
for c,O) and d,(k0. Hence, c,O) may be expressed as follows
q0,) = 8(&-_,) e0 o[_,,_(_,),&] t-/[x,(_,),,,t] .
v=0[,,,x,(,,) ]
(78)
The harmonic response function for the infinitely long multi-span beam can be obtained by
substituting Eq.(78) into the first equation in Eq.(75) to yield
YI_(_) = ]_** L 6(kt/'-/_)=%. Po D_,k,(lU),l_tl/-/[_.,(u),_.f] W_[_,/.t,_(,u) 1 d,u, (79)
•-, . roD, .(I,)]
( 13 = 0,_1,_2,...,_+_ ) •
Here, the integration range R must be chosen from the particular Brillouin zone defined in
Eq.(21) which includes the loading wave constant _t" This is always possible since union of all
Brillouin zones constitutes the entire one-dimensional space. Note the presence of a Dirac's delta
function in Eq.(79) with an argument & - _ It implies that only a group of propagating waves
associated with & contributes to the response. Carrying out the integration in Eq.(79), we obtain
eo
z)t,,_,\(,,? ,,S] _z,%),M %[_,,,,,x(,,71,
= (80)
•-, Vo[&,\0,? ]
( 13 = 0,_1,_+2,...,__0o )
where ¥02(.), D(-), H(-) and WI_(.) are given by Eqs.(60), (77), (67) and (16), respectively.
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Results and discussion
For a multi-span beam under harmonic excitation, large response is likely to occur if the
excitation frequency is within a propagation frequency band. When the excitation is convected
along the beam, the response can be further amplified due to the so-called coincidence effect.
For an N-span beam the magnitude of the harmonic response function may have as many as N
peaks in each propagation band. The possible location of a peak in a propagation band for IYa( )l
can be determined from the condition
(z; ;5)4 (81)_.f-- -._. , (j -- 1,2,...) ,
when the denominator in expression (67) for [/-/(kj,kr) [ has a minimum magnitude, whereas the
magnitude of harmonic response function YI3(_) is dominated by the term with [H(Z.i,_.S)I. For an
infinitely long multi-span beam, however, there is only one group of propagating waves, whose
wave constant coincides with #r that contributes to the response, as it can be seen from Eq.(79).
Therefore, there is only one peak at
appearing in each propagation band.
( s = 1,2,... ) (82)
Fig. 4(a) portrays the harmonic response at the mid-point of the second span of a four-
span beam. It shows that there are four peaks in the first propagation band. In contrast, there
is only one peak in the first band for the infinite multi-span beam shown in Fig. 4(b), and the
response is considerably magnified due to the coincidence effect.
The effects of damping on the harmonic responses are also shown in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b)
for a four-span beam and an infinitely long multi-span beam, respectively. It can be seen that
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the valuesof the peaksin eachpropagationbandis reducedwith a larger dampingcoefficient.
Hence,theprofile of eachpeakbecomesflatter asdampingincreases.
Theresultsobtainedfrom thepresentapproachandMead'sapproach(1971)arecompared
in Figs. 6(a) and6(b) for an infinitely long beamwith anevenly spacedhingesupports(v=0).
Thedashline representsa20-termapproximationin Mead's formulation,whereasthesolid curve
representsa one-termapproximationby thepresentapproachin the first propagationband. The
resultsare seento be very close. The two resultsbecomeindistinguishablein the first three
propagationbands,when a twenty-termwasusedin thepresentapproach,asshownin Fig.6(b).
Most significantly, the presentapproachhasthe advantagein that the locationof eachpossible
peakin eachpropagationbandcanbedetermined;thus,thevalue of eachpeakcanbe evaluated
precisely from Eq.(80).
Conclusions
The freeand forcedvibrationsof periodically supportedmulti-spanbeamsarestudiedin
the this paper. Both the caseof finite total length and the caseof infinite total length are
considered. The wave propagationconceptis applied in the analysisof free vibration of the
beam systems. The dispersionequationand its asymptoticform are derived from which the
natural frequenciescan be determinedfor a given wave constant. An explicit asymptotic
expressionfor the natural frequenciesis also proposedfor the specific caseof zero rotational
springstiffness. It is shownthattheagreementbetweentheasymptoticandtheexact frequencies
is excellent. The modeshapesof freevibrationareobtainedin the complexform. In thesemode
shapesthe spanserialnumberandthelocal spatialcoordinateareseparable;thus,an integration
over the entire length is reducedto one within a singlespan,and a summationover the serial
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numbersof the spans. It is shown that the use of these mode shape expressions can greatly
reduce the computational efforts in the forced vibration analysis.
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Table I. Frequency Parameters of Six-Span Beams with
Rotational Spring Parameter v ( Case Vo--Vu=V/2 )
v=kL/EI
Frequencies in
the first band
Frequencies in
the second band
Exact Asymp.
Eq.(18) Eq.(24)
3.261 3.267
3.556 3.566
3.927 3.927
4.298 4.288
4.601 4.586
2n 2_r
2
Exact Asymp.
Eq.(18) Eq.(23)
3.398 3.397
" 3.491 3.491
3.729 3.730
4.042 4.037
4.362 4.351
4.623 4.607
6.427 6.427
Exact
Eq.(18)
4.641
4.647
4.663
4.685
4.707
4.724
7.710
7.720
7.746
7.781
7.817
7.844
6.410 6.410
6.707 6.707
7.069 7.069
7.430 7.430
7.727 7.728
6.536 6.536
6.802 6.802
7.134 7.134
7.468 7.468
7.740 7.741
200
Asymp.
Eq.(23)
4.624
4.630
4.646
4.668
4.699
4.707
7.711
7.720
7.746
7.782
7.818
7.844
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TableII. FrequencyParametersof Six-SpanBeamswith
RotationalSpring Parameterv ( CaseVo=V_v=oo)
v=kL/EI
Frequenciesin
the first band
Frequencies in
the second band
0
Exact Asymp.
Eq.(18) Eq.(24)
3.261 3.267
3.556 3.566
3.927 3.927
4.298 4.288
4.601 4.586
4.730 4.712
6.410 6.410
6.708 6.707
7.069 7.069
7.430 7.430
7.727 7.728
7.853 7.854
2
Exact Asymp.
Eq.(18) Eq.(23)
3.491 3.491
3.729 3.730
4.042 4.037
4.362 4.351
4.623 4.607
4.730 4.712
Exact
Eq.(18)
4.647
4.663
4.685
4.724
4.724
4.730
7.720
7.746
7.781
7.817
7.843
7.853
6.536 6.536
6.802 6.802
7.134 7.134
7.468 7.468
7.740 7.741
7.853 7.854
200
Asymp.
Eq.(23)
4.630
4.646
4.668
4.690
4.706
4.713
7.720
7.746
7.782
7.818
7.844
7.854
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Table III. Frequency Parameters of Six-Span Beams with
Rotational Spring Parameter v ( Case Vo=V/2, v_,=oo )
v=kL/EI
Frequencies in
the first band
Frequencies in
the second band
0
Exact Asymp.
Eq.(18) Eq.(24)
3.173 3.175
3.393 3.403
3.738 3.743
4.116 4.111
4.463 4.451
4.696 4.679
6.317 6.317
6.545 6.545
6.885 6.885
7.252 7.253
7.592 7.592
7.820 7.820
2
Exact Asymp.
Eq.(18) Eq.(23)
3.422 3.421
3.596 3.598
3.881 3.879
4.205 4.196
4.505 4.491
4.702 4.685
- 6.456 6.456
6.656 6.656
6.964 6.964
7.304 7.304
7.617 7.618
7.823 7.824
Exact
Eq.(18)
4.643
4.654
4.674
4.697
4.717
4.728
7.713
7.731
7.763
7.800
7.832
7.851
200
Asymp.
Eq.(23)
4.626
4.637
4.656
4.679
4.699
4.711
7.713
7.732
7.763
7.800
7.833
7.852
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Fig. 1. Multi-span beams with elastic rotational spring at each support
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Normal modes in the first band of a six-span beam ( -- for v=0; --- for v=10 )
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Nondimensional harmonic response of a four-span beam vs
loading frequency parameter k! ( -- Using normal modes of
the first band; --- Using normal modes of the first two
bands )
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Fig. 4(b). Nondimensional harmonic response of an infinitely long
multi-span beams vs loading frequency parameter L/ ( --
Using normal modes of the first band; --- Using normal
modes of the first two bands )
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VIBRATION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL GRILLAGE
L. P. Zhu, Y. K. Lin and I. Elishakoff
Center for Applied Stochastics Research and Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL 33432
Abstract
In this paper, an exact solution for free vibration of a two dimensional periodic
grillage structure is obtained by using wave propagation concept. Each periodic node (or
support) of such a grillage structure is constrained by a rigid transverse support, and two
elastic rotational springs in two orthogonal directions. The rotational springs in each
direction are identical. The four boundary edges of the grillage as a whole are either
simply supported or clamped. The wave motions at all periodic nodes are investigated
and the associated dispersion equation relating the natural frequency and wave constant
is derived. It is shown that there exist both bending and torsional motions in a grillage
structure, which are coupled between members in two perpendicular directions. General
expressions of the synchronous mode shapes and non-synchronous deflection shapes are
obtained for both bending and torsional motions in two directions. These can then be
applied in formulating forced vibrations of the grillage structure. An example of a
grillage with four-spans in each direction is given for illustration.
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N1. Introduction
A grillage consists of two sets of mutually orthogonal beams rigidly connected at
the intersections where additional elastic constraints may be imposed in rotational and/or
transverse directions. The properties and spacing of the beams, and the constraining
springs in each direction are spatially periodic; however, they may differ in two different
directions.
Grillages find wide applications in many forms of construction. A steel or
concrete deck is often placed on a grillage to transfer the imposed loads. There are
several methods for the analysis of a linear elastic grillage. The general method of
statically indeterminate structures is applicable in the case of static loading, but it is
extremely tedious except when the number of intersections is small. If the space between
two neighboring beams is small then approximation of the overall grillage by an
orthotropic plate is reasonable, for which the appropriate differential equation can be
found (e.g. Timoshenko 1959). Ellington and McCallion (1957) proposed a more accurate
method to obtain deflection under static loads by using a finite difference formulation, but
they assumed that the beams did not resist torsion.
There have been rather few papers on the vibration of grillages. In their
pioneering work, Ellington and McCallion (1959) assumed that the mass of the beams
was concentrated at the nodes (intersections) of the grillage. Again, by neglecting the
torsional stiffness of the beams, and using a finite difference equation approach, they
obtained a frequency equation for a grillage with various boundary conditions. Wah
(1963) improved this method by considering the torsional stiffness of the beams with both
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distributed and lumped masses.It was noted in his work that the derivation of the
frequency equation required an admissible transverse displacement at each node which
satisfies the boundary conditions. Unfortunately, such an expression is not easily
determinable except for the case of a rectangular grillage simply supported on all four
exterior edges. For other support conditions, only the case of zero torsional stiffness was
discussed in his paper. Recently, Dinkevich (1993) considered a grillage with a
transverse spring at each support. A frequency equation was obtained for the case of
simply supported edges and negligible torsional stiffness.
In this paper, both wave propagation in a periodic grillage of infinite size and free
vibration of a grillage of finite size are investigated. Exact solutions for both cases are
obtained by using the wave propagation concept. Every periodic node (or support) is
constrained by a rigid transverse suppor/ and two elastic rotational springs in two
orthogonal directions. The rotational springs are identical in the same direction, but they
may be different in different directions. In the case of a grillage of finite size, the four
boundary edges are assumed to be either simply supported or fully clamped. Both
bending and torsional motions of each beam are taken into account in the analysis. The
bending motions of the beams in one direction are coupled with the torsional motions of
the beams in the other direction. The wave motions at all periodic nodes are investigated,
and a dispersion equation that relates the natural frequency and the wave constant is
derived. The general expressions of the mode shapes for both bending and torsional
motions are obtained, which can be applied in the analysis of forced vibrations. An
example of a grillage with four-spans in each direction is given for illustration.
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2. Wave Propagation in an Infinite-Size Grillage
2.1 Basic Equations
Consider a two-dlmensional grillage structure of an infinite size, composed of two
sets of multi-span beams in two perpendicular directions. It is assumed that each support
provides a rigid constraint against transverse motion, as well as elastic constraints against
rotations about two axes, with elastic constants kz and _, respectively, as shown in Figs.
l(a) and l(b). Although the transverse and torsional motions are uncoupled for a
prismatic beam in one direction, they may be coupled in two sets of beams in the
perpendicular directions. Let us focus our attention on node/support (o.,[3) as shown in
Fig. l(a). The displacements in the four beams sharing the same support (ot,13) are
denoted by the symbols as shown in Fig. l(b). The equations for the bending motions
of the beams in the x and y directions are, respectively,
D O4X#(_'t) + m L_ 02Xl_(_'t) = 0 (1)
O_ 4 Ot 2
04YI3(_'t) + rnyL_ O2YI3(_'t)
Dy O_ 4 dt 2 = 0
where Xal_, Yal3 = transverse displacements, mr, my = masses per unit length, L,, Ly
lengths and D,,, Dy
respectively.
The equations of the torsional motions are
(2)
= span
= bending rigidities of the two beams in the x and y directions,
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Cr 0_2 dt 2
(3)
C O:V_(_,t) _ n.L_ 02V°_(_'t) = 0
O_ 2 dt 2
(4)
Here, XP and O are, respectively, the torsional displacements of the beams in the x and y
directions, n_,, n r = polar mass-moments of inertia per unit length, and Cx, Cy = torsional
rigidities. The effect of warping of a cross-section due to non-uniform torsion is
neglected. The positive directions of xp and O are determined by the usual right-hand rule.
The local coordinates g and _ in the two directions are defined as follows:
=x/L - (a - 1) ; (a - 1)L <x s aL ; O < _-: 1
=y/L -(_ - 1) ; (15 - 1)L ,:y :_ ISL, ; O .: _ _ 1
(5)
For an infinitely large grillage,
conditions must be met at each support.
require that
there are no exterior supports. Continuity
For the transverse motion of the beam, they
and
X_l_(_,t) Ig.l = X_.tl_(_,t)Ig.0 --0
/
X_(_,t) I_.t = X;-tl3(_,/)I_.0 = Oal3(t)L
-- k e t_(t)
(6)
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YI_(_, t) I;.z = Yi3.t(_,t)I;.o = 0
Y_(_,t) I;.z = Y_13.t(_, t) I;.o = -tF_l;(t)L r
D [y/ty[ ,,I;-l(;, t) I;.o - rt_t_(;, t) I;.t ]
- E,.o- --kVo  O
where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to _ or _.
the boundary conditions read
0,_l;(_,t) I=.o -- eo-L_(t), o=_(_,t) I=.L-- eo_(t)
L%l_(_,t) I_.0 = qs_l;-z(t) , aP_l;(_,t) ]_.z = Wal;(t)
(7)
For the torsional motion,
(8)
(9)
in which ®,_(t) and W,,(t) are, respectively, the rotations at the (ct, l_)th support about two
horizontal axes as shown in Fig. l(b).
As seen from Eqs. (1) through (9), the O(0 motion is related to the bending
motion of the beams in the x direction and the torsional motion of the beams in the y
direction, whereas, the tF(t) motion is related to the bending motion of the beams in the
y direction and the torsional motion of the beams in the x direction. It is, therefore,
possible that the vibration of a grillage structure can be decomposed into two uncoupled
states in terms of the O's and _'s, respectively. In what follows, we shall discuss the O
motion only. The W motion is similar. Assume that the motions is harmonic
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X_(_,t) = _(_) e i'' (I0)
0,_13(_'t) = _13(_) ei®` (11)
Then, Eqs. (1) and (3) become
- e i_,, (12)oo8(t) -
////QI3 (_) - _'7_I_(_) -- 0 (13)
where i% and rio are nondimensional frequency parameters given by
(14)
Solutions of Eqs. (13) and (14) are obtained as
rio = I¢ L_ (15)
._(_) --A _f_(_) + B 13fx,(1-_) (16)
0,_l_(_ ) = Cat _ sinrle_ + Dal 3 sinrlo(1-_)
where function f_(.) is given by
(17)
fx(_) = sinL_ - sin.-.._k sinhL_j (18)
sinh_.
By applying the continuity condition at the node (ct,15), the coefficients in Eqs. (16) and
(17) are determined in terms of the angular displacements at the nodes (or-l,13), (ct,l_-I)
and (ct, l_) as follows:
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ABal_
L
x
_ [ .f_,(1) _3=i_
- f/,(o) ]
L
= A()La) [f/,(0)_)_13 -f_.(1)_),__1_ ]
(19)
C,_p = sinTl__.._. , D _ simqo
(20)
where A(-) is given by
sink o
A(Lo) = 2X__( 1 - cosX. o cosh_, o ) (21)
It can be seen from Eq. (17) that sinvlo = 0 corresponds to a single span beam with
clamped supports for the torsional motion.
2.2 Wave Motions and Dispersion Relation
Similar to the case of one-dimensional multi-span beam discussed in previous
paper[9], only the motions at the periodic supports (nodes) of the structure are to be
investigated. Note that the motions at all periodic nodes (supports) of the grillage are not
independent, but they may belong to that of a two-dimensional harmonic wave, which
may propagate through all the nodes of the grillage.
For the grillage structure presently considered, only rotational displacements are
possible at the supports due to the transversely rigid constraint. Let ea#(t) be the angular
displacement at node (ct,13) shown in Fig. l(b), which can be represented by a two
dimensional harmonic wave propagating through node (or support) (ct,[3) as
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O _(t) = Coe il=t-O'°:÷_°,,_)l , or
(22)
e)_ = c Oe -i(_.: .,,.._)
in which/_, and/h_.y are the components of a wave constant vector in the x and y
directions, and Ca is the amplitude of the wave motion.
If this two dimensional harmonic wave can propagate through the periodic nodes
of the grillage, the frequency parameters Xo and 1'1o, which are functions of natural
frequency to and wave constants (,ug.=,/_,y), must be related in a dispersion equation as
follows
2 y,X s
sinhX o ( cosX e - cos/_o,,,) - sinX o ( coshk e - cos/_o,,_)
cosX e coshk e - 1
COSI, Ie - Cosu o y
- ' +V x =0
+ 2 1 "i'_ rio sin_ °
(Z3)
where %, and Yx are nondimensional parameters given by
--).
-_ c: o o: c:
+ " 2 + ; O_y _I
(24)
The dispersion equation is obtained by substituting Eqs. (16) through (20) into the third
condition in Eq. (6). The first and second terms in Eq. (23) indicate, respectively, the
contributions from the bending motion of the beams in the x direction and the torsional
motion of the beams in the y direction, and the last term is attributable to the external
rotational spring kx. When ¥, = 0 (or D_ = 0), the problem reduces to a purely torsional
vibration of a multi-span beam with periodic elastic rotational constraints in the y-
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direction. On the otherhand,wheny,_= 1 (or Cy = 0), the problem becomes a purely
bending vibration of a multi-span beam in the x-direction that has been discussed in the
previous paper[9].
It should be noted that if the wave components (,uo,_,/_o.y) are replaced by
(/)
(/,)
/'te.y =/_e.y + 2jyn , ( J,,, Jy = _+1,_+2,... )
(25)
the dispersion equation, Eq. (23), remains unchanged. For free vibration analysis, we
may, without loss of generality, choose/_, and/_.y as follows
-n < Ue,x s n ; (263
-71; < ,Uo,y _; _ .
The range of/.to= and bt_,y specified in Eq. (26) is known as the first Brillouin zone
(Brillouin 1953) in the case of two dimensional periodic structure. A positive /_o=
corresponds to a wave propagation in the positive x-direction, and a negative /.to=
corresponds to that in the negative x-direction. The meaning of/_.r is analogous, except
that it pertains to the y direction.
The natural frequencies of the grillage can be readily determined from the
dispersion equation (23), given the values of wave constants (/_._,/.to.y), where _ and rio
are both functions of co as seen from Eq. (15). Analogous to the one dimensional case,
it can be seen from the dispersion equation that the natural frequency of the grillage is
a multi-valued function of the wave constant. The relationship between _o (or _qo) and
(_=,/_o,y) in the propagating bands may be represented by a set of frequency surfaces as
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w
shown in Fig. 2. Among four edges of each surface, the edge along which the value of
;% (or 11o) is a constant as well as a maximum corresponds to an upper-bound frequency.
These upper-bound frequencies can also be determined from one of the conditions, each
of which is obtained by letting a denominator in the dispersion equation be zero, namely,
(27)
The upper-bound frequencies along the edges/.re, _ = 0 and n, determined from the first
condition in (27), correspond to a single span beam with clamped ends for bending
motion. The upper-bound frequencies along the edges of/h_,r = 0 are n, given by the
second condition of Eq. (27), correspond to a single span beam with clamped ends for
torsional motion. It is interesting to note that the propagation band (or frequency surface)
between 1.5_ and 2n for the grillage structure is a non-propagating band for a one-
dimensional periodic multi-span beam, as shown in [9]. The range of a non-propagating
band for the grillage structure becomes narrower due to the contribution of the torsional
motion in the beams.
Analogously, the dispersion equation for the wave motion of W(t) has the same
form as Eq. (23). It may be obtained easily from Eq. (23) by formally replacing the
subscripts x and ® by y and W, respectively, to yield
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sinhX_,, ( cosX v - cos/_,.y ) - sink_, ( cosh_ - cos/Av.y )
coskq, coshLq, - 1
c°srl* - c°s/_'x + v = 0
+ 2 I-y_ q_, sinrl,.v y
(28)
where
, ,,. ,
Vl. = icy _ (29)
/ :/ (o:1 -"2"--,2.c D c (3o)vr =k /92 + • Y +__ • O_vys 1-- ' 'ty =- 2
_, c) ,+,t_, cj
2.3 Deflections of Bending and Torsional Motions
The bending and torsional deflections of the beams in the x and the y directions
within an individual span can readily be obtained by substituting Eqs. (19) and (20) into
Eqs. (16) and (17), where _)a is given by Eq. (21). It is noted from Eqs. (19), (20) and
(22) that the ratios A,_/Baa and C_/D,a are independent of the span numbers a and 15.
This implies that deflections in two neighboring spans differ only by a phase shift. Thus,
the deflections of bending and torsional motions of the entire structure can be represented
as follows:
_1_(_) = "_to(_) e-il_.,.,,<;<:,-i)+_..,lil , ( ct, 15 = 0,_+1,_+2,..._+oo ) (31)
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where
, ( ct, [3 = 0,+1,_+2,..._+oo ) 02)
"_:o(_) = A:ofx,(_) + B:ofx,( 1-_) (33)
w
00t(_) = Cot sinrlo_ + Dot sinno (1 - _) (34)
and where fx(.) is defined in Eq. (18), and coefficients Ato, B:o, Cot and Do: are given for
several cases as follows:
Case a: I.Lo¢, _ j_ and bto,y _ jyn
In this case, the wave motions of O_l_(t) propagate in four directions, as shown in
Fig. 3. The coefficients Ato , B:o and Co_ and Dot are obtained from Eqs. (19) to (22)
A, o = c [f:.(_) _-'_.. - f_.(o)],
B:o = C[f_(O)e -'_'°."-f_(1)]
(35)
Co I = e -i_,., , D O: = 1 (36)
where C is determined by using the continuity condition of angular displacement at the
support (ct, l_), that is
L -i ;';'./ . -- --
Eq. (37) is solved to yield
(37)
where A(.) is defined in Eq. (20).
L x sinrl oC = (38)
a(xo)
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Case b: lto. , = j_ and/.to, J, . jr_
It should be noted that when/_,_ = j,,._ the harmonic wave in the x direction has
the appearance of a standing wave. As discussed in [9], the deflection in each span in
the x direction coincides with a mode shape of single span beam with either idealized
supported or fully clamped ends. The ratio between two angular displacements at two
ends of a span in the x direction is
L_
QL[_
=(-i) "°, s 8 =integer of [ _] (39)w
0 -t p
It follows from substituting Eq. (39) into Eq. (19) that
A
a_.._p = ( _1),,+1
Thus, the coefficients in Eqs. (33) and (34) are
(40)
Al0 = 1 , B, ° -._ (_1)", ÷t (41)
C01 = C e -i,,., , Do t = C (42)
where C may be determined from Eq. (37) to yield
c = -
L sinvlo
(43)
Case c: i_o, _ _ j_ and/_o_, = ]_
Contrary to case b, the wave motion in the y direction has a standing wave
appearance. The torsional motion in the y direction in each span has the same form as
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that of a single span beamwith either simply supportedor fully clampedends. The
correspondingangular displacementsat the two endsof a span in the y direction are
related as
= (-1) ''t , s r = integer part of [rlo] (44)
7_
which is based on the fact that the odd-numbered (even-numbered) mode shapes of a
single span beam for torsional motions are symmetric (anti-symmetric) with respect to the
mid-point of the span for either simply supported or fully clamped ends. Hence, the
coefficients in Eqs. (33) and (34) are obtained as
A,o = C[f_.( 1)e -'''_ - f_.(0) ] ,
B_o = C[f_,(O)e -'_ - fx_(1) ]
(45)
in which
c0_ = 1, D0_ __(_l),r., (46)
C = (- 1)/' L'sinrl° (47)
a( Xo)
Case d: Izo_, = j_ and ks,, = Jr _
In this specific case, the motion has the form of a standing wave in both the x and
y directions. Combining the cases b and c, we have
A,o = L.sin_lo(-1) L , Bto = A,o(-lf'" (48)
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-_sT+1¢/t 0 _ (49)Cot =[f_(1)-(-I, ,x,, ,](-11 i', Doi =Cot(-i) "÷`
3. Free Vibration of a Finite-Size Grillage
3.1 Boundary Conditions along the Exterior Edges
For a grillage of finite size, having Nx spans in the x direction and Ny spans in the
y direction, the boundary conditions along the four exterior edges should be imposed.
These four edges are identified as ct = 0, ct = N_, [3 = 0 and I_ = Ny. Each boundary is
treated as an edge-beam, with one-half the elastic and inertia properties of an interior
beam. The boundary conditions at each node along each edge may be expressed in the
following general form
(,-:Ooo-'o:)[:, -(, :,,>].(:o)_® _(t) _ D x
(÷ c 1-: -b_) 80_) ,t)]
where 50 is the Kronecker delta. The case k,_ = _ represents a clamped edge, for which
the boundary condition (50) reduces to e_(t) = 0 (or O13 =0). The case
kjl = : i - : 8,:,,.8 13 k
r- , x s 0,zV
(51)
will be referred to as an ideally supported"edge.
3.2 Mode Shapes of Bending and Torsional Motions
For a grillage of finite size there generally exist four wave motions in different
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directions,as shownin Fig. 3, sharingthe same frequency to, due to reflections at the
boundaries. By taking into account these four wave motions, the angular displacement
function at node (ct,15) becomes
_)al_ " Ct e-i6%._a÷_.,1_) + ¢2 e i0_,,a÷_..,l_) (S2)
÷ C 3 e -i04e"a-/_e"_) ÷ C 4 e iO_e'a -_e,,_)
where c, {k=1,2,3,4} are constants to be determined by imposing the boundary conditions.
In view of Eqs. (16) through (20), the mode shapes of such a grillage can be obtained by
combining the above four wave motions. Analogous to the case of a grillage of infinite
size, these mode shapes are formulated for the following four cases:
Case a: /,_,_ _ j_ and/.to_ , _ j_
In this case, four wave motions in (50) propagate in directions not parallel to the
the y axis shown in Fig. 3. Once the value of _Da_ is determined, the modeX or shapes
for the bending and torsional motions are obtained from Eqs. (16) and (17) with the
coefficients given in Eqs. (19) and (20), respectively.
The case of a grillage with clamped edges along the four edges is selected as an
illustrative example. The other cases are listed in Table 1. Upon imposing the boundary
conditions along the edges of a = 0 and 13 = 0, i.e.
o_,
e --0
aO '
we obtain C t
(53)
=C 2=-C 3=-C 4=-C. Thus, Eq.(52) reducesto
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_),_.1_= 4C sin/_o,xa sir_Uo,y{3 (54)
By imposing on equation (54) the other two boundary conditions along the edges ot = N,
and [3 = N r
d
O_,1_ = 0 ,
O_., =0 ,
( 15 = 0,1,2,...,Ny )
( ct = 0,1,2,...,N )
(ss)
we then have
sin/,to,xN = 0 ; sin/_o, N = 0 (56)
Therefore,
k
/-toy _ ,
' N
Y
(j = 1,2,...,N-1)
(k --1,2,...,N-1)
(s7)
Table 1 lists the angular displacement functions _)a I_ and the equations for obtaining the
wave constants/_j, and ,UO,y for all sixteen'sets of boundary conditions.
It is seen from the Table 1 that when a pair of opposite edges of a grillage are
either ideally supported or clamped, the associated wave constants in that direction can
also be an integer multiple of _x. These cases are discussed in detail in the following
sections.
Case b: /A_,_ =J_ or/_ov _Jr n
In this case, a pair of opposite boundary edges parallel to the y direction can be
either ideally supported or clamped. Then the Oao(t) motion can be represented by two
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"M-
waves propagating in the positive and negative y-direction. In view of Eqs. (31) and (32),
the mode shapes for the bending and torsional motions may be written as follows
_(_) = "Yt0(_) ( -1 v;(a't)( c_e-i_,,_ + c2ei_.,_) (58)
_,(;) __ {Ct_o_(;)e-,_..,(}-,, ÷ c2_2,(;)e,_,..(}-,,}(_1¢._ (59)
where asterisk denotes the complex conjugate and Xt0(_) and O01(_) are given in Eqs.
(33) and (34) with the coefficients specified by Eqs. (41) through (43). The coefficients
c t and c_ in Eqs. (58) and (59) are determined by using the boundary condition along
edge I_ = 0 for the following two cases, namely, the ideally supported and the clamped
edges.
Consider first the case in which the boundary along 1_ = 0 is clamped, i.e.
_)_0 = 0,,0(1) = 0. The opposite boundary along 13 = ivy could be either the ideally
supported or clamped. Imposing the boundary condition _),_o = 0 on Eq. (59) results in
c_ = - c2. Thus, the mode shapes for the bending and torsional motions reduce to
-- (- ly:("-') sin,uo,,,IB (60)
-_(_) -_ lm{-_o,(_) e i_.,,{l_-_,} ( _ 1)J'" {61)
where Im{'} denotes the imaginary part of a complex expression, and the common factor
2ic 2 has been omitted.
Consider next the case of ideally supported edge along 13 = 0. The opposite
boundary along 13 = Ny may be either the ideally supported or the clamped edges. The
boundary condition along I_ = 0 obtained from (50) has the form of
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o
= 10 -" -" g'2 _[ x£_°(°) - X;o(1) ] + c o,(0),
( ot = 1,2,...,N-1 )
(62)
Substituting Eqs. (58) and (59) into Eq. (62), we conclude that if c t = c 2 . Then Eq.(62)
is equivalent to the dispersion equation Eq. (23) in the special case of/.to, _ = j_. It
follows from Eqs. (58) and (59) that the mode shapes for the bending and torsional
motions are
._(:_) ----_?_o(rg)(-ly'_-" cos_,o.,p (63)
0_,_(_) = Re{ Oot(_)e-'_".'(13-') } (- l)J'_ (64)
where Re{.} denotes the real part of a complex expression.
Of course, Eqs. (63) and (64) are equivalent to Eqs. (60) and (61) when one edge
is ideally supported and the opposite edge is clamped.
Case c: #o,_ _ J_ and g'o,y = Jy_
Analogous to Case b, the motion cap be represented by two waves propagating in
the positive and the negative x-direction. Two opposite edges parallel to the x direction
can be either clamped or ideally supported. The following mode shapes of the bending
and torsional motions are obtained from Eqs. (31) through (34), with the coefficients
given by Eqs. (45), (46) and (47)
.,_13(_) = [ct._,o(_)e-'_..(a-t)+ c:_,o(_)ei_._(,-t)](_ly, l_ (65)
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Let the edge along ct = 0 be clamped; i.e. _)01_ = 0, where [3 = 1,2,...,Nr-1. The opposite
edge along ct = Nx may be either clamped or ideally supported. By imposing the
boundary condition along ct = 0 on Eq. (66), we find c 1 = - c2 . Thus, the expressions for
mode shapes Eqs. (65) and (66) reduce to.
0=13(;) -- O0t(;) ( - 1 )_'(13-t)sin/_e,,,et (68)
If the edge along ct = 0 is ideally supported, then the boundary condition may be
obtained from Eq. (50) as follows
_ = o xi (o)2
1 w/ w!
+--C [0o_., (0) - 0o_ (1)]2 Y
(13 =l,2,...,N-1)
(69)
The edge along a = Nx may be either ideally supported or clamped. Substitution of Eqs.
(65) and (66) into the boundary condition Eq. (69), and use of dispersion equation (23)
result in c t = c2. Hence, the mode shapes in this case become
_(_) -- Re{._to(_) e-'_".l"-O} (-l f "_
0_,I_(_) = 0o,(_) (-i)/'(I_-') coS/Zo, ct
(70)
(71)
Case d: ,u.o._ = j_ and P.o_, = J'y_
In this case, each pair of opposite edges must be both clamped or both ideally
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supported, and the mode shapes coincide with the deflection shapes of a grillage of
infinite size. These mode shapes may be expressed as follows:
_1)(_) = X,o(_j) ( -1)/'("-1)%1_ (72)
= ( - (73)
where X10(_) and 00 l(_) are given by Eqs. (33) and (34), and the associated coefficients
are specified by Eqs. (48) and (49).
3.3 Example and Discussion
As an example, a grillage of finite size, consisting of four spans each in the x and
They directions (N, = 4 and Ny = 4) with all clamped edges is investigated.
nondimensional parameters are chosen as vx = 0, 7,, = 0.5, ":x = 0.08.
The wave constants and the associated frequencies obtained from the first and
It is seen from Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) that
- 0, whereas the second upper-bound
second frequency surfaces are listed in Table 2.
the first upper-bound frequency occurs at./-*o_,
frequency appears at/_o.r = _- Note that the first upper-bound frequency corresponds to
a bending motion of the beams in the x- direction, whereas the second upper-bound
frequency corresponds to a torsional motion of the beams in the y-direction. For
emphasis, each of these is marked by an asterisk in Table 2.
The mode shapes in the spans in the x- and y-directions are shown in Figs. 3(a)-
3(m) for both bending and torsional motions, where the parameters are fixed at vx = 0.5,
Yx = 0.5, _cx= 0.08. It is seen that the mode shapes of the bending and torsional motions
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for all spansarerelated,sincethey mustbeconsistentat thenodes. Moreover,the mode
shapesmust be either symmetric or anti-symmetric since the boundary conditions on
opposite edges are symmetric in this case. The mode shape corresponding to each upper-
bound frequency in the first column in Table 2 is devoid of torsional motion. In contrast,
the mode shapes corresponding to each upper-bound frequency in the second column is
devoid of bending motion.
4. Conclusions
Exact solutions have been obtained for wave propagation in a periodic grillage of
infinite size, and for free vibration of one of finite size. Attention is focused on the
motion at the periodic supports, thus by-passing the complicated motion between two
neighboring supports. It is shown that the non-propagation frequency bands are narrower
for a two-dimensional grillage structure than that of a one-dimensional periodic multi-span
beam. The mode shapes of free vibration for both bending and torsional motions obtained
herein may be used in a forced vibration analysis using the normal mode approach. One
implicit assumption in the present analysis is that wave propagation in the x and y
directions are synchronized such that they appear as components of a "plane" wave
propagating in an oblique direction. The possibility of a "curvilinear" wave front will not
be considered at this time.
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Table 1. Angular displacement and wave constants of grillage
of finite size with various boundary conditions.
Boundary conditions
C,,-C_ and CiCy
S,,-S,, and Cy-Cy
Sx-C x and Cy-Cy
c;s andC;C 
C,,-C_ and Sy-Sy
C_,-S_ and Sy-Sy
S;C,, and Sy-Sy
S,,-S,, and Sy-Sy
C;C_ and Cy-Sy
C;C_ and Sy-Cy
C;S_ and Cy-Sy
C;S_ and Sy-Cy
S;Sx and Cy-Sy
Sx-S,, and Sr-Cy
S;C,, and Cy-Sy
S;C,, and Sr-Cy
O,_,li
(/_,_m_,/zo,y_,m_)
sin/_,_a sin/zo,rl_
cos/_o,_a sin/Zo,yl_
cos/zo._ct sin/zo,r[3
sin/zo_,ct sin/zo,yl3
sin/_o._ct cos/zo,yl_
sin/zo._ct cospo,y[3
cos/zo._a cospo,yl_
cos/zo._ct cos/zo,yl_
sin/zo_,ct sin/_,y[3
sin/zo._a cos/zo,y[3
sin/%_,a sin/zo,y[3
sin/%;,a cos/zo,yl_
cos/zo..ct sin/zo,yl3
cos/zoo, or cospo,rl3
cos/zo,_et sin/zo,y[3
cos/zo_,a cos_,yl3
Equations for/._._ and Po, j,
sin/_.eV,,=0
sin/zo,_Nx=0
cos_._V_=O ;
cospo.,Ar_,=0;
; sin/zo,rNy=0
; sinpo,rNy=0
sin/_,_Vr=0
sin/zo,rNr=O
sin/zo._V_=O
cos/zo..Nx=0
cospo..N,,=0
sin/zo._V,,=O
; sin/zo,rNy=O
; sin/_,rNy=0
; sin/_,rNr=0
; sin/zo,_Vy=0
sin/zo,e¥_=0 ; cos/zoJV:,=0
sinpo,_Nx=0 ; cos/zo,yNy=0
costard=0 ; cos_,rNy=0
cos/zo_._Vx=0 ; cos_,yNy=0
sin/%._V_=0 ; cos/zo,yNy=0
sinpo..Arx=0 ; cos_,rN'y=0
cos/_o.flr_0 ; cos/zo,rNy=0
cos_o.e_rx=0 ; cos/_,TVy=0
Note: Cx, Cy = clamped support; Sx, Sy = ideal support; subscripts indicate direction.
Nx = number of spans in the x-direction; Ny = number of spans in the y-direction.
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Table 2. The first two groups of frequencies of a finite-size grillage( Nx=4, Ny=4 )
with all edges clamped ( vx=0, ?x=0.5, fix=0.08 )
0 1
0 2
0 3
0 4
2
2
2
2
1
2
3
4
3 1
3 2
3 3
3 4
1.5056"
1.5056"
1.5056"
1.3829
1.4198
1.4422
1.2162
1.2752
1.3185
1.0666
1.14"78
1.2076
1.6852
1.7664
1.8882
1.9947" (rio=n)
1.7729
1.8386
1.9332
1.9947"(_o=_ )
1.8207
1.8775
1.9531
1.9947"(_o=n )
Note: An asterisk denotes an upper-bound frequency.
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Fig. t(b) Notations for displacements at node (a,l$)
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Fig. 2 Dispersion relationship of wave motion in a grillage
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Fig. 3 Wave propagation in four directions in a grillage of finite size
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Mode shapes of grillage with clamped edges ( vx = "_x= 0.5; _,, = 0.08)
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Abstract
The paper deals with random vibrations of the space shuttle weather protection systems.
It is shown that the Timoshenko beam theory must be utilized to describe the structural behavior
of the system. Use of the simple Bernoulli-Euler theory may result in an error of about 50% in
determining the mean-square value of the bending moment in the weather protection system.
Introduction
This study deals with the random vibrations of space shuttle weather protection systems
modeled as Timoshenko beams. The experimentally determined excitation, rather than assumed
expression of its cross-spectral density will be utilized. Random vibrations of Timoshenko beams
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undersimplest,"rain-under-roof"excitation,namelywith both time-wise and space-wise white
noise, was considered previously. Samuels and Eringen [1] were the first authors to study
random vibrations of Timoshenko beams. They concluded, for the above excitation, that the
results produced by using either the Timoshenko or Bernoulli-Euler theory differed by less than
five percent. Crandall and Yildiz [2] studied effects of both the dynamical models utilized and
of the postulated damping mechanism. They considered, as an excitation, the time-wise band-
limited white noise and investigated the growth pattern of the response characteristics with the
increase of the cut-off frequency. Banerjee and Kennedy (1985) investigated the effect of axial
compression, whereas Singh and Abdelnaser (1993), studied the effect of boundary conditions.
The latter study is in agreement with the paper by Samuels and Eringen (1957) in the sense that
for the length-to-depth ration L/d above nine, the percentage-wise difference between results
produced on one hand, by the Timoshenko theory and, on the other hand by the Bernoulli-Euler
theory is less than five percent. Therefore, one may conclude that for this case of the length-to-
depth ratio one should utilize a simpler Bernoulli-Euler theory.
However the above studies were concentrating on the excitation whose spectral density
is constant. As a result, within the modal analysis approach, only the low end of the frequency
spectrum is contributing significantly to the response. However, the shear deformation and rotary
inertia are affecting considerably only the higher frequencies. Since the contribution ofjth mode
is inverse proportional to %* for the viscously-damped beam, the
frequencies contributed very little in formulation of the response.
uncovering a small numerical difference between the Bernoulli-Euler and Timoshenko beams.
significantly affected
This is the reason of
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However, the situationmust not be such in the generalcaseof excitation, aswas first
demonstratedby Elishakoff andLubliner (1985). They consideredthe band-limitedwhite nose
excitation with two out-off frequencies, namely, the lower one toc,1 and the upper one toe,2, i.e.
the spectral density was taken constant for frequency ranges - to_z ": to s - to_t
and to_ ,: to s to_2" Such a band limited white noise tends to ideal white noise when to_l
tends to zero and to_2 tends to infinity. It was demonstrated that when to_l is zero or close to
zero, both the Timoshenko theory and the Bernoulli-Euler theory produce similar results.
However, when cost increases, the higher modes become more important. Since the higher
natural frequencies are reduced by the effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia, the
response predicted by Timoshenko theory is in excess of that predicted by the Bernoulli-Euler
theory. In such circumstances one must utilize Timoshenko beam theory. In several example
cases Lubliner and Elishakoff (1985) demonstrated that the application of the Bernoulli-Euler
theory would yield up error of order of 50% or more.
In this study we consider the response of weather protection systems to random
excitations. The set of consistent differential equation, as discussed by Elishakoff and Lubliner
(1985) is utilized. Namely, the fourth order derivative of the displacement with respect to time,
appearing in the original Timoshenko equation is neglected as discussed by Love (1927), Tseitlin
(1961), Egle (1969), Elishakoff and Abramovich (1992).
The typical weather protection systems for launch vehicles are made of thin corrugated
metal sheets (see Fig. 1), with a much larger bending stiffness in the direction perpendicular to
the corrugation, namely, I_ > >/y;. These sheets are supported by thin beams parallel to the Oz
direction. Such a weather protection system is susceptible to excessive shear deformation. It is
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therefore reasonable to model such a system as a Timoshenko beam.
Equivalent Timoshenko Beam
For the sake of analysis, a typical segment of the corrugated sheet may be substituted
by an equivalent I beam as shown in (Fig. 2). We equate an infinitesimal element of the web
of the corrugated beam with its equivalent part on the I beam, (Fig.2).
y = rlCOSCt (i)
ttdy = tdrl ; tl -_ _t (2)
COS a
Furthermore, the shear flow in the two elements must be equal,
xt = xtt 1 (3)
where x and x t are the shear stresses in the corrugated sheet and the I beams, respectively.
Hence
171 = 17COS (4)
The shear strains are given by
_- 17. 17' (5)
where G is the shear modulus of the material in the corrugated beam, and G t is the equivalent
shear modulus in the I beam.
Now, for the I beam web to have the same shear stiffness, the displacement u in the
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longitudinal direction must be the same as that of the corrugated web,
Hence
du = Y&I = yldy (6)
y, - v_..L__ (7)
COSOL
and
"_I "I; COS (Z "C
--- = (8)
G t G t Gcosa
From Eq.(8), one obtains the equivalent shear modulus
G t = Gcos2a (9)
one can show that shear stress energies are equal in the two models
2
dv-__i___"t/y-- i_cos_o_,tan-_k_tdn 00)
2 G_ 2 Gcos2ct 2 G
Free Vibration of Timoshenko Beam
The equation of motion for a Timoshenko beam may be written as follows (Elishakoff
and Lubliner 1985),
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El 04w + pA 02wTF - o_
+pA15o OW _ piE 03w
-T; lgGx dx20t
where 15ois the transverse viscous damping coefficient
the structure are found by letting 150- O, q(x,t) - 0 and
i+____e] o'w
:q(x,t •
/
Ei O2q - _2q l
(11)
150= c/pA. The natural frequencies of
_x,t) = V(x)e_' (12)
For a simply supported beam, the mode shape can be chosen as
apj(x) = sin Jr'x
L
(13)
where j is the number of half sine waves in the x direction.
computed from
The natural frequencies are
% =pA[L) A k'G,
The shear correction factor k' is given by (Cowper, 1966)
(14)
k' = lO(1-,.v) (l+3m)2/B (15)
where v is Poisson's ratio, and B is defined as
B = 12 + 72m + 150m 2 + 90m 3 + v(11 + 66m + 135m 2
+ 30n2(m + m_) + 5vn2 (8m + 9m 2)
* 90m 3) (16)
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2bt/ a b
m = _ , tf = t = t t , b = --, n =-- (17)
ht 2 h
Random Vibration of Timoshenko Beam
Consider a random acoustic excitation field characterized by a cross-spectral density
_q (xt,x2;to) = Sq(to)exp[- a(to)lxt - x2l - /'¢(to)(x_ - x2) ] (18)
where Sq(to) is the spectral density at the reference point x 1 = x 2 = x; a(to) and _,(to) are,
respectively, the decay and phase functions of to. They are determined from experimental data
and are given in the Appendix. Assuming that the beam has reached the state of probabilistic
stationarity, the cross-spectral densities of response for displacement and moment are respectively
found as follows (Lin 1976; Elishakoff 1983):
2 L L " (19)
_DD(Xt,X2;to) = b ; _o _q(Yt'Y2; to)U°(xt'Yl; to)U;(x2'Y2; to)dy:dy2
*uM(Xl'X2; to) = b2 ; t _ L.q(yt,y2; to)Hu(xvYt; to)Hu(xvy2;to)dyldy 2
(20)
where H D and H u are the frequency response functions of displacement and bending moment,
respectively, L is the length of the beam, b is the width of the beam.
In order to derive the function HD, let the harmonic point loading be imposed at location
y"
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q(x, t) = 6(x - y)e i,,,,
Thus, the responses of displacement and moment at location of x will be
(21)
w(x,t) = Ho(x,y;to)e i,_ (22)
M(x, 0 = HM(x,Y; to)e '_ (23)
Substituting Eq.(22) into Eq.(11) and expending Ho in the series in terms of the mode shapes
V/x), we obtain the following expression for Hz/x,y;to)
Qtl
H o(x,y; to) = _ 1,Hj(to)'q_j(x)ap,(y) (24)
i-I v i
with vj 2 being the norm ofjth mode namely,
2 j_t 2 = Lv_ = Vi(x)ax -_. (25)
The modal frequency response function in the j-th mode H/to), is derived as
with two nondimensional parameters
(26)
E t (27)
_G'
Moreover, ct is an artificial parameter, with ct = 1 corresponding to the Bresse-Timoshenko
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theoryand ct = 0 associatedwith the Bernouili-Eulertheory.
Note that the relationship between the bending moment M(x,t) and displacement w(x,t)
is
w a V' (x,t)]M(x,O ---el "(x,O - e_a
=-El[w"(x,t)- ldGAa [CoCV(x,t) + pA_v(x,t) - q(y,t)]
Substituting Eqs.(21)-(23) into equation Eq.(28), we obtain H_t as follows
(28)
HM(x,y, to)=_EI_n"(x,y, to)+___G[(to2_i_OfAo)Hn(x,y, to)+___b(x-y)} (29)
The cross-spectral densities for displacement and moment can be rewritten by substituting Eqs.
(24) (29) into Eqs. (19), (20) as follows
oo Oa
• Do(xl,x2;o_) = b 2_ _ H(o_)Hk(co)Vj(xl)Vk(x2)i.k(to) (30)
j-t k=t
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# /t%,_x..x=;o_)= b=(El3= (x)V, (x_) + n=(_' + _o_; . W x0V_(x=)
tl • N ]HI( •+n(o: + io,fio)._(x0v_(x=)+n(% - t.,,fio)v_(x,)w,(xO oa)&(.,)t_(o,)
CO
÷ n In(o: + io.f_o)v_(xO+ v_ (x_)lH_(_,)&(x:o,)
+ "---E[,,(_:-i_,_o),P,(xo• ,:,(xo]U,(o,g(x:,)pa_
(31)
+ ,x ;(o •
q 2 '
_ ap
kG
where two integrals of Ijk and J_ are defined as follows:
and
1 L L¢(o,). _,_ .fo_',(y.y:_')v,(y,)*:y_)<_y, (3_)
vjvk
1 L
J(x) = _.7.[o%(y,x,_)v,(y)dy
v i
Note that the integral of Ijk(to) possesses the Hermitian property,
(33)
(34)
Hence, the mean square values of both displacement and moment can be obtained by integration
of both two spectral densities defined by Eqs (28),(29) over positive range of frequencies only,
i.e.
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E[w 2(x,t) ] -- 2 fo®_oD(X,X, to) dto (35)
E[M 2(x,t) ] = 2 _®_a,tu(x,x, to)dto (36)
in which, the integrals //k and Ji can be replaced by their respective real parts and are evaluated
in the exact form as tollows:
]
+[_=÷V_]c/_ -_ /
J+ _ + O_)_][(a- _ + (kx):]
(37)
= 1 L
J(x, to) .._i _ Re{_ (y,x;to)}apj(y)dy
= 2Sq(to)Re{(a - ,_21 ÷ (jn)2[(c t- - t_sin(jn_) - jncos (/'riB) + jrce -(a-igB]
[- + ]I+ (-1)jne (a. _ _ - 1)
(_ + t_'_) 2 + (in) 2 (Ct + t_sin(jzB) + J
(38)
where nondimensional parameters fi and ¥ are defined as follows:
o. = ct(to)L ; _' = y(to)L ; B = x/L (39)
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Numerical Example and Discussion
A thin corrugated metal sheet-the typical weather protection system for launch vehicles,
(Fig.l) is chosen as an example for application. We chose an element of a sheet ( Fig. 2) and
modeled it as an equivalent/-beam, with properties I - 0.0247 in 4, A = 0.264 in 2, b = 1.1 in.
Thus, two nondimensional parameters in Eq.(27), become _.t = 8.852; k 2 = 3.3 x 105.
Table 1 lists the natural frequencies of the beam within both thc Timoshenko theory, and
the Bernoulli-Euler theory approximations. It can be seen, as expected, that the values of natural
frequencies of the Timoshenko beam are less than those of the Bernoulli beam , and for the
higher order modes there is a bigger difference between two approximations.
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 portray the exact spectral densities of the displacement and the moment
at the mid-section of the beam. The solid curve presents results associated with the Bernoulli-
Euler theory while the dashed one denotes the results obtained using the Timoshenko beam
theory. Only odd-numbered modes contribute to the response, due to sinusoidal mode shapes.
It is shown that within the same range of frequencies (0 to 1000 Hz), the spectral density of
response for the Timoshenko beam has more peaks than that for the Bernoulli-Euler beam. In
other words, for the Timoshenko beam there are generally more modal contributions to the
response of the structure due to the increased modal density of natural frequencies. For the
spectral density of displacement ( Fig. 4) the first peak is the largest within both beam theories.
The difference of values of the first peak for two beams is very small. Hence the value of areas
under the spectral density curves, or the mean square values of displacement are very close, with
attendant difference constituting about 1.2%.
However, for the spectral density of moment (Fig. 5), the higher order modes dominate
in formulating the response of the structure. This is because there is a high peak around 585
Hz in the loading spectral density Sq(tO) (Fig. 3), and in addition there appears a factor flk 2 in
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the expressionfor H_. Therefore the contribution of higher modes is significant. The
difference between the values of spectral densities calculated via the Timoshenko and the
Bernoulli-Euler theories, and their associated contribution to the mean square value of moment
is remarkable.
The value of mean square for the Timoshenko beam is almost twice that for the Bernoulli
beam. This implies that choosing Bemoulli-Euler beam model may not be on the safe side, for
the design of the weather protection systems. As a result the refined Timoshenko beam model
rather than simple Bernoulli-Euler theory should be chosen for the space shuttle weather
protection structure under the acoustic loading.
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Table 1. Natural Frequencies of the Weather Protection System Modeled as
Bernoulli Euler-Beam or Timoshenko-Beam
i Natural Frequencies, fi [Hz]
Timoshenko-Beam Bernoulli Euler-Beam
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
1.739829
6.926167
15.46189
27.19260
41.91663
59.39734
79.37590
101.5836
125.7528
151.6251
178.9584
207.5304
237.1413
267.6140
298.7939
330.5479
362.7619
395.3398
428.2004
461.2764
494.5116
527.8599
561.2834
594.7518
628.2399
661.7276
695.1992
728.6419
762.0460
795.4041
828.7104
861.9608
895.1523
929.2831
961.3519
994.3586
1027.303
1060.186
1093.008
1125.770
1.742619
6.970474
15.68357
27.88190
43.56546
62.73426
85.38831
111.5276
141.1521
174.2619
210.8569
250.9370
294.5025
341.5533
392.0891
446.1104
503.6167
564.6084
629.0853
697.0474
768.4949
843.4274
921.8451
1003.748
1089.137
1178.010
1270.369
1366.213
1465.542
1568.356
1674.656
1784.441
1897.712
2014.467
2134.708
2258.434
2385.645
2516.341
2650.523
2788.190
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Appendix
The model of cross-spectral density for acoustic loading utilized in this study is given
by Eq. (18) where the spectral density Sq(tO) is approximated by the following expression
ISq(o) J-, _ 2 (1 - c) ]' (40)
with parameters listed in the Table:
j 1 2 3
aj [ ( psi)2/(r/s)]
f_ [Hz]
cj
1.1 x 10 .2
105
0.8
4.5 x 10 "3
290
-1.0
1.9 x 10 .2
585
0.995
Decay function a(to) is defined as
:003
and has a width dimension of [1/ft]. Phase function ¥(¢o)reads
(41)
y(to) = 0.77sin (0.14._.) + 0.045 t°2n
having a dimension [degree/ft].
(42)
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ABSTRACT
Several recent developments in the stochastic lincarization technique are summarized in this review paper. The
nonlinear oscillator subjected to colored noise is examined; the case of the nonlinear damping is discussed; the "true M
stochastic linearization technique is described. The results of the latter match the exact mean square responses of
the nonlinear structure. The combination of the stochastic linearization with the Monte Carlo method is outlined.
In addition, the accuracy of a new iinearization technique in contrast with the classical linearization scheme is
examined for a Duffing oscillator subjected to white or colored noise excitations. The results obtained by the two
linearization schemes are compared in terms of percentage-wise error in reference with the exact solution or
numerical results obtained through Monte Carlo simulation. These applications confirm a superior performance of
new linearization technique in comparison with the classical one, in several examples considered. Under some
circumstances however, namely for some nonlinear softening oscillators, the conventional linearization may yield
more accurate results. The method of weighing functions improves the accuracy of both the conventional and new
stochastic linearization methods.
The developments which are described in this review mostly took place after excellent accounts on the classical
version of the stochastic linearization technique, the monograph by Roberts and Spanos (1990), and the review article
by Socha and Soong (1991), have been published recently.
INTRODUCTION
Stochastic linearization technique is the most versatile method for analysis of general non-linear
systems and structures under random excitation. In almost thirty years since it was proposed for
the first time by Booton (1953) and Kazakov (1954) it has been widely applied for the study
of various non-linear systems which are not amenable to exact solutions. For example, the
monograph by Roberts and Spanos (1990), and the recent review paper by Socha and Soong
(1991) give comprehensive accounts of some of these developments. The fundamental idea of
the method lies in replacing the original non-linear system by a linearized one in such a way that
the difference between two systems is minimal in some probabilistic sense. Following the
classical approach, the linearized system parameters are determined in the manner that the
difference between the nonlinear force and the force in the linearized system is minimal in the
mean square value. In some recent papers by Falsone (1992.a,1992.b) it has been demonstrated
that, when parametric excitations are present, it is more suitable to measure the difference on the
coefficients of the It6 differential rule. It is remarkable that, when only purely external
excitations are present, Falsone's approach coincides with the classical stochastic linearization.
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Recently,for thecaseof purelyexternalexcitations,somenewstochasticlinearizationtechniques
have beensuggested(Wang and Zhang, 1985; Zhang,1989; Zhang, Elishakoff,Zhang, 1991;
Elishakoff, 1991; Elishakoff and Zhang,1992.a;Elishakoff and Zhang, 1992.b) in which the
differencesbetweenthe nonlinearoriginal systemandthelinearizedoneareconsideredin terms
of potentialenergy. In particular,Elishakoff (1991) investigateda Duffing oscillator subjected
to a white noise excitation; it has beenshown that the best results are obtained when the
linearizedsystemparametersareobtainedthroughminimizing themeansquareerror betweenthe
potentialenergiesof the original non-linearandthereplacinglinearsystem The exactsolution
for the stationaryprobability densityof Duffing oscillator is readily availableand approximate
solutions are not neededfor this problem; therefore the validity of the modified stochastic
linearizationtechniqueis easily checkedfor this case.Moreover, the results furnishedby the
stochastic linearization technique are comparedwith those yielded by the Monte Carlo
simulationswhen the exactsolutionsareunavailable.
It hasdemonstrated,(Elishakoff, 1991)that for somecombinationsof the parametersof
the Duffing oscillator the proposedlinearizationcriteria may yield resultsin perfect agreement
with exactsolution. For othersetsof parameters,theproposedlinearizationyields resultswhich
areslightly greaterthan theexactprobabilisticresponses,whereasthe conventionallinearization
yields responseswhich arebelow theexactvalues. Sincegenerallyengineersutilize the notion
of safetyfactors,thestructuresdesignedthroughuseof conventionalstochasticlinearization,may
turn out to be "over-designed."When the Duffing oscillator is extremelyweakly nonlinear,the
conventional stochasticlinearization may exhibit less error, than the energy-wisestochastic
linearization. However, for thesealmostlinear systemsthe percentage-wiseerror is under two
percentfor either stochasticlinearization criteria. Therefore, for the Duffing oscillator, the
energy-wisestochasticlinearizationis almostalwayspreferable.
The aim of this paperis to give a brief accountof somerecentdevelopments,aswell as
to investigatethe accuracyof this new linearizationtechniquein the caseof colored noise
excitation. The resultsobtainedin this way havebeencomparedwith those obtainedby means
of the Monte Carlo simulation.
The combineduseof conceptof potentialenergyandenergydissipationfunction is discussedfor
nonlinearlydampedstructureswith nonlinearrestoringforce. Finally, the combineduseof the
stochasticlinearizationandMonte Carlo methodis discussed.
NEW VERSUSCLASSICAL LINEARIZATION TECHNIQUES
Let us considerthe single-degree-of-freedomsystemgovernedby the following
motion
mX+c_+f(X) =W(t)
equation of
(i)
where m is the mass, c is the damping, f(') is the restoring force, which is considered here as
a non-linear function of the displacement X, W(t) is a random, stationary, Gaussian excitation
upper dots denote time derivatives . The basic idea of any stochastic linearization technique
consists in the replacement of the original non-linear equation (1) by such a linear equation that
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the difference between the two systems is minimal in some probabilistic sense. According to the
classical linearization technique (Booton, 1953; Kazakov, 1954; Roberts and Spanos, 1990, Socha
and Soong, 1991), equation (1) is replaced by the following linear one:
(2)
in which k,_ ) is the spring coefficient, chosen in such a way that the difference between equation
(2) and equation (1) attains a minimum in mean square sense, that is
E[{f(X) -k,_2)X} 2] =min (3)
where E['] means mathematical expectation of ('). Following this approach one finds the well-
known relationship for k_ 0, namely (booton, 1953; Kazakov, 1954)
E[f(X)X] (4)
e[X 2]
where E[f(X)X] is evaluated taking into account that the replacing system is linear; so that, since
the input is Gaussian, the response is assumed to be likewise Gaussian.
An alternative criterion was suggested by Kazakov (1954) in his pioneering paper. This
criterion requires that the mean square values of the nonlinear restoring force f(X) and the
equivalent, linear restoring force k,_(2_X be equal
(5)
which leads to expression
r
E[f2(X)]
e-if5N
(6)
It is interesting to note that the Booton-Kazakov criterion (3) is almost universally utilized in the
literature. To the best of author's knowledge, the Kazakov criterion (5) has been elucidated only
in the book by Popov and Paltov (1960). They have observed that for numerous cases, mean-
square values of the response, furnished by the Booton-Kazakov criterion constituted a larger
value than the result delivered by the Kazakov criterion. Hence they suggested to utilize the
arithmetic mean of these two results to obtain an approximation which would be closer to the
exact mean square, than the ones delivered by either Booton-Kazakov (1953) or Kazakov (1954)
criteria.
Bolotin (1984) demonstrated on the particular example of a half-degree-of-freedom system
(the simple oscillator with negligible mass, for which an exact solution was constructed by
Caughey and Dienes, 1961) that the exact mean-square displacement may be in access of results
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furnishedby eitherBooton-Kazakovor Kazakovcriteria. Thereforetheapproximationsuggested
by PopovandPaltov (1960) is not necessarilymoreexact than thosegiven by either criteria (3)
or (5).
Recently,anew stochasticlinearizationtechniquehasbeensuggested(WangandZhang,
1985; Zhang, 1989; Zhang, Elishakoff, Zhang, 1991; Elishakoff, 1991; Elishakoff and Zhang,
1992), based on the concept of potential energy.
Following this technique, equation (1) is replaced by the following linear one:
(2)
m5¢÷ cx ÷ kZ,'x-- w(t) , (7)
in which the new stiffness spring k,_ _2_is chosen in such a way that the mean square deviation
between the potential energies possessed by the original non-linear system (1) and by its linear
counterpart in Eq.(5), attains its minimum, that is:
:rain (8)
resulting in:
k_3)= 2 E[U(X')X2] (9)
e[X']
In equations (8) and (9) the expression U(X) represents the potential energy of the original
non-linear system. Elishakoff (1991) applied this new technique to a Duffing oscillator subjected
to a white noise excitation, and performed a systematic comparison with an exact solution. It was
shown that the new technique exhibits a "better" performance than the classical linearization;
namely, for particular values of parameters, the new linearization may yield the exact response.
In the next section the classical and new linearization techniques are applied to Duffing oscillator
to illustrate the superiority of the new stochastic linearization technique.
In analogy with Kazakov's (1954) criterion, given in Eq. (5), Elishakoff and Zhang (1992)
suggested to use the fourth criterion, based on the requirement that the mean-square values of
the potential energy of the original system and its linear counterpart be equal:
(10)
yielding
E{[ U(X)] 2}k,(,_)-_|
N
(11)
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Criteria (3), (4), (8) and(10) areapplicableto systems with linear damping characteristics. For
the nonlinearly damped system these four criteria are directly generalized. The conventional
stochastic linearization technique demands that the mean square difference between the nonlinear
damping force tp(J_") and its linear counterpart _ (1)_
_-e_zt be minimal:
yielding
= min (12)
cO) E[tp(2)X ] (13)
e(x5
In full analogy with the Kazakov's criterion (5), applicable for the system with nonlinear
restoring force, we can also require that the mean-square values of the dissipation force and its
linear equivalent be equal, i.e.
E =E (14)
-.,--
which results in
(lS)
To the best of our knowledge this criterion is formulated here for the first time. The third
possible criterion of equivalence between the nonlinearly damped system and the one with linear
damping was formulated by Wang and Zhang (1985) and Elishakoff and Zhang (1992.b). They
required that the mean-square difference between the energy dissipation function _(J() of the
original nonlinear system and that of the equivalent linear system c,(2)X2/2 should be minimal
E [O(X") = c_)X_/2_= rain (16)
resulting in the equivalent damping coefficient
c(3) 2E [(I)(,<_ 2]
,eq =_-- E(x5
(17)
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The fourth criterion was suggested by Elishakoff and Zhang (1992.b). It is based on requirement
of equality of mean squares of (I)(,_') and c(4)X2/2, namely
with attendant value of c_ (4)
--2| e
(18)
(19)
We will evaluate several examples to illustrate the performance of the proposed stochastic
linearization criteria.
DUFFING OSCILLATOR UNDER WHITE NOISE
Consider Duffing oscillator subjected to ideal white noise excitation
:/"+ I_:/"+or + _3= w(t)
The mean-square displacement for the system with e,-0 reads
(20)
2 (21)E(X2) I,.0 = r,S/etfl= e0
where S is the value of the spectral density of excitation W(t). The exact probability density of
X is uniformly available in the literature and will allow a comparison between the conventional
and the new stochastic linearization methods:
px(X) _ C2expI-_'S (12 ÷ L__41]
L ot_5_2 4 ct 1]
(22)
where C 2 is a normalization constant. In view of Eq.(21), Eq.(22) can be rewritten as
px(x ) = C2ex p _1 l_x + _.-_x
e 2 4ct
We introduce new variables
(23)
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X --p'g, p y
The normalization condition
** I 1 2C2[ exp[-__(_.x
-® [ eo_/2
= 1 (25)
-- yields
C2 = [pZz(y)] q (26)
where
Mean square displacement
reads
Z_(y) = 2 /exp(-x 4 - 4y2xZ)d-r (27)
o
where
e(x -- :x %/x)ax
E(X z) P 2Z2(Y) -e Z2(y) [ c_ _a
(28)
(29)
Zz(y ) = 2 /xaexp(-'l:4 - 4y Z_dx (30)
o
Functions Zl(y ) and Z2(y ) are defined and tabulated for certain values ofy by Stratonovich
(1961). Note that these functions can also be reduced to cylindrical functions of a fractional
order (Bolotin; 1984, Piszczek and Niziol, 1984; Constantinou, 1985). Consider a particular case
2 (31)eo =0.54, ct/e = 1
In these circumstances,
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y = 0.34021 , Z,(y) = 1.26368 , Z2(y ) --- 0.26310 (32)
The exact mean square value becomes
E(X r) = 0.306 (33)
Let us now contrast the performance of the conventional and new stochastic linearization
techniques. Conventional stochastic linearization yields
k (1) -- a + 3EE(X z) (34)
Substitution into expression for the mean-square value
yields
E(X:') = nS/fi[ct + 3eE(X_)]
or, in view of Eq.(34)
resulting in a quadratic
E(X _) = e_l[1 + 3(ela)E(X2)l
(36)
(37)
3(elct)[E(X2)] 2 + E(X 2) - e2 = 0 (38)
For numerical values adopted in Eq.(44), we have, instead of Eq.(38)
3[E(X2)I 2 + E(X 2) - 0.54 = 0
with attendant mean-square value
Eq.(6) yields
E(X) -- 0.289
which constitutes a difference of 6.47% with the exact solution.
Consider now the energy based stochastic linearization method.
(39)
(40)
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k_O) --" ct + 2.5eE(X r)
Substitution k,_ (2) instead of k_ (1_in Eq.(35) yields
(41)
or in view of Eq.(21)
This results in a quadratic
E(X "z) = rtS /[5[et + 2.5eE(XZ) ]
E(X z) - eo2/[1 + 2.5( e/et) E(XZ') ]
2.5(e/ct) [E(XZ)] 2 + E(X z)
For the values in Eq.(44), we get an equation
(42)
(43)
- e. --0 (44)
2.5[E(XZ)] 2 * E(X z) - 0.54 -- 0 (45)
with attendant mean-square value E(X 2) -- 0.306 which coincides with the exact value given
in Eq.(33). For value of e02 in vicinity of 0.54 and ratio e/ct in vicinity of unity, the relative
error furnished by a new stochastic linearization technique may constitute about one percent,
much smaller than the one produced by the conventional stochastic linearization technique.
The discovered coincidence of the stochastic linearization result with exact solution
suggests that for specific set of parameters (namely for e02 - 0.54) the new version of stochastic
linearization constitutes a "true" linearization, in terminology of Kozin (1987).
DUFFING OSCILLATOR UNDER COLORED NOISE
For the Duffing oscillator subjected to Gaussian white noise the problem is amenable to
exact solution. Consider now the case where the exact solution is absent. Indeed, the power of
the stochastic linearization lies in its applicability when all other analytical methods may fail.
Consider a Duffing oscillator subjected to a colored noise (Falsone and Elishakoff, 1992). The
motion of the system is governed by the differential Eq.(20), where, under new circumstances,
Q(t) is a filtered noise; in particular, we assume that Q(t) is the response of the following first
order filter equation
Q -'- - _IQ + "IW(t) (46)
W(t) being a white noise with constant spectral density S. In equation (46) the parameter _, gives
the measure of the filtering. In fact, it is easy to verify that the spectral density function SQ(o_)
of Q(O is given by
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(47)S
SQ(to) = 3'2 + to2
and, for large values of 3', So(to) tends to S.
According to the classical linearization technique, Eq.(46) is replaced by the linearized
one in which the linearized spring k,q _/_ is given by Eq.(34). In this way, the stationary mean
square value response of the linearized system reads
E[X 2] - 3'(3' + I_) nS (48)
It is worth noting that, for large values of 3', this quantity tends to the mean square response of
the linear system subjected to the white noise W(t).
According to the new linearization technique, specified in Eq.(11), the linearized spring
k,q t3_ is given by Eq. (41). The stationary mean-square response is given in Eq.(48) where k,q a_
is replaced by keq (3_
The two linearization techniques have been first applied to the Duffing oscillator by
varying the filter parameter y and fixing the system parameters at values utilized by (Elishakoff,
1991):
nS/a_ = 0.54; e/ct = 1.00 (49)
These values are the same ones for which the new linearization technique yielded the
exact stationary solution, when the input is a white noise (Elishakoff, 1991). Falsone and
Elishakoff (1992) evaluated the percentage-wise error between the results obtained by means of
each of the two linearization schemes, and the results obtained by means of Monte Carlo
simulation. The superior accuracy of the new linearization approach than that of the classical
one was evident for each value of the flter parameter 3' examined. Moreover, it is worth noting
that, for 3' = 10, the percentage error of the results obtained by the new technique is practically
zero, confirming the previous result obtained by Elishakoff (1991). In the paper by Falsone and
Elishakoff (1992) the percentage error for y = 1, _ S/af3 = 0.54 and varying the e/a was
studied. The preferable accuracy of the new approach established even for high level of non-
linearity; indeed for e/ct = 2 the classical linearization yielded an error of 12% whereas the error
within the new method was under two percent.
These results confirm that, in the case of a Duffing oscillator, the linearization with
respect to the potential energy yields much more accurate results than the classical linearization
approach, even when the input is a colored noise and the level of non-linearity is high.
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NONLINEARLY DAMPED SYSTEMS
Let us elucidate now the proposed criteria on an example which was studied earlier in the
literature via the perturbation method (Khabbaz, 1964). Namely, the system governed by the
following differential equation
* Co,g (1 *bg_ "2 * bc_4)*koX(l*a2X 2 + a_(4) = W(t) (5O)
is investigated. In Eq. (11) m is the mass, Co and k o are coefficients modelling the damping and
spring stiffness of the linear system which is o0tained by a formal substitution: a 2 = b 2 = a_ =
b,f = 0. Here coefficients a2, b2, a_ and b,_ are assumed to be positive and specified, W(t) is a
stationary Gaussian white noise. The exact solution of Eq. (50) is unavailable. We derive
approximate solutions through various stochastic linearization criteria. The results are compared
both with those yielded by the perturbation method and by the Monte Carlo simulation.
We first consider the analysis through conventional stochastic linearization. Conditions (4) and
(13) yield respectively,
- k0[E(x + +a,e(X')]/e(Xq (51)
(52)
The mean square displacement of the linear system (with a 2 = b 2 = a4 = b, = 0) equals
ox_ -.- _,S/cok o (53)
where S is the spectral density of W(t). For the equivalent linear system the mean-square
displacement is
2 (54)ox-- s/c&
Moreover, the mean-square velocity equals
2 2 (55)ox = kqox/m= _/%m
Utilizing the postulated jointly normal probability density of the displacement and velocity for
evaluation of Eqs. (51) and (52), results in
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- k2) = k0(1+3a2o_ " + 15a4o_ ) (56)
c(t) _ 3b2(kJm)(1 + 3a2o_. * 15a4Ox)Ox,¢ =cl ÷ 4 2
2 4 2 4
+15b4(k_/m 2)(1 + 3a20 x + 15a4_ ) oX]
Substitution of Eqs. (56) and (57) into Eq. (54) yields a polynomial equation
9
_, A ( o2x)i = 0
i.o
(57)
(58)
where coefficients A i read
A 0 = --o_,, A 1 = 1,
A 3
A 4
A s
An
A 7
2 2 2
A s = 30375/q a2a 4 b 4/m ,
A 2 = 3(a_+kob _/m
= 3(5a4 m2*6mk0a2b 2+Sko264) /m 2
= 9ko(3ma_b2 +lOma4b2+15koa2b, _/m 2
-- 135ko( 2ma2a,b 2+3koa_b 4+Skoa4b 4) /m 2
= 135ko(5ma_b2.3koa_b,+30koa2a4b .)/m 2
= 2025ko2a4 b4(3a_ +5a,)/m 2
A 9 = 50625 ko2a2b4/m 2
(59)
Here o_0 is the mean-square response of the corresponding linear system. According to the
Descartes' rule of signs, the polynomial Eq.(58) has a single positive root for Ox2, since the
sequence of coefficients in Eq.(18) has only one change in sign. The evaluation of the mean-
square displacement should be performed numerically.
Let us now utilize the criteria (8) and (16). The potential energy of the system reads
U(X) = k o {(1/2)X 2 + (1/4)azX 4 + (1/6)ace 6} (60)
For the energy dissipation function we obtain
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,t
_(.J_") = f c0u(1 + b2a z + b4a4)da
o
= Co{(1/2)X2 + (1/4)b2 _4+ (1/6)b¢_ "6}
(61)
The expression for k,a_3_reads
where
k_) = 2k 0 K (2)
K_ ) = (1/2) + (5/4)a2 o2 + (35/6)a,o_
The expression for the equivalent linear damping reads
(62)
(63)
where
cg ) = 2c 0 [(1/2) + (5/4)b2o _ * (35 /6) b4o_. ] = 2c0C_ )
_" + _ 2 "-_-k" _" + _a2°x + a4o_ ox
356._ 4ko2( 1 _"a20x52 + 35 4_24
+ 4 _m2k -_ + ...ff.a4o,, ) o,,
(64)
(65)
The mean-square displacement equals
r_S °x, 2
(JX = --
C(2) I. (2) (2) (2)
_._ 4C,q K_
Substitution of Eqs.(63) and (64) into Eq.(66) leaves us with a polynomial equation
z =o
i_o
(66)
(67)
where the coefficients B i are defined as
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B o -- -OXo2, B, "- 1, B 2 - 5(a2m + kobz)/2m
B 3 --. 5(14a4 mE + 15mkoaEb 2 + 14ko2b4)6m 2
B 4 = 25 ko (15a22b2 m + 56a4b2m + 84koa2b4)/24m 2
B 5
B6
B 7
B a --- 214375 ko2a2a_b4/18m 2,
= 175 ko (lOa2a4b2m + 15koa_b 4 + 28koa4b4)/12m 2
= 875 ko (28a_b2m + lSkoa_b 4 + 168koa2a4b_/72m 2
= 6125 ko2a4b4(15a22 + 28a,)/36m 2
B9 _._1500625 ko2afb 4/81m 2
(68)
Again, Eq.(67), like Eq.(58) has a single positive root.
(18) yields
k_)= 2k0K _)
where
Combined utilization of criteria (10) and
(69)
K_°)-- [1 +5a2o2 +35(-__a2 +la6
105 6 o_] la+-_-.a2a4o" X + 105a 4
(70)
Also
where
CO) = 2coCg)eq
C._ ) = + _ _ crx + 35 b 2 + b 4 o x
(71)
(72)
Substitution of expressions for equivalent spring stiffness and equivalent damping coefficient into
Eq.(54) yields an equation for Ox2:
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2ns 2 ox0 (73)
- "ox- =0
c(3) t.(3) (3) (3)
,_ _,_ 4K,_ C A
The explicit form of the resulting polynomial equation in terms of Ox2 is cumbersome and is not
reproduced here. One can show, however, that the resulting equation also possesses a single root,
as in previous cases.
The numerical results for Eq.(58)-(67) have been obtained by Elishakoff and Zhang (1992.b).
Comparison with the results of Monte Carlo method (see Fig. I in the above paper) demonstrated
that the conventional stochastic linearization technique results in the largest error. For small
values of the parameter e criteria 3 and 4 yielded values which were extremely close to the
simulated meaa-square responses. For intermediate values of E, namely _ - 1, the fourth criterion
performed the best, whereas for larger values, namely for e - 2, the third criterion yielded results
in close vicinity to those of the Monte Carlo method. Elishakoff and Zhang (1992.b) considered
also a softening system:
rr_ + cX + (ko/_)sgn(X)(1 - e -'lxl) = W(O
For values of e up to unity the criterion of equal energy variances yielded results in best
agreement with the simulation. In the range 1 < e __2 the energy wise minimum mean square
criterion turned out to be superior to other criteria.
HYBRID WEIGHTED STOCHASTIC LINEARIZATION-MONTE CARLO METHOD
The motivating considerations for developing a hybrid stochastic linearization-Monte
Carlo Method are as follows.
The fraction of problems amenable to exact solutions is very small. For most problems
the exact solutions are unavailable. In these circumstances either purely numerical approximate
techniques are utilized, or the Monte Carlo method is applied. Amount of computations within
the Monte Carlo solution of the problem may be enormous for a large system. One still may want
some analytical method combined with small scale simulation. One can significantly reduce the
amount of calculations by the proposed method. To do this we choose the following form of
the weighting functions (Elishakoff and Colombi, 1993)
w(a3=
1/2/1-I- i (75)
where coefficients cxi and [3i should be determined from the numerical experiments by the Monte
Carlo method; n signifies the number of series of Monte Carlo simulations. Note that weighting
functions have also been considered, although in totally different contexts by Wang and Zhang
(1985), Yu and Cao (1988), Izumi et al (1989), Fang and Fang (I991), Elishakoff and Zhang
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_ (1991.a)andZhang (1992).
In other respects however, the proposed method is that of stochastic linearization. The four
alternative criteria are replaced by their equivalents utilizing the weighting functions. For
example, the third, criterion is replaced by
2
(3) 2E{w(X)[U(X) -k,_/2]} min (76)
yielding
k_- 2E{_'(x_u(x_'}
E{w 2(X_ 4 }
(77)
Each simulation series should be conducted for specified sets of parameters of the system.
Thus for n specified sets of parameters the results of Monte Carlo simulations will numerically
coincide veith the results of the stochastic linearization technique. It is expected that for other
sets of parameters the accuracy of the results yielded by the stochastic linearization technique
with weighting function will be quite satisfactory.
Consider, for illustration purposes, a system governed by the following differential
equation
,,,2 ÷de ,-ker +ker_ - w(O (78)
where m, c, k1 and k2 are positive constants, W(t) is an ideal white noise with zero mean. The
system (82) is amenable of exact solution. It has been chosen in order to elucidate the errors
associated with approximate techniques. It was shown by Zhang, Elishakoff and Zhang (1991)
that energy based linearization technique, even without recourse to the weighting functions
reduces the errors in determining the mean-square displacement of the system, by about 50%.
We will illustrate the application of the energy based stochastic linearization technique
with weighing function. The potential energy of the nonlinear system in Eq.(83) reads
U(X) = (1/2)kr,¥ 2 + (1/6)kz, X 6 (79)
We perform a single series of Monte Carlo simulations. Hence, in Eq.(79), n is fixed
at unity, with
w(X) -(1 + a_U) _a (80)
Substitution of Eq.(112) in Eq.(77), in view of Eq.(lll) results in
2k E[6XS+ 3°'k_Xt°+ °['k2Xt4]
keq = kl + 2E['_ -+18c/'klX6+ 6akz X'_°] (81)
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_ The spectral analysis, yields the following mean-square displacement
2
= = _ = % (82)
ck I+A
eq
where o2x0 is defined as
The "corrective" term A reads
A =2 k2
= =s/&, (83)%
e[ax-, ÷ 3,_er ,0 + _er _']
k 1 E[36X 4 + 12o_krX' + 6o.X 1°]
(84)
To calculate E[X 2/] we use the usual approximation that X has a normal probability
density with zero mean Eq.(88) becomes:
15015ct/q2o_ 2 + 630aJq4 + (70ka - 315ctkaklox,)4
* 15ak74 _6k 1 - 15ak_oz04 )4 - 6k,°x. = 0
(85)
In the latter equation the parameter a is not known. In order to determine it, we first
solve an auxiliary problem of evaluation the mean square displacement o_ for specified set of
parameters, by the Monte Carlo method, say for
m = m(') , kt .. kt(t) , c= c (1) , k2 = k=(') (86)
^2
The result of simulation is denoted by o x.
corresponding the simulation results
- 2(35k2_ _ - 3ktO _ + 3ktOxj
dr=
This allows one to determine the value ofct = 6t
15_Sx(1001k.j^ Z^Ox,2+ 42k2kl_5_. _ 21k2kl_5_Sx * + k2c5_ _ k12.Ox0Ox),
(87)
We fix ct at the value & determined from this equation, and use it in Eq.(85) for values
of parameters, other than those listed in Eq.(86). Once & is substituted, Eq.(85) becomes a
polynomial equation with respect to Ox2:
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35035k23o_.5 - 35035k23ot4 + 4473klk22o_.t + 3003ktk22o_.°
- 1470k.2Zcr_.° - 3738ktk.22Ox0O_- 2268ktk22crx,Cr_- 35k2k2ox,_Tx
2 6
+ 161k2kz_ + 35ktk2OxoO x _ 35kt2k2o6 + 126ktk2o_. _ 189k 12k2ox0ox5
2 4
* 63kt k2ox°Ox - 3k3Oxo_X
- 63kt kEOx, OX - 126klk2ox,_4x 2 2 s 3
(88)
s s 63k_ k2ox, Ox - 3k_CrXoOx + 3kt Crx ++ 3k 1 Crx + 2 2 2 2 s 2 3k_ 2OxoOx
- 3kSlOXoOX + 3ktSo20 - 3kStOXo = 0
To gain some insight, let us consider some numerical results. Let
m (t) -- 1 , c O) --0.1 , kl 0) -'- 10 , k20) -- 15. Simulation results are in close vicinity with exact
solution. Calculations yield _x = 0.687. The conventional linearization yields for this set of
parameters Crx2 = 0.5043, or 23.44% off the exact solution, and about 20% off the simulation for
a sample of 10 6 simulating systems. The energy based stochastic linearization without weighting
function results in an estimate Crx2 = 0.5456, or 17% off the exact value.
The value of dr, matching the results of the Monte Carlo method and stochastic
linearization equals _t= - 0.000607. As noted above, at kla_=lO the stochastic linearization
technique yields results coincident with those furnished by the Monte Carlo Method. At value
k/2_ = 11, the conventional stochastic linearization is off the solution predicted by the Monte
Carlo method by 22.77%. The energy based criterion without weighting function results in 17%
of error. The proposed combination of the energy-wise linearization with the Monte Carlo
method yields an error under 5%, which corresponds to the reduction of error associated with
the conventional stochastic linearization, by the factor of 4.6. In the closer vicinity to the
parameters for which Monte Carlo analysis was performed error may be significantly smaller.
For example, for kl (3_= 10.5, the proposed method yields an error of only 3.85%.
CONCLUSION
The results of the application have confirmed a superior performance of the new linearization
techniques, for various cases, including both "hard" and "soft" oscillators. It appears that
additional studies will prove useful to study the applicability of the proposed new stochastic
linearization criteria in civil, mechanical, aeronautical, aerospace and naval engineering contexts.
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Abstract--A new stochastic linearization technique is employed to investigate the large amplitude random vibrations of
a simply-supported or a clamped beam on elastic foundation under a stochastic loading which is space-wise either (a)
white-noise or (b) uniformly distributed load and time-wise white noise. The new version of the stochastic linearization
method is based on the requirement that mean square deviation of the strain energy of the nonlinearly deformed beam,
and the strain energy of the equivalent beam in a linear state, should be minimal. As a result, the modal mean square
displacements are expressed as solutions of a set of nonlinear algebraic equations. Results obtained by conventional
equivalent linearization method and by the new technique are compared with the numerical results obtained from
integration of the exact probability density function (when exact solution is available) or with the result of the Monte
Carlo simulations (when the exact solution is unavailable). It is shown that the new stochastic linearization technique
yields much more accurate estimate of the mean square displacement than the classical linearization method, which has
attracted in the past interest of about 400 investigators in variety of nonlinear random vibration problems.
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INTRODUCTION
Since it was first proposedby Booton [1] and Kazakov [2] four decadesago, the
stochastic linearization method has been applied in numerous engineering fields. Application of
this method to mechanical systems was performed by Caughey [3-5]. The excellent reviews of
these studies have been given by Roberts and Spanos [6] and Socha and Soong [7]. Several
authors recently have studied the various new versions of the improved stochastic linearization
technique [8-10], which can be classified into two main categories: energy-based versions [8] and
weighting function based versions [9-10]. Review of these developments was recently presented
by Elishakoff and Falsone [11]. In the recent study [12] by the present authors, the beam under
the time-wise and space-wise white noise loading was studied by the conventional and the new
version of stochastic linearization technique, which is based on the criterion of minimum mean
square deviation of potential energies. Comparison was performed with the exact solution
available in that case. In the present study, the same energy-based method is employed to
investigate the beam under general time dependent stationary random excitation, when exact
solution is unavailable. The beam is resting on an elastic foundation and simply supported at
both ends, and loaded by a stationary random excitation. As a result of moderately large
vibrations, the different modes are coupled with each other, whose effect has been shown quite
significant in Ref. [13-14]. Numerical simulations are carried out to compare their results with
those yielded by the new and conventional linearization techniques. It is found that the new
version of the stochastic linearization technique yields considerably more accurate results for the
mean square response of the beam than the conventional stochastic linearization technique,
especially in the case of large nonlinearity.
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PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a beam resting on an elastic foundation, restrainedat its ends, and loaded with
spacewisedistributedtime dependentloadingp(x,t). The equation governing moderately large
vibrations reads [8]
Ela'...__w_N a2w+ pA_a"w+ fi_aw+K:w =p(x,t)
OX 4 OX 2 Ot 2 dt
where the axial force is given by
(i)
L (2)
and E is the elastic modulus,/=moment of inertia of the cross section, p=mass density, A=cross
sectional area, L=length of beam, Kt=stiffness of the elastic foundation, p(x,O=time dependent
stationary and ergodic random distributed loading acting on the beam. Moreover, for the load
we will make an assumption of the multiplicative representation, i.e.
(3)
p(x, t) = r(x) q( t)
where r(x) is the deterministic function of the axial coordinate only and q(t) is the random
function of the time alone. Also the autocorrelation function of the loading, which is considered
to be weakly stationary in time, is known. According to the Wiener-Khintchine relationship
E[ q( tt) q( t2) ] = R( t2 - t_) = _tS( °_) e i'('2 -tOd t°
(4)
where S(to) is the spectral function of q(t).
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Let the beamdeflectionfunctionbeexpandedin termsof appropriateorthonormal set of
mode shapes in vacuum Cn(x) of the associated linear structure as
w -- _ w(o Cn(x) (5)
where Cn(x) satisfy the following relationships
E1 d'¢n 2
= _a,e_OJn¢"
dx 4
l
_ ¢,.¢ d_ = 6 _ = x/l
(6)
Then the expression for the axial force becomes
_ WWdCmdCndx
_=1 dx dx
e_
(7)
where
D = i dCm den d_ (8)
In view of Eq.(6), the governing equation (1) takes the following form
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E " _." a_¢ ] r(x) q(0 (9)
pA
Multiplication of Eq.(9) by ,,., integration over the length of the beam and the use of
orthogonality conditions given in Eq.(6) yield a set of coupled nonlinear differential equations
for the modal amplitudes W.(t)
where
___W _ E ® D..R = (10)÷ ÷_o.w ÷ ÷ .___.= ,, .2pL • j.t ..t
(11)
By either conventional or the new version of the stochastic linearization technique, Eq.(10) is
replaced by a linear one
where k_e q is the nondimensional equivalent stiffness. The problem consists in evaluating k,,,eq
through two versions of stochastic linearization technique and comparing the results for response
with those obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations.
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(9)
ANALYSIS
The potential energy of the system, represented by Eq.(10) reads, in conjunction with Eq.
W
+_-I 2pL4 i-1 ,-t
(13)
The main idea of the modified method consists in the requirement that the mean square
difference between the potential energy, associated with the original nonlinear equation, Eq.(10),
and its equivalent linear counterpart Eq.(12), to be minimal. That is
E - 2k co_W. 2 = min
which is achieved by demanding
a v- Eik 2
The conditions (15) are equivalent to
(m = 1,2,"')
(14)
u- 7"'" "w_"w;' =o
(m = 1, 2, "')
Thus, if only first N normal modes are included, Eq.(16) can be written as
= o (15)
(16)
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[A] {_} : 2 {B)
(17")
where
[A]=
E[w:w:] E[w:w:] ... e[w}w_:
e[w:w:] e[w:w:] ... E[w:w_:
ooo
e[w_w:] e[w;,w:] ,5... E[w,;w,;] (18)
{B_ = (E[w}u] E[w:¼ ... E[w_[_}
The solution can be written as
For the Gaussian random processes with zero mean, we have [14]
(19)
E[z/r"z_]= .L,_._.,_] _ [l'IE[zzk]] (20)
where the number of independent pairs is equal to (2m)!/2"rn!. In view of the representation of
the potential energy by Eq.(13), the following terms will appear in {B}
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E[W_W 2] -. E[W2]E[W 21 + 2(E[W W]) z
e[w}w_.w_.]--e[w}] e[w_.w_.]÷ 2e[w,w ]e[w,w.w_.]
+ 2E[WtW]E[WtW2W.]
= E[W}]E[W2W 2] + 2(E[W,W]) 2e[W2.]
+2(etw,wD etw2]+8etw,w ]etw,v¢,]etww]
(21)
The moments E[W.,W.] are related with the spectra of the system in the following way
E[W W] = Q_Q.-...._"i_h,.(t-tt)hn(t-tz)E[q(tt)q(tz)]dt_dt2(oA)2
(22)
where the function h,.(t) is the response of the SDOF system represented by each of equations
(12) to a unit impulse. The Fourier transform of h,,(O
is given by
OD
1 f _,n(",)at.,h(t)-'_ e
I-1(to) - _f e -_' h ( t) dt
(23)
1
H(.,)- k_ m2-¢°2 +i_.._ o_ (24)
pA _'
For stationary random excitations
E[qt(t)q2(t)] -'- R (t 2 - tt) -- _fS(",) e
7-8
_("-'_ d",
(25)
With the useof Eq. (23), the doubleintegral in Eq. (22) becomes
00 0O
S = f f h(t-tt) h(t-t2) E[q(ta)q(t2) ] dtxdt 2
-¢_ -ffa
oa
= fH(- o) H(o ) s( o)a o
--eft
(26)
For the white noise excitation, S,. can be evaluated through frequency response function of
system (12) by means of residue theorem to yield
4r'So
S = (27)
2)2 + 2(_._7_,)2(k q 2,.*k to_)(<,.,.,=.-<,
pn
where So is a constant value of the spectral density S(to). As a result, S,, is expressed through
the sought parameters k,_,q. After substituting Eq.(27) to Eq.(22), and the result into Eqs.(21),
(19), (18), we obtain a set of nonlinear algebraic equations, i.e, Eq.(17) in terms of k,,,,a, which
must be solved numerically to obtain k_e q.
From the conventional stochastic linearization technique, we have
9Aoa2 2pL4toz,,,Q,. i., i-' S,,,,
The overbar denotes the association with the conventional stochastic linearization. Note that in
obtaining the latter expression for _.eq, we utilized the same procedure as Seide [15]; indeed
when Kt=0 , Eq.(28) coincides with Eq.(22) of Ref. [15]. In the same fashion as for the new
stochastic linearization, we have arrived at a set of nonlinear algebraic equations which must be
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solved numerically.
A particularcaseof thebeamsimply supportedat both endsunder a spacewiseuniform
randomexcitation is numericallyevaluated:
@,.(_)= _ sin m_
0Q,,= 2¢'2"
if m is even
i fro /s odd
D/lul
0 if m=n
m27_ 2 if m = n
2 E1
m 4_1_4
Then accordance with Eq.(13) the potential energy reads
where
O3o
U = _ m4W._ + _ WZ. +
2 mul roll
1
4R 2
2
m
(29)
(30)
0A., 
2 2 4
CO,. = CO om ,
2
(114)0 = 1
g
_4EI
pAL 4
(31)
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ThereforeEq. (19) becomes
, 4 T{k,,_, 16kz, ¢ ..- N k_}
to o
(32)
This set represents a set of nonlinear algebraic equations since E [ WTU ] themselves contain kz ,.
For the simply supported beam with elastic foundation, the motion of equation (10)
becomes
+ /3 W + co2 1 +__ct + 1 2 2 = q(OQ,,, (33)
"_" m 4 2R2m 2 _.4 n
As a result, the equivalent coefficients in Eq.(28) by the conventional stochastic linearization
technique become
k,_,a = 1 + _ct + 1 __, n 2 Q_ (S S + 2S_) (34)
m 4 2R 2m 2 n,,t (pA) 2 S
For R---,oo the contribution of nonlinear terms disappears. Therefore, R in actuality is a
nonlinearity parameter.
mean square response.
We will be interested in evaluating the effect of this parameter on the
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Calculations are performed to compute the mean square responses by the new and
conventional stochastic linearization techniques. Since no exact solution is available for the beam
under spacewise excitation, the numerical simulation is also carried out for all the cases of
parameters listed at the figures.
In carrying out the numerical computations, the following material parameters have been
7-11
assumedthroughout the present work, tO02=l.0, and _o=fS/(pA)=O.1. Three normal modes are
considered in the numerical evaluation, but only the first mode response is plotted in the figures
since the first mode response dominates the mean square displacements of the beam. In Fig. 1,
the mean square responses by conventional and new linearization and Monte Carlo simulation
versus the nonlinearity coefficient R are shown for the case ofSo=l.0, a=0.0, I_=0.1. Fig. 2 also
shows the three results obtained both through conventional and new stochastic linearization
techniques, and Monte Carlo simulation for another set of parameters with S0=5.0, a=l.0, 13=0.1.
It can be seen that the new version of stochastic linearization method exhibits a superior
performance over the conventional one at all ranges of variation of R. Fig. 3 displays the
influence of the stiffness of the elastic foundation on the mean square response of the system for
the case So=0.1, 13=0.1, R=I.0. These results clearly indicate that the present method yields
results in closer vicinity with the simulation results than the conventional linearization technique.
7-12
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Fig. 1 The mean square response of the first mode E[WI 2] calculated in the three mode
approximation (N=3) vs. the nonlinearity coefficient R (S0=1, a=0, 15=0.1).
Fig. 2 The mean square response of the first mode E[W12] calculated in the three mode
approximation (N=3) vs. the nonlinearity coefficient R (S0=l, et=l, 15=0.1).
Fig. 3 The mean square response of the first mode E[Wt 2] calculated in the three mode
approximation (N--3) vs. the nonlinearity coefficient R (S0=5, a=l, 15=0.1).
Fig. 4 The influence of the stiffness of the elastic foundation a on the mean square response of
the system (S0=0.1, 15=0.1, R=I).
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Nonlinear Response of a Beam
under Stationary Random
• • •Excitation. Comparison between
Approximate and Monte Carlo
Solutions
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Nonlinear Response of a Beam Under Stationary Random
Excitation: Comparison between Approximate
and Monte Carlo Solutions
Jianjie Fang t, Isaac ElishakofP and Raoul Caimi 2
_Center for Applied Stochastics Research
and Department of Mechanical Engineering
Florida Atlantic University
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Abstract: The new stochastic linearization technique is employed to investigate the nonlinear mean square response of
a beam with arbitrary boundary conditions under time dependent stationary random excitation. To demonstrate the
accuracy of this new method, mean square response is obtained through both the new and conventional versions of the
stochastic iinearization technique. An example of a beam with both ends simply supported, is presented, for the case of
white noise excitation, to illustrate the present method. Numerical simulations are performed to check the accuracy of
the modified technique. It is shown that the modified version can yield more accurate results for the mean square
response of the beam than the conventional stochastic linea_ization technique, especially when there exists a large
nonlinearity.
Keywords: conventional and new stochastic linearization, nonlinear beam, mean square response,
Monte-Carlo simulation
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1. INTRODUCTION
The random vibrations of beams in linear and nonlinear settings have been investigated
by several authors. Linear random vibrations have been investigated by Eringen (1957),
Bogdanoff and Goldberg (1960), Crandall and Yildiz (1962), Elishakoff and Livshits (1984) and
Elishakoff (1987), by employing the normal mode method. Eringen (1957), Elishakoff (1987)
and Elishakoff and Livshits (1984) were able to sum up the infinite series of modal contributions
and derive closed-form solutions for simply supported beams subjected to loading which is both
time-wise and space-wise white noise. For this particular excitation, Herbert (1964, 1965)
succeeded to obtain an exact, although not a closed-form solution, for probability density function
of modal displacements. For the general case of excitation, when dealing with the nonlinear
stochastic boundary-value problems, most investigators have employed approximate techniques:
either the classical perturbation method or the stochastic linearization technique. The latter
method has attracted numerous investigators. Indeed the only monograph in this subject, that by
Roberts and Spanos (1990) lists approximately 250 papers utilizing the stochastic linearization
technique. The review by Sinitsin (1974) lists about 120 studies predominantly performed in
Russia. The review paper by Socha and Soong (1991) lists numerous publications written in both
West and East. Thus presently there are approximately 400 studies based on the classical
stochastic linearization technique. Unfortunately, these methods have severe limitations: the
perturbation method usually only leads to results of acceptable accuracy for the case of small
nonlinearity; stochastic linearization technique can yield an error as large as 20% in the estimate
of the mean-square response for some cases of nonlinearity and excitation. It should be born in
mind that even an exact solution by the Fokker-Planck equation method may involve a large
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amount of multiple integrations to evaluate the mean square responses if many modes need to
be included. The latter difficulty is of purely numerical nature whereas the approximate methods
have their inherent difficulties. Furthermore the fact that the (numerically cumbersome) exact
solution is available for extremely specific cases of excitations rules out its general application.
The above disadvantages of the approximate methods and absence of the exact solution for the
general loading case encouraged the present authors to seek for alternative approximate technique.
Improved stochastic linearization method seems to be an attractive method in this respect due to
the fact that it not only retains the advantages of the conventional stochastic linearization method
such as simplicity and straightforward manner of derivations, but also may greatly improve the
accuracy. Several authors recently studied the various versions of the improved stochastic
linearization technique (Elishakoff and Zhang, 1991; Elishakoff, 1991; Zhang, Elishakoff and
Zhang 1990; Fang and Fang, 1991). In this study a new stochastic linearization technique, as
discussed in several references (Elishakoff and Zhang, 1991; Elishakoff,1991; Zhang, Elishakoff
and Zhang, 1990), is extended to treat random vibrations of the nonlinearly deformed beam. The
main idea of the new method consists in the requirement that the mean square value of the
difference of potential energies of deformation, associated with the original nonlinear equation
and its equivalent linear counterpart, should be minimal. It is instructive to first elucidate the
basic idea on the example of the single-degree-of-fi:eedom system, governed by the following
differential equation
mg +cSc +g(x) = F(t) (1)
where F(O is a random excitation resulting in stochastic response x(t); g(x) is a nonlinear
deterministic function of displacement x. Within the stochastic linearization scheme, this
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differential equationis replacedby the "equivalent"linear equation
m._ + c._ + k x = F(t) (2)
eq
where the coefficient k_ is determined through some suitable criterion of equivalence. In the
linearization scheme utilized by Elishakoff and Zhang (1991), the equivalence criterion is chosen
as follows
E{ [U(x)-lk2 '_x212} =min
where U(x) is the potential energy of deformation of the original nonlinear structure, i.e.
(3)
U(x ) -" fo"g( a ) da (4)
This is accomplished by requiting
Eq.(5) results in the following expression for the equivalent spring stiffness
(5)
k -- 2E[x2U(x) ] (6)
" e(x')
In recent studies (Elishakoff and Zhang, 1991; Elishakoff, 1991; Zhang, Elishakoff and Zhang,
1990), the authors have demonstrated the accuracy of this linearization technique by comparing
the computed mean square displacements from different stochastic linearization methods with
some known exact solutions. In present study, the authors extend the above technique to the
continuous structures. The main idea is same as the one described for the single-degree-of-
freedom system, except that the original continuous nonlinear structure is replaced by a multi-
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degree-of-freedomlinear system, and a set of equivalent spring stiffnesses are expressed by
equations analogous to Eq.(6) with x now corresponding to different modal displacements. The
procedure will be elucidated in detail for random vibrations of the nonlineady deformed beam.
In this paper we consider beams simply supported or damped at their ends. Two loading
conditions are considered: (a) the space-wise and time-wise white noise, in which case the exact
solution is also obtained, (b) the space-wise uniformly distributed load and time-wise white noise,
in which case no exact solution is available and the Monte Carlo simulations should be
performed. In all cases and wide variety of levels of excitation the proposed method turns out
to be superior to the classical stochastic linearization method.
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Consider a beam on elastic foundation with pin-ended supports that are restrained from
axial motion (Fig. 1).
The beam is under a loading q(x, 0 which is space-wise and time-wise white noise with
the following auto-correlation function
R(xl, tl;x2, t2) = 2r, S06(x 2 -xt)6(t 2 -tt ) (7)
The deflection is represented by the Fourier series in terms of mode shapes of the undamped
beam
N
w(x, t) = 2_, w,(t) sinn_x (S)
n=l Z
w,(t) is the modal contribution corresponding to nth mode. It is assumed that only the first N
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modes of the beam are significantly contributing to formulating the response. However, it should
be born in mind that the assumption that the power spectral density of the load is that of white
noise implies that all the modes are excited and contribute to the response of the beam; N is
determined by the required accuracy in evaluation of the specific response characteristic, such
as mean-square displacement or mean-square stress. Crandall and Yildiz (1962) have shown that
for the linearly deformed beam under white noise excitation, if the infinite series representing
quantities such as mean square displacement, mean square stress, etc., converge, then the results
can be made as accurate as desired by taking sufficiently large N. It is reasonable to expect
similar results for the nonlinear problem. We consider a Bernoulli-Euler beam with transverse
damping. Due to the fact that the equivalence criterion will utilize the concept of energy, we
first formulate appropriate energies of the beam. Kinetic energy of the beam is given by, with
Eq.(8) taken into account
the potential energy of bending deformation reads
TIT.., n
Potential energy of stretching is given by
]AE 1 L Ow 2dx _t4AE 2w2--TE --
n=l
whereas the potential energy of the deformation due to elastic foundation is
(9)
(lO)
(11)
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1¢
where k: is the translational stiffness of Winlder foundation.
v, -- - Lq(x,Ow(x,Odx
We expand the load in the series analogous to Eq.(8)
q(x,t) ffi _., q.(t) sin nxx
minx L
where again N terms have been retained. Then Vi becomes
The Lagrangian ._O=T-V, where V=Vb+V,+V,+Vt, may now be written as
The equations of motion are
= pAL E (.,,)2 _ n'w_
4 ..t 4L 3
]2 _ L _v_'EA _n2w: -lktL_.tw: -_.tq. w.3"_'_ _ s-t +
Potential function of the load is
(13)
(14)
(16)
(n = 1, 2, ...,N) (17)
where w. are considered as generalized coordinates. Substitution of Eq.(16) into (17) yields the
following N equations in terms of the modal amplitudes w.(t)
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(n = 1, 2,-.-,N)
where 13 is an introduced linear viscous-damping term. In addition, following notations have
been utilized
2 n4EI k/ II q,, (19)
oJo = a --__,, R = f. =-
pAL 7' pA o_2 "_ "A ' pA
Eq.(18) is a nonlinear stochastic differential equation. We seek the mean square response of the
modal amplitudes. In this study, a new stochastic lineafization technique described in the
preceding section for the single-degree-of-freedom system, is generalized to investigate the
continuous structure at hand. The nonlinear system (18) is replaced by the following equivalent
linear one
A
+_ _Xwn+ . --L(x) (n = 1,2,.-.,N)
In Eq.(20), it is assumed that the replacing linear system is a decoupled one.
the decoupling will be addressed in detail in Appendix.
In our problem, the total potential energy of the system (18) is
(20)
The question of
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2pAL 4..1
+ _4E n 2Wff
16pL 4 _-t
(XtD02 t_o2
(21)
We generalize the requirement of Eq.(3) valid for the single-degree-of-freedom system, for
continuous beam by requiring
![ 12}_r i k(,,)E U(wl, w2."'.w_) - 2_.-_ ._ w.
nil
which is achieved by using conditions
= rain
(22)
d
 .21}U(wt' w2" '""w_t) - _" 2 q "
n=l
= 0 (23)
(m = 1, 2, ...,N)
The conditions (23) are equivalent to
E &O)w 2
w2'"'"w_) -_'2 '_ "
2
W m = 0
(m = 1,2,'-',N)
After some algebra, we arrive at the following expression for nonlinear spring constants
(24)
where
{kn } = 2 [A]-i{B} (25)
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•..
[A] =
•" E[w_ w,d
2 2
"" E[w_,w_,]
(26)
We denote
Yi = E[w:] (27)
Gaussian assumption for distribution of w_ and the subsequent conclusion that the equivalent
system is decoupled (see Appendix), leads to the independence between different modal
amplitudes w_ and wi (i,,j). Therefore
E[w:] = 3yi 2
E[w: w_ ] = y,y/
For simplicity, let us investigate the particular case N=3.
i_j
We have
(28)
IOytY:Y3
4y2y3
Yl
-Y3
Y2
-Y2 -Yl
-Y2
-Yl
4ylY2
Y3
(29)
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Consequently we obtain
3 _ 3 _o_ _ (30)
5.-,E[wZ, U_ = E[w m'w2] + z_[w. 2., w.] + _E[w m2w2) 2]
,.., _ ,-t 16R 2 ,.-t
Under the assumption that the system is driven by zero mean Gaussian white noise q, with
spectral density So, i.e. f, with spectral density Sd(l_) 2, we obtain from Eq.(20)
(31)kc.) = _o/y.
or
= ootoo{ 1/YI 1/Y2{k } 2 2 ... 1/y.}r (32)
where
2 L 4S o (33)
oo--
_dpEI
Substituting k,_ _'_ in Eq.(32) into Eq.(25) and noting the fact that w, is Oaussian yields
o = lOy'_y2y 3
oo
4yY2Y3 -YtY3 -YtY2
2Y3 4ytY3 -YtY2
-Y2Y3 -YlY3 4yly2
fe[w?tr] te[w¢tq
e[w¢tq
(34)
where
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2E[w?U] = Tyt{(3y t + 1@2 +81y3) +ct(3y t +Y2 +Y3)
+ _._2 (15y? +48y_ + 243y_ + 24yty 2 + 72Y2Y a + 54y,y3)}
2
too
+ _(3y_l + 240y_ + 243y_ ÷ 24yty 2 + 216y2y 3 + 18yty3))
8R 2
2
tao
E[w:U] = ..-_-ya{(,yt + 16Y2 +243y 3) +ct(yt +y2 +3Y3)
1 2*48y_ 1215y_ 8yly2+216Y2Ya+54yly3))
+ .._-i. (3yt + +
(35)
Substitution of Eq. (35) into Eq.(34) results in a set of algebraic nonlinear equations for Yv Y2,
and yj. For different excitation levels characterized by oo, the foundation modulus a and various
radii of gyration R, Eq.(34) can be solved numerically. In our study, the standard Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm is implemented.
With yi=E[wi 2] obtained, we arrive at the mean square response of the beam as
3 3
E[w2( x, 0 ] = __, __, E(w, w )sin m:tx sin mt..ff_x
,.1 ,,.l L L
(36)
However, the modal amplitudes w,, are uncorrelated. Therefore, while the membrane stress
causes the modal amplitudes to become statistically dependent, it still leaves them uncorrelated.
Eq.(36) then reduces to
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3E[w2(x, t)] = _ y, sin 2 mnx (37)
mini L
3. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
(1) Fokker-Planck equation method.
From the solution of Fokker-Planck equation, the exact expression of the probability
density function is obtained as
c [ 2 o0 ,.t
where ¢ is the normalization factor, i.e.
]2 2 2n'w._. 1 E E m:. w.w. ÷_E w._8R _ n-t m-t _-t (38)
C "
.1
m n wmt'v n ÷Or W Jm_l s-I ,d_
(39)
Eq.(38) coincides with that of Herbert (1964) except that we have introduced an additional term
associated with the elastic foundation. Hence, the modal mean square responses are obtained by
integration
 cw:l- -1J:
¢
"11
EE 2_ E 2n w n + _ n 2r w n w r + a w n dw_
8R 2 r"l n.t n-L JJ
(40)
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Eq.(40) must be evaluated by numerical integration.
(2) Conventional Stochastic linearization Technique.
By the conventional equivalent linearization method, we obtain
k,_) 4 :z=11 0%
N
= =et., .Em=w .l
2 0901_ _*=1
+Otto o + _
4R 2 E[wf]
From the equivalent linear system (20), we have Eq.(31).
Substituting k,_ t"_ in Eq.(42) into Eq.(31) yields
N
2 /12 .._. 2T'_
o 0 = (n' +a)E[w, a] +_r_,[w, ). maw_]
4R 2 _-t
(n = 1,'-',N)
If only the first three modes are considered, in view of Eq.(27), we obtain
(4z)
(42)
1 2
2 = (1 +et)y_ +._.(3y_ +4yzy _ +9yly,)(I 0
2 1 (43)
o0 " (16 +a)y 2 +._(.,vzy 2 + 12)22 +9y2y3)
z 9 + 27y_)
o 0 = (81 + a)y 3 + "_"_O'tY3 + 4y2y3
For specific values of oo2, a and R, one can evaluate E[w_2], E[w22] and E[w_ 2] through solving
the set of nonlinear equations Eq.(43).
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4. RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Numerical computationshave beenperformed for the mean square deflection at the
midspan of the beam for various values of three parameters Oo2, et and R. The results from the
three methods are presented in Figs. 2 through 5. As pointed out by Seide (1975) and as is
confirmed in equation (37), accurate values of the mean square deflections can be obtained by
using a three-term approximation, while the number of terms required for accurate stress values
may be much larger. In the present study, only the first three modal displacements are
considered, with the emphasis on demonstrating the effectiveness of the new stochastic
linearization technique.
As is seen from the differential equation (18), when formally R tends to infinity the effect
of the nonlinearity disappears. Therefore, magnitude of 1/R can be viewed as the parameter
related with the magnitude of nonlinearity. The effect of the foundation stiffness on mean square
maximum deflection at the midspan of beam is shown in Fig. 2 for one set of levels of
excitation and nonlinearity. It can be seen that the new equivalent linearization method yields
more accurate results than the conventional technique. Also, it is shown that the new method
usually gives greater values of mean square deflection than the exact solution, while the
conventional method yields values below the exact one. Furthermore, when the stiffness of the
foundation k I becomes larger (and consequently the parameter ct is larger too), both methods tend
to produce equally accurate results. This conclusion should have been anticipated in view of the
fact that the system is "more" linear in this case, due to linearity of the Winkler foundation
model. However, when ct is small, the new stochastic linearization method achieves much better
estimate of the mean square deflection than the conventional technique. The mean square
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deflections vs parameter R are shown in Figs. 3 and 4; the new method performs much better
than the conventional stochastic linearization technique for the relatively high nonlinearity of the
system, i.e. R is from 0 to 1. The effect of strength of excitation on the accuracy of the two
methods is shown in Fig. 5, where the vertical axis denotes the percentage error of the mean
square deflection at the midspan of the beam either between the conventional linearization
method or the new linearization method, and the exact solution; the new approach achieves more
accurate results than the conventional technique for all the excitation levels.
To get additional insight into the performance of the proposed method the other set of
boundary conditions was investigated. Namely, the beam clamped at both ends under the both
space-wise and time-wise white noise was considered. Fig. 6 portrays the mean square
displacement calculated by the proposed stochastic linearization method, conventional stochastic
linearization method and exact solution. An exact solution follows the derivation given in Eqs.
(14)-(32) except that instead of the sinusoidal mode shape in Eq. (8), the following mode shape
is utilized
apj(x) -- cosh yj x - cosy/x - %(sinh ¥ix - siny/x) (44)
where
1
tanh2Y i if m is odd
cothlyi if m is even
and the values of Yi are the consecutive solutions of the transcendental equation
(45)
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cosh ¥icos yj = 1 (46)
As issccn from Fig.6 forthe clamped beam too,the proposcd method resultsin the mean square
response which ismuch closerto the exact solution,than the classicallinearizationmethod.
In both casesof thebeams consideredthe exactsolutionswcrc alsoobtained. The natural
question arises:How does the proposed method perform when exact solutionis not available?
To answer thisquestion,the additionalloadingconditionwas alsoinvestigated.Namely, the load
q(x,O was representedas a product r(x)q(t).Whereas q(t)was assumed to be weakly stationary
Gaussian random process namely white noise, r(x) was taken as a deterministicfunction.
Specificallyr(x)was taken as a constant,representingspace-wise uniformly distributedload.
This representationisvalidforthe membem of relativelyshortlengthwhen the correlationlength
of the excitationismuch greaterthan the length of the beam. For such a loading condition an
exactsolutionisunavailableand instead,Montc Carlo simulationsshould be conducted to check
thc accuracy of thc proposed stochasticlinearization.Fig.7 dcpictsresultsof such a comparison
for thc simply supported beam. As isclearlyseen,the proposed method again exhibitsmuch
higher accuracy than the convcntionallinearizationtechnique.
To sum up, for differentboundary conditions and the loading patterns,the suggestcd
method issuperiorto the classicalstochasticlincarizationtechnique,especiallyin the important
high nonlincarityrange of the parameters.
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APPENDIX
Uncoupledness of Equivalent Linear System
Under the assumption that the modal displacements are Normally distributed, one can show that
the equivalent linear system is uncoupled. Indeed, suppose that the equivalent linear system is
governed by the vector equation
Ma, + C :e+ Kw - I' (A.I)
where M and C are diagonal mass and damping matrices,and K isnon-diagonal stiffnessmatrix,
and 3"s are independent white noises. New equivalence criterionrequires
where
E{[ U(w) -1-"w rKw]2}2
" min (A.2)
w = {wt W2 "" W_v}r
K = [k//]
The condition that the derivatives of (A.2) with respect to k# equal zero leads to
E[wwr K ww z] = 2E[wU(w)w r]
For simplicity, let us consider the two-degree-of-freedom system. Suppose
(A.3)
(A'4)
g _.
(A.5)
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_ Then
ww rKww r
4
w,k.÷2w?w_k,,÷w?w:k=
Wx W2K n LWt W 2/6t2 WtW2 /622[|
w:w:kn+2w, w_k12 +w_k=]
E[wU(w)w _'] = :u
tw2U
(A'6)
Therefore Eq. (A-4) becomes
[A1]{kl} = 2{B1} (A-7)
where
[A1] =
Etw:wh
ze[w:w_]
ze[w:,,4]
e[,,,:w:]
(A'8)
{k,}-{k. k,_ k=}"
{B,}=(etw:._ E[w_w_U]
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The assumption of zero-mean Gaussian distribution of the modes w, implies
In view of Eq. (21), we also have
(A'9)
As a result, A l and B 1 turn out to be
E[w,w_U]--o (A-10)
[All = o _[_?w_l o
S[w?w]] o e[w;]
(A.11)
2 T{B,}={st-#u] o etw,
Substituting [AJ, {But in Eq. (A-11) into Eq. (A.7), one obtains
k,2--o (A.12)
This illustrates the uncoupledness of the equivalent linear system in the two-degree-of-freedom
setting. Analogous proof holds for N > 2.
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Approximate Solution for Random Vibrations
of Nonlinearly Damped Systems by Partial
Stochastic Linearization
I. Elishakoff and G. Q. Cai
Center for Applied Stochastics Research and Department of Mechanical Engineering
Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL 33431-0991, USA
ABSTRACT The accuracy of the stochastic linearization method is improved by
the proposed method of partial stochastic linearization, in which only the nonlinear
damping force in the original system is replaced by a linear viscous damping,
while the nonlinear restoring force remains unchanged. The replacement is based
on the criterion of equal mean work, performed by the nonlinear damping force
in the original system and its linear counterpart. The resulting nonlinear stochastic
differential equation is then solved exactly, keeping the equivalent damping
coefficient as a parameter, which can be determined for a specific system by
solving a nonlinear algebraic equation.
INTRODUCTION
There exist very few nonlinear stochastic problems amenable to exact solutions. Therefore, the
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investigators are resorting to various approximate techniques. One of the most popular
techniques is the method of stochastic linearization _-6. This method has many drawbacks
however. For example, the tail probabilities for the Duffing oscillator, predicted by the
approximation may differ form the exact value by a factor as large as 2507, and the first
excursion probability may be in error by several orders of magnitudes s.
Recently, an alternative technique, called "stochastic nonlinearization" has been
suggested 9_3, in which one replaces the original nonlinear stochastic differential equation by
another "close" nonlinear equation, possessing an exact solution. In some cases, however, this
method is not amenable to closed form solution.
This study combines the stochastic linearization and nonlinearization techniques. It is
specially designed for systems with both nonlinear damping and nonlinear restoring force.
Instead of the classical stochastic linearization technique, where both nonlinear damping and
nonlinear restoring force are replaced by their respective linear counterparts, here we use only
a partial linearization, namely, we linearize only the damping. The equation thus obtained is
amenable to an exact solution. The equivalent damping parameter is obtained by solving a
nonlinear algebraic equation either analytically or numerically. For the system with nonlinear
damping but with linear restoring force, the present method coincides with the usual stochastic
linearization. For the system with both nonlinear damping and nonlinear restoring force, it
represents a natural generalization of the stochastic linearization. The proposed procedure
considerably improves the accuracy of the stochastic linearization and yields simple equations to
determine the desired probabilistic characteristics.
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BASIC EQUATIONS
Consider the following nonlinear equation
:¢ + f(X,:O + g(X) = W(t) (1)
Here f(X,X) is associated generally with nonlinear damping and g(X') is associated with
nonlinear restoring force. The excitation W(t) is assumed to be a Gaussian white noise. We
replace the nonlinear damping force f(X,.X') by an equivalent linear one,
+ f3_( + g(X) - W(t) (2)
Thus, the key issue is to determine the equivalent damping coefficient 13, for the substituting
system (2). The criterion for selecting 13, is that the average energy dissipation remains the
same 11'12, namely,
e[Y f(x,:o ] -- (3)
The left and right hand sides of equation (3) represent the average work per unit time performed
by the original nonlinear damping force and the equivalent linear damping force, respectively.
It is noted that the stochastic linearization uses the least mean square criterion, namely,
E { [ f(X, fO - [_X]2 } = minimum (4)
which also leads to equation (3). Although the formally identical criterion (3) is used in both
stochastic linearization and partial linearization, the ensemble averaging in equation (3) is
performed with different probability densities for these two methods. In the stochastic
linearization, the probability density is assumed to be Gaussian, while in the present partial
linearization method, it is generally not Gaussian.
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We now calculatethe left hand side of equation (3).
following It6 differential equation form
Equation (1) can be written in the
dXt -- X2dt (5a)
dX 2 = [-f(Xt,X2) -g(Xl) ]dt ÷vl-2_K dB(t) (5b)
where X 1 =X, X 2 =X', K is the spectral density of the white noise excitation W(t), and B(t) is a
unit Wiener's process. According to the It6 differential rule _4,
d X2 = _2X2[f(Xt,X=) . g(X1)] *2axK*24'_-'KX=dB(t)
"a-i=
(6)
Ensemble averaging of equation (6) results in
_.ae[x_] ,, -2z{x=[.f(x,,x_) +g(x,) ]! +2_r
dt
which reduces to
e[x=f(x,,x=) ] = =ic (8)
for the stationary state. Equation (8) leads to a remarkable conclusion: for any oscillator with
only an additive white noise excitation, the average work done by the damping force per unit
time depends only on the spectral density of the excitation, regardless the damping mechanism.
The same conclusion was reached by Karnopp 's by using a different proof. Hence, from
equations (3) and (8)
p, = e[$cf(x,*)] _ =K
E[X =1 E[X 2]
(9)
We will make use of the fact that the exact stationary probabilistic solution of equation
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(2) is a classicalresult of the randomvibration; it reads3'4
p(x,.,fc) --- Cexp ( 13, .i:2
-_:rtK ["_" * _ g(u)du]) (10)
where C is a constant determined from the normalization condition
C f fexp(_ (11)
-®-® _tK [7 + g(u)du]}dxd:_
Equation (10) shows that the velocity of system (2) is a Gaussian random variable, while the
displacement is not. The probability density (10) can be considered as an approximate one for
the response of the original system and can be used in equation (8) to yield
w ® x
ssC _f(x,_) exp 1- [.._. ÷ g(u)dul}dxde = nK (12)
-0o -el0
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (12), we obtain
o0 o0
-_ + g(u)du]}dxdYc -- 0
.... _K
(13)
This is a nonlinear algebraic equation for I_, which can be solved analytically or numerically for
a given system. Once 13, is determined, it can be substituted into equation (10) for the
approximate joint probability density.
If the nonlinear damping force depends only on the velocity, namely, f(X,X) ---f(J_"), then
equation (13) is reduced to
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f [._/(._) -_K]exp(- IB"r2)d._ = 0 (14)
-® 2_xK'
Equation (14) can often be solved analytically for 15e.
It can be seen that if the damping force depends on both the displacement and velocity,
then the equivalent damping coefficient calculated from (13) is different from that obtained from
equivalent linearization, because the displacement is not a Gaussian random variable. When the
damping force is dependent solely on velocity, both methods yield the same equivalent damping
coefficient from equation (14) since the velocity is Gaussian. However, the present method is
simpler than the stochastic linearization method since only an equivalent damping coefficient
needs to be calculated.
It is noted that Caughey 1° proposed an approximation scheme to replace the original
nonlinear damping by an energy-dependent nonlinear damping by using the least mean square
criterion. But his method was only applied to systems with linear restoring force. Lin 13extended
Caughey's method to the case of nonlinear restoring force. However, the determination of the
replacement nonlinear damping force usually requires numerical calculations.
As expected, the partial linearization method yields more accurate results than the
equivalent linearization since it retains one of the characteristics of the original nonlinear system,
namely the nonlinear restoring force. However, the method is expected to be less accurate than
the energy dissipation balancing method in which the equivalent damping force is selected from
a larger class of linear and nonlinear damping forces, rather than from the sub-class of linear
damping. Therefore, the selected equivalent damping using the energy dissipation balancing
method is generally "closer" to the original damping. Nevertheless, we pay a penalty of more
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numericalcomputationsfor obtainingmoreaccurateresults,when the approximateprobability
density has to be calculated numerically at every point in the energy dissipation balancing
method, as shown in the illustrative example. One can visualize that for the preliminary design
of structures, one may need a sufficiently accurate analytical technique such as the proposed
partial linearization rather than a fully numerical technique. For final design of the structure once
its parameters are nominally chosen based on partial linearization, one may use a refined analysis
of the structure vis the dissipation energy balancing method.
MOMENTWlSE CONSISTENCY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
It is of interest to note that, in terms of certain statistical moments of the response, the partial
linearization method is a consistent approximation procedure. Consider M(X t,X2) =xlix_ where
i andj are nonnegative integers. An equation for E[M] can be obtained by using It6's differential
rule for M, and then taking the ensemble averaging, resulting in
d...d.E om OM }+_KE[ O2M] (15)
[M] = E[X2_ ] +E{[-f(Xt,X2) -g(X_)] 0---_2 X2"3'''_dt
The left hand side of (15) is a time derivative of a nth (n=i÷j) order moment, while the form of
the right hand side depends on functions f and g. It contains only the nth and lower order
moments if both f and g are linear; however, it also contains moments of orders higher than n
if at least one of the f and g functions is a nonlinear polynomial. In either case, equation (15)
represents a set of relations among moments.
When the system response eventually attains the stationary state after a sufficiently long
exposure to Gaussian white noise excitations, the moment equations of the form (15) are reduced
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to algebraicequationsasfollows
OM OM } + =KE [ OZM
E[X2_] +E{[-f(Xz'X2)-g(Xz)] °3"_2 X:'O"--'_] = 0ox,
(16)
Letting M=Xt, Xz, X_, XzX z and X_, we obtain from (16) the following relations:
E[Xz] = 0 (17a)
E[ +g(X,)] = o (1"7"o)
E[XzX2] = 0 (17c)
E[X_] = EU(t[f(Xz,X2) +g(X_)]} (17d)
(17e)
Equations (17a)-(17e) are satisfied if the true stationary probability density of the system response
is used when performing the ensemble averaging. They may or may not be satisfied if an
approximate probability density is used.
Yet, the use of the approximate probability density (10) guarantees that equations (17a)-
(17e) are also satisfied provided that g(XO is an odd function, and f(X 1 ,Xz) is an odd function
of X2 and an even function of At, which is true for most physical systems. The validity of the
above assertion is obvious for equation (17a)-(17c). Equation (17e) is also satisfied by virtue of
equation (12). Lastly, equation (17d) can be verified by noting that E[Xzf(Xx,X2) ] ---0 and
E [X z g (X z) ] = E [X22] upon the following integrations by parts:
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and
_ 2
c f fxlg(xOe×p(-_tx+
X t
÷ ( g(u)du]}dxldx 2 = nK
C x_exp{- [ + g(u)du]}dxxdx 2 = nK
-.-. _K fi,
(18)
(19)
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
For illustration, consider a system governed by
Ji ÷ fiX + aX 3 + vX + SX s = W(t) (20)
The stochastic linearization yields
[3 . 1 .z + lkx2 )] (21)p(x,Y¢) = Cexp[-._-_ (._.x
where
and
(22)
!
_.Y + |(Y)2 + _3nK6 (23)k
With partial linearization method, only the same 13e is needed to evaluate a "better"
probability density
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__ 1 -2 1 (24)p(x,_) = Ctexp[- (._.x +_.yx 2 +-'16x4)14
In this example, the present method is simpler and more accurate than the equivalent
linearization.
Let us contrast now the partial and "full" stochastic linearization 1_a6'_7 methods with the
more accurate energy dissipation method_k The probability density is found to be
p(x,_) = C2ex p A 3t
-5 - f ----- ----v-½8x,),dx
(2_. -yx 2
where Z. is the total energy given by
(25)
L ---- !3_ 2 1
+ "_X 2 +!_X 4 (26)2 4
and
A
2 -
Y
6;,0
,5=0, 'y_0
(27)
The integrals in equation (25) cannot be obtained in closed form if both 6 and y are nonzero.
By using the method proposed by Caughey _° and Lin _3 and choosing two coefficients in
the replacing nonlinear damping force, the approximate probability density is obtained as
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p(x,.¢) -'- C2ex p [ -...L ( Z. Z.2) ]
_rg c°t + c°3
where _. is shown in (26), and the two coefficients Cot and Co3satisfy
1
mo2Co I Clmo42
(28)
(29a)
(too4 +'_ m22 2 Cot + 4
+ 16m'2)2 + a(m°6 + Ym24 + 15m44)= 13(too, + y m22
(29b)
where mi/= E [ X_ X/]. Equations (28) and (29) can be solved together for c01 and c03.
The approximate results (25) and (28) may improve the accuracy by introducing a higher
order term of L. However, numerical computations have to be performed to obtain the
approximate results.
In Figs. 1 and 2, the stationary mean square values of the displacement X for system (20)
are plotted against the stiffness nonlinearity parameter 5 and the damping nonlinearity parameter
ct, respectively. Results computed from both the "full" linearization and partial linearization are
shown and compared with the Monte-Carlo simulation results. It is seen that considerably higher
accuracy can be achieved with the present method as compared to the "full" linearization
procedure.
CONCLUSIONS
For a single-degree-of-freedom nonlinear oscillator subjected to an external Gaussian white noise
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excitation, the partial linearization method not only yields more accurateresults than those
obtainedfrom the full linearizationmethod,but alsorequireslesscomputation. It is alsoshown
that the partial linearizationmethodis a consistentapproximationschemein the sensethat the
obtainedapproximateprobabilitydensitysatisfiescertainexactrelationshipsfor certainstatistical
momentsof the systemresponse.
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